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°MEMPHIS DEMS DON'T 'DIG' JOHNSON
Rev. C. M. Lee,' BRUTALLY BEATEN Defender Polls Leaders
LBJ Not Okay,
Hospitalized
Rev. C. M. Lee. pastor of the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church on
Kennedy and the majority of
his family wound up in Collins
Chapel Hospital as the result of
freak accidents during the July
4th holiday weekend.
Reverend Lee was motoring
to Golden Leaf Baptist Church
on Peach st. when he was stopped at Third and Parkway sts.,
by a radar patrolman, While
the patrolman was issuing t h e
ticket, an intoxicated motorist
rammed his automobile into the
rear of Rev. Lee's '59 Cadillac,
injuring the patrolman and the
minister which required hospitalization for the minister.
In less than 10 days Rev.
Lee's wile, Mrs. C. M. Lee, and AFTERMATH of a brutal she wouldn't accompany him
his daughter, Mrs. Maeola Kil- beating by her
boy friend, to a hotel and started beatlebrew were lying almost side
said Miss Ruth Lorraine ing her on Pennsylvania st.
by side in the hospital. The feBlocker of 165 N'aal, left her She said he knocked her
males were en route to t h e
face twisted and bruised as down, beat her as she tried
hospital to visit the minister
seen from the views above. to get away and continued
when an auto ran the red light
Miss Blocker, 20. said her beating her until witnesses
at Monroe and Lauderdale infriend, Wilbert Moore, 23, of called
police.
Miss
the
juring the occupants.
87 Wisconsin, got angry when Blocker, although the beating
A nurse at the hospital inoccurred several weeks ago,
formed the Tri-State Defender
that all of the Lee family are
'improving nicely' and that Rev.
Lee was expected to return to
his home at 119 Majuba st. la•
ter this week.
A••••••••••••••••••••• •

Kennedy Good
If it were left up to most of the Negro Democrats
in Memphis, the National Democratic convention
could
have come up with a better man for its vice-presidential candidate than Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas. This
seems to be the consensus of opinion brought out by

the recent Tri-State Defender's
poll of several Democratic er on
the Democratic combine.
leaders here.
"Both men are highly qualifiAs for John Fitzgerald Ken- ed men."
nedy, although he wasn't the Mr.
Walker said he thought
prime choice of many Negroes the Negroes
in Memphis would
here, he is a good alternate. go along
with Kennedy and
In talking with the Demo- Johnson
and that the duo would
cratic leaders of Memphis the have a
chance unless the ReTri-State Defender asked them publican
party came up with
,these questions:
a very strong nominee for vice
Is still having work done on I (1) What do you think of the president and a strong party
her face at John Gaston Democratic presidential nomi- plank. "A lot of people didn't
DESPITE recent rumors and pounds of clothes brought in
hospital, she said. She report- nees? Do you think they have like Richard Nixon (the presstories that say all is well in by contributors to the NAACP
ed that plastic surgery had a chance of winning in the ent vice president) at first,"
Fayette County, the Memphis headquarters here for chanto be done on her face. Moore November election? Do you Mr. Walker said.
branch of NAACP is still send- neling to the race troubled
was reportedly fined 852 on think the Negroes in Memphis He said he thought the plating clothes and food-stuffs County. These clothes, with
a disorderly conduct charge. will go along with Kennedy form was a very good one.
Ot
(Staff Photos by Billy Dun- and Johnson?
i? the Negro farmers of money and other needs will
"It was forward thinking, more
(2) What do you think of the than just for 1959 and 1960."
•
ayette County. Above, Tri- be sent to Fayette County
can)
platform that the Democratic He said it was the most liberal
State Defender Society Edi- this week. (Staff photo by
party passed? Will it ever be- platform either party has ever
tor, Mrs. Marjorie I. Lien, Billy Duncan)
come a law, do you think? passed. As for it ever becomposes alongside hundreds of
(That is, if the Dems win)
ing law, Mr. Walker reminded:
(3) Do you think Kennedy's "If you go over the record you
religion (Roman Catholic) will will find that these platforms
maner much to the Negro are usually tried very hard to
voter?
he put into law but it remains
stolen
a
reported
ARGUMENT SETTLED
was
and
The Defender asked these to be seen whether it will make
AN ARGUMENT BETWEEN month ago.
questions of several of the Ne- it or not."
two waiters over how to make a DRIVING WHILE
Miss Doris S. Ray of 2352 gro Democratic leaders here On the religion
question: "I
salad was settled in City Court INTOXICATED
Dexter avs • a science teacher and here are some typical re- certainly
do not think Kennedy's
He
Boushe.
Beverly
Judge
by
Carter,
Willie
333-C
39,
Dixof
from
Lester
is
one
of
the
high
Misses Claresia Washington teacher Ojoencino Trailer school
plies:
religion will matter to the Nefined Cosey Sykes, 40, of 2094 ie Mall was fined 851 in Traffic school science teachers from 21 Atty.
and Faye E. Coleman, two of and Miss Coleman is a member
Russell B. Sugarmon, gro voter. I think his religion
disorderly
c4iaHubert $11 on a
Court on a drunk driving sta.es and the District of Colum- member of the Shelby County
LeMoyne college's 1959 gradu- of the three-teacher staff at the
duct charge for hitting Ville charge. Judge Ingram dismissed bia enrolled in the eight-week, ,D
See POLLS, Page 2
ates, returned to Memphis last Borrego Pass Day school near Funeral services for
the late Richardson, 40, on the nose dur- Charges of reckless driving and au expense paid Summer Insti- emocratic club. "I like a
week for brief vacatiens from Brewitt, N. M.
fighting candidate and I think
Mrs. Rosie Lee Bracey, who
ing the argument.
no driver's lioense. Police said tute in biology at Howard uni- 'Kennedy has
their goVernmentleaching posts the young ladies live about suffered a heart attack
demonstrated that
Sunday FALLS FROM TRUCK
Carter lost control of his car versity. The Institute will end he knows how
on the Navajo Indian Reserve- eight miles apart and find it night, will be held at
to fight." Atty.
the MisISAAC REIM. a 58-year-old at Thomas and Chelsea June 20 August 12.
it'on in New Mexico.
possible tc spend weekends to- sissippi Blvd. Christian
Sugarmon said he thought the
Church laborer, received multiple frac- and crashed into the front of
Miss Washington's parents re- gether. "We don't get lonesome Sunday, July 24, at 2
In all, there are 46 teachers ticket of Kennedy and Johnson
p.m. Elder
tures and internal injuries when Speedway Drug Store, doing of general science, biology, had an excellent cham-e
ide at 1432 Fairview st., and because we are kept busy teach- Blair T. Hunt will
in the
officiate.
Miss Coleman's parents live at ing the little Indians and taking
chemistry and physics enrolled. coming election, no matter
Mrs. Bracey, a graduate of he fell from the rear of a pick- heavy damage.
what
up truck and under the wheels STICKS HEAD INTO FAN
Twenty are participants in a combination the
1316 Kney st.
care of our personal needs," Southern Christian Institute
Republicans
in
Mr.
Fisherville.
near
Both young ladies were active said Misr Coleman. "We cook Edwards, Miss., came to Mem- at a farm
Mary Banks, 4-year-old daugh- radiatio.. biology section, study- come up with next week.
Two young Negro girls were
In campus life during their four for ourselves and do our own phis 11 years ago. She served Reed was taken to John Gas- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence ing atomic anc' nuclear physics He said he thought the plat- arrested last week when
they
condition
where
hospital
his
in
addition
radiation
biology;
to
ton
years at LeMoyne and Miss cleaning and laundry," added as editor of the Memphis World
Banks of 1411 Texas, was admitform was a fine one. "It's a boarded a number 8 Chelsea
critical.
as
26
listed
modern
are
and
in
is
a
biology
Washington was editor of the Miss Washington.
Hospital
Gaston
John
to
ted
newspaper, a Fuller Products
Kennedy platform and it's a bus and refused to move to
college yearbook in '59.
where attendants said her con- perspectives section, studying good one," he said. As for the the rear of the
When it gets too quiet on Sun- saleswoman and a member of PLEADS INNOCENT
bus at Main
Miss Washington is stationed days, they jump into Miss Wash- the National Negro Business POLICE SAY ERNEST W. dition was good after surgery. recent advances in biology.
platform becoming law even- and Madison when the bus
shot
Minnie,
1551
of
63,
Olive,
near Cuba, N. M., at the two- ington's car and drive to the League.
The youth received severe facial The program is financed joint- tually. Mr. Sugarmon said he operator
asked them to move
mountains.
She was a national board John Taylor, 56, of 1552 Fred, cuts Sunday night when she ly by the National Science didn't know, but thought that "because
white people were
Foundatiot,
Atomthe
argued
U.
they
and
S.
as
pistol
stuck
climbed on a chair and
Both young ladies agree that member and a member of the with a
it should.
standing."
they hate gained valuable ex- board of trustees of the National over a woman both had been her head into a revolving win- ic Energy Commission. Dr. On the religion question, Atty. The older of the two, Miss
Taylor, associate proMarie
perience on the reservation. Christian Church. She was 2nd dating. Taylor died of chest dow fan.
Sugarmon said: "As a Negro Nellie Criglar was arraigned
fessor of botany at Howard, di"And, it has helped our person- vice-president of the National wounds at John Gaston Hospit- SMOKED OUT
who has run for office I think before Judge Beverly Boushe
alities, too," said Miss Coleman. Convention of Disciples of Christ. al. Olive was held to the state Alberta Knox of 932 North rects the institute.
rare or religion has nothing to Tuesday morning and fined 825
murder
Second, called police and had
Starting salary for teachers At Mississippi Blvd. Church, on a not guilty plea to a
do with the candidate. It will for disorderly conduct. The
Johnnie Lee Neals, 41, of 179
on the reservation is $4,040. she organized a Boy Scout charge.
be very small of us as a group young lady was represented by
Bickford arrested after he put
Salary increases for the two Mothers club. She was a mem- STATION WAGON THEFT
if we hold a candidate's religion Attorney Russell B. Sugarmon,
Memphians next school year ber of the Christian Women's THREE HUGHES, ARK., Ne- a pile of paper under the edge
against him. I think the person jr., and Ben Hooks.
will push the salary scale to Fellowship and Paul Lawrence groes have been charged with of her house and set it on fire.
who would come to me and
When the judge was asked
local
Two
ministers,
Reverend
Dunbar club.
possession of stolen property. He admitted that he started the
85,900.
ask me not to vote for Kennedy on what grounds would she be
Charles
W.
Guy
and
Rev.
W.
M.
Mrs.
Bracey
Thomas
F. Lee, 34; fire because he was angry at
leaves two sons, They are
Prospective teachers for the
Cuak have started a trust fund because he is a Catholic would charged because there is no
Indian Reservation are inter- a sister, brother and a niece to Oliver L. Rogers, 20, and John the occupant for spurning his fur the relief and educations for go to someone else and ask law in the State of Tennessee
mourn
her
passing.
he
said
Bowers,
The
Lee
28.
was
Lee
house
only
advances.
body
The
viewed each spring by reprothe children of the families of him not to vote for me because calling for segregation of motor
sentatites of the Bureau of In- will lay in state at the church borrowed the car from a Mem- scorched.
the late Nelson New and R. Q. I am a Negro."
buses, the judge said, "The
Saturday,
forgotJuly
had
23,
man,
he
from
but
2
til
phis
MISSES Fay E. Coleman, dian Affairs, Department of In.
Alexander
A MACEO WALKER
operator is in charge and his
p.m.
Burial will be in Port ten his name. Police said the OXYGEN CONTENT
10
left, and aaresia Washington. tenor.
A. Maceo Walker, president orders should be obeyed."
Gibson, Mississippi. Sam Qualls station wagon was owned by Oxygen constitutes about 21 New and Alexander were
drowned in the Mississippi river of the Tri-State Bank and the The younger was taken to
Funeral Home is in charge.
Tennessee Distributors, Inc., perlent of air by volume.
in early June after the two had Universal Life Insurance com- Juvenile Court and later regone on a pleasure cruise. pany: "I think it's the best the leased to the custody of her
New',. body was found hours af- party could do," said Mr. Walk- parents.
ter the accident occurred. Alexander's body was found a week
later in Clarksdale, Mississippi
by two fishermen.
Any person or organization
who would like to contribute to
the fun(' should mail the contribution directly to: New and
Alexander Trust Fund, Cleveland Branch of Union Planters
National Bank, Memphis, Tennessee.
For further information call
BR 5-5527 or BR 4-5543.

LeMoynites Teach
Indians, Rough It

....•......•...•......,
Memphis-This Weeks Lester Prof.

Death Strikes
Mrs. R. Bracey

Attends Study

Front Seat On
Bus --- $25 Fine

Trust Fund For
New & Alexander

A IR K
SWinsockeirosmi

Dedicate Playground

FOR

RESULT
S!
OIEKER

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

Nat D. Champions
'Individual Negro

last year. It should he "must'
111/1EGRO VANGUARD
Evei hear of the so-called reading for every real or would"new Negro"? Whole lot of be Negro leader in the world
foll... arc discussing such a and to every white man in
"critter" nowadays . . . during America who realizes that the
the "sit-ins," "picketings," and nation's number one domestic
problems stems from the Neso forth.
But, here's news for you. gro . . . the fellow he once igThere's no such thing as a noreci or swore he "knew."
"new Negro." Most folks who The author of the book set
really know something about out tc study the backgrounds ol
Neo-oei will agree to that. Negroes who have distinguished
They know something ... know themselves enough as Individuenough . . .about the Negro's als to be included in American
history. He made a careful sepast.
3 t a loi of folk don't know lection of Negroes who have
that the Negro of 1960 is the been traditionally described as
same Negro who has been in the leaders of their people. He
studied the lives of these men
America all along.
READ BOOKS
. . . and women . . . starting
That's why they need to read with the first Negroes to disa book I would like to recom- tirguish themselves in the hismend right here. Now, this is ..ry of the nation . . . such as NEW PLAYGROUND—Dedinot a book review. But it is a Crispus Attucks, Phyllis Wheat- catory services were held last
reference to as fine a book on ley, and the like . . . from the week for the Tenn. 1.7 Projhe Negro as has ever captured eighteenth century (starting in ect Playground. The program
consisted of a selection from
a da-k or light eye.
1770, and came on down to
the Letter Carriers band,
The volume was written by a
opening speakers, welcome
white man. It was published See SHADOWS, Page 2

Ot

Snake Scares
Boy To Death

talk, game demonstration.
dance and a presentation of
awards. On hand (I-r) were
James Payton, director of
playground: If. Bridges, project manager; Miss foe Ann
Mayo, assistant director and

Sam McAnulty, district SUperiffer. Mrs. Eva Tillman
gate Iie acceptance speech
andtl game demonstration
was h ndled by Charlie Wit.
lia ni• athletic supervisor.
(Withers photo)

UNION SPRINGS, Ala. —
(UPI) — Police said Monday
they were making a thorough inve.itigation of the case of a fouryear-old boy who apparently
died of shock after being frightened by a snake
The orty words spoken by little Donnie Joe Mote before he
died last Tuesday were:
snake scared me, mommie."
resulte ni an autopsy have
not beer announced. A doctor
who examined the boy said he
could find no evidence of snake
bite.
The boy was playing alone in
a barn when In, suddenly asked
his two older brothers to take
him to his mother. His father,
Wiltshire Mote, realized the boy
was badly frightened and rush•
ed him to a hospital.
Ny.

To Place Your Want Ad.
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 6-8397

(Continued From Page 1)
Ralph Bundle, Jackie Robinson. Mordecai Johnson (in
1960) and the like.
GOOD TECHNIQUE
What makes the book signifi.
cant is the technique the author
uses in seeking into the backgrounds of the men and women
studied to account for their distinction and leadership despite
the real handicaps a Negro faces
.in achieving even survival
in an environment so overwhelmingly dominated by white persons.
In an interview with a distinguished Negro of New York, the
author asked a question on this
scire. And the Negro answered
as follows'
'Every successful Negro can
bz accounted for by family, by
tie people he gets to know, and
any of hundreds of other .variables. It's all a matter of people
having a chance. There is no
equality of opportunity for anybody, white or Negro, anywhere. Lots of people will immense potentials never get
anywhere simply because they
don't have the chance . . .the
— COVERNOR'S GREETINGS— night of 51st annual NAACP right parents,
ts was the scene of a recent Memphis Park Commission ners in
the right geo- RODEO WINNERS — Gooch
the contest are shown
Minnesota's Gov. Orville Free' convention in St. Paul. Mrs. graphical and educationa
Park in the Hyde Park vicinibicycle rodeo sponsored by the Recreation Department. Win. with the
l opplayground directors.
man and St. Paul Mayor Few is president of the St. portunities, accidental
deliverFrom left are: Charles Lee,
George Vavoulis, right, extend Paul NAACP branch. 3oth ance from the
temptations that
assistant director; Cleveland
best wishes to Mrs. Addie Governor Freeman and Mayor can ruin a man's
chances in 10
Payne,
Marsha Jones, Carolyn
Few and the famed Nashville,
avoulis addressed the open- minutes. The people who don't
I'll help. Solution
Owens, James WUliams,
Tenn., civil rights lawyer Z. ing night mass rally.
have any choice in the matPrince Wilkins, jr., and Miss
available, if instrucAlexander Looby on opening
ter, and neither did those who For Week of July 24-30
Mary Helen Ezelle, director.
tions followed. Strictly
SUNDAY,
JULY
24
do."
personal.
The colored man who said 10 a.m. — Television Chapel—
that war looking deep into the St. Louis Catholic Church —
well. He was touching where choir and its pastor, Father
Spiced by the antics of an ov fine baseball, and reams of enthe water hits the wheel. It was Paul W. Clunan
ersized
first baseman, by name tertainment before
almost a direct admission 10:30 a.m.—Gold Award The.
the game
Natureboy Williams, the touring
that most outstanding Negroes etre — "Notorious," starring
and between each inning. Carl
Indianapoli
s Clowns drew a retoday achieved their distinction Cary Grant and Ingrid Berg.
cord gate to MacArthur Stadium Forney toed the mound for the
man
primarily on the basis of what
Batavia, N. Y., to see them rip celebrated Clowns. His battery
person ii'. power or position they 12:00—Major League Baseball
New York Royals, 10-2, last mate, Van Rushing, sewed
the
knew. Must successful Negroes (game in progress) Cleveland
week.
at Boston
things up with a circuit clout
owe their success to some understanding white man . . . di- 4 - 5 p.m.—Meet Your Candi- The fans were treated to some over the leftfield barrier in the
treorly itchici to a'sarbfor 73.4yeamv
rectly or indirectly, Think back. dates—Second of special electhird inning that put the game
Theo Ilowed.:mew wenderAis crews.
KINGS * LODGB
tion programs, live and local, nates from Chicago this week, on ice.
DOESN'T
DETRACT
Isle wPssr Ev:Plry,".roys D. Ward ofL.A.
during
Republican
convention
.
A
with Norm Brewer and Steve
VACATION FIT FOR A KINGS
lire's blessed relief front tortures of vaginal
And thet doesn't detract from
9-11 am.—Republican Conven- As if that weren't enough, the
Itch, rectal itch, chafing, rub and eczema
a Negro's achievement . . . Warren interviewing candi•
writb an amazing new scientific formula
maitre
Moe! Detuss Stilt Boet.4 Pill
tion coverage — Organization Clowns came up with a triple
Called LANACANE. This fist-acting. stainTrivets and bead-what*
that he had a white friend or dates in the Memphis election meeting
Baths
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
play
in
the
and platform. (Cancfourth inning to cut
of Aug. 4
germs while it soothe, raw, irritated and
sv-II•wist er to help him. Most
•Bpacitue klocltra Dining
down
Boost
a
potential
els
enflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—so
regular
programmi
scoring
ng.)
threat
successfol white. men had some- 5- G p.m.—Meet the Press —
healing. Don't suffer another mte
inu.
(canceling regular program- by the Royals. Williams, whose • Filtered ffeirr.ming Tool
•
Special
Wis
hour-long
IANACANZ rods/ at au dna alum
telecast
from
one to help them . . . usually
Chicago, highlighting the Re- ming) Keynote speech with bat drew as much applause as •flub House—Cattail Bar and Scut Pip..
white.
booting and Sports
Representative Walter Judd the variety of costumes he wore
publican candidates
One of the most impressive
Willice Pkene for lilerwatiee
kept
speaker.
the
as
crowd
p.m.—Over
entertained
6
land
Trail
—
and blurs.
facts established by the book
9-9:30 p.m.—Political—HE. Wil- throughout the game. Showing tins Esiiy
deals with the old story of di- "Daughter of the Sioux"
1 ,t/.
TN.: FUR,' 4 2114
vision among Negroes. The au- 9:30 p.m.—Flight (changed time liams, candidate for Gov. of his capabilities at the initial I. C. Sato, .
Ot,sville, Rea Yerk
Ark. through KARK-TV re- sack he retired from the field
thur brings out that it is noth- tonight only)
midway through the game and
mote telecast
ing new to find divergences 10:00 — Weather
of views among Americans — 10:05-10:20 p.m.—Political—Hol- 9:30-10 p.m. — Political — Or. returned with a folding chair.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
DURHAM
including colored Americans. He lis for district attorney, Ar- vat Faubus, candidate for Gov. In relaxed comfort he played STEEL
FOLDING
of Ark, re-election. through a full inning without error —
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
points out that as far back as kansas
CHAIRS
'OVER A MILLION DOLLARS FOR THE STATE OF' 1823 the
much to the delight of the fans. Modern
Phone IA. 5-6348
growing group of free 10:20 p.m.—Nitewatch — "Son KARK-TV remote telecast
Design.
TENNESSEE!" says Miss Loretto Hughes, Cashier for the Negroes in America during the of Fury," starring Tyrone TUESDAY, JULY 26
Williams kept things alive later Handsome Appear.
ance. Rugged ConDepartment of Revenue. She is endorsing checks made payable slave era were divided as to Power, Gene Tierney and 6:30—to about 9 p. m. Republi- on in a rollicking Rock 'n Roll struction. V • r
can
convention
coverage ; exhipition with pitcher Ulysses Durable.
to the State by Southern Bell. Three checks, totaling $1,357,- the best course for their group George Sanders
Credentials report and ad- i(Two-way) Greene. The Clowns $950
to pursue. — since they were 12:00—Sign Off
elps Heal And Clear 469.92, represent the telephone
company's franchise tax, excise facing growing discriminat
dress by Pres. Eisenhower, infield then put on their famous,
ion MONDAY, JULY 25
am and up
tax and filing fee for the fiscal year 1959, which ended on June in the country.
shadowball exhibition.
7 a. ni.—Today, program origi WEDNESDAY, JULY 27
CONTACT US
30. ames M. Brown (left), Southern Bell's General Commercial
Some or the free Negroes felt
1.; P.m.—Wagon Train (tentative) On hand with the 2,000 fans FOR VOLUME PRICES
were scouts from the Milwaukee
Manager. made the payment to Floyd Murphy (right), Assistant they shauld support the Ameri- had a right to equal treatment "Delizia Kingdom Story."
BERNATSKY BRDS.
can Colonization Society's pro- a3 American citizens . . . that 6:30 to about 9 or 9:30 p. m. — Braves and Los Angeles Dodgsso s Main St. — 1A. 111-0141
Zemo — liquid or ointment — a Commissioner of Revenue. Over the
past ten years, Southern gram. That Society,
Memphis, Tenn,
ductor's antiseptic, promptly rewith such they owed it to themselves and
Republican Convention cover- ers.
bey es itching. stops scratching Bell has paid Tennessee 56-million dollars in state and local taxes. distinguisheo Americans a s their children to remain in
age. Platform adopted, miniand s, helps heal and clear sm.- The Company's annual payment is
running around 10. Thomas Jefferson backing it, America and fight for the rights nating speeches and possible
pi chased territory in Africa, o' free men. Further, they said
fa7e skin rashes Buy extra million dollars.
balloting
S:rength Zemo forzenv,
and started a campaign to send they (thc free Negroes) needed 9-9:30 p.m. (tentative) — The
all free Negroes then in the
stubborn cases!
People's Choice (changed time
remain in the country to aid
good chance to win in Novem- United States to the location. to
liberation of the millions tonight)
the
in
ber because "This is a Demo- Many free Negroes went. They
Settings for Superb Shad
of their fellows who were still THURSDAY, JULY 28
cratic year and if we work founded the African Republic
living in slavery in most of the 6:30 to about 9 or 9:30 p.m.—
358
Beale
Street
together as a unit we will win of Liberia.
nation They were the first Republican Convention cover(Continued from page 1)
Printing Of All Kind
in November." She said Ne- On the other hand, however.
"r.ce men". But they were di- age. Nominating speeches for Mimeographing
will help him to win," said Mr.,groes
. Letterheads . .
will go along with KW there were scores of other free vided over what steps should be
Vice President, possible bal. Stationery . . . Bill Heads . .
Walker. "I think his religion because
Many other forms of printing for the'
of the strong platform Negroes who looked with scorn taken to prove it.
toting and acceptance spee-eb-• individual or industry.
(although I am not a Catholic) they
on the free Negroes who conhave adopted."
NEGROES DIVIDE helped him to win the nominasented
to
transporte
be
d to AfShe said the platform was
Dow-.. through Ki,i,:rican his- FRIDAY, JULY 29
tion."
with now
best possible ever. "It could rica. The spokesman for this tory there has been this division no schedule changes.
A. W. WILLIS
set
of
free
Negroes
insisted
that
no
do
less
Slutri
in
rdoe
the
10:30
view
p.
of
m.—Third
everyAnniversary
among Negroes as to the best
Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., running
one crying 'We want free- they were American citizens of strategy and the most effective of Jack Paar show.
Count
Court, city of Memfor
several generations background
dom," she said.
phis: Mr. Willis said the Demo(as indeed they were). And tactics to be used to achieve SATURDAY, JULY 30
GUARANTFED Re-Manufzecratic nominees were not his Mrs. Walker said she thought moreovei they insisted that they full manhood status, and the dig- 11:55 am.—Major League Base.
lured Motor. Do not be tom
fusedie have no hidden or
ball — Cleveland at Baltimore
nity and rights that accompany
choice
but he thought they were the platform would eventually
?heinous charges — the price
citizenship.
There
6:30
p.m,—Bonanza — Color —
class
become
first
law.
"In
wC Quote is thi price yeti
view
strong
of
pair.
a
the walking, who would let a man's
He said he
MY
GOOD SALARY
Bring Your Problems To
Russian and Cuban situations
was this same division amon.g "The Magnificent Adah."
thought
Negroes
the
in
Mem•
religion stand in his way when white Americans as to what 8:30 - 9:30 p.m.
321 SO. Main
MILLER'S MARRIAGE
— World Wide
phis would go along with the it will become law. It is a step we have been held back
HOLIDAYS WITH PAY
all ol
Phone JA 6-0672
COUNSELLING SERVICE
nominees. As for their chances, in the right direction and be- our days because of our race kind of nation they wanted this 60 — Special program on the
AND
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Troubled? Love?
Money Problems?

John Wamsteker

Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
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Klondyke Food Center

1287 Vollentine
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JULY 21, 22, 23
BACON • Piedmont Tra-Pak lb, 39c
EGGS - Large
Dozen 39c
GROUND BEEF
3 lbs. 99c
BISCUITS -Bake Day . . 12 cans 99c
PORK STEAKS
lb. 39c
PORK CHOPS End Cuts
lb. 390
each 580
FRYERS- Out Up
MAYONNAISE - Blue Plate pint 29.
ALBERTA PEACHES
3 lbs. 29e
GREENS • Turnip .. 2 bunches 15o
NECK BONES
10 lbs. 990
STEW BEEF - U. S. Good 2 lbs. 79c
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AN ADULT PICTURE
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James Anderson To
Manage Phone Plant

represented within the organization and to present projects of
stage shows, concerts, dramatics, musical comedies, etc. It
plans to promote vigorously the 30t.. July 23, 1960
activity and open avenues of op-i
.- —
portunity and employment fori wpeksimps so as to develop its
its members.
.. i
! members.
The club accepts member.: Meetings are held on SundaYi
ships from anyone' having talent at 3 p m. at the Abe Schartt or, anyone hoping to develop YMCA on Lauderdale. Enter.
Alfred L. Rudd, co-chairman talent. Through its educational tamers and the like are sincereof the Temporary Committee ,of program, the club will sponsor ly urged to attend
the Musicians and Entertainers
—
Association, informs that the
many idle writers, dramatists,
musicians and entertainers have.
organized in order to introduce
such talent for the first time in --41111111144444146
the Tri-State area.
The organization, in its em
bryonic stage, is being directed
FOR HOMES — A $10,000 de- of the Insurance company that the Memphis branch of Atlan- with genuine determination,
The purpose of the group is to
posit was made to Mutual has pioneered in aiding the ta Life: and Charles W.
organize
systems of entertainFederal Savings and Loan As- Negri. community. From left Greene, director of public resociation recently by the At. are Mrs. Grace Donaldson lations for the insurance com- ment so as to magnify all phases
lanta Life Insurance company and Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., of pany, who presented the
for financial aid in building the Loan Association, Lt. check. (Staff photo by Billy
Negro homes. This is typical George W. Lee, manager of Duncan)

Set Up New
Club For
Entertainers

James Jacob Anderson, III, tions in Southern Bell's engi
a native of Nashville, has been eeering department, becoming
appointed Southern' Bells gen- Miami
district engineer in 1950
rel plant manager for Tennes- From
Florida, Mi Anderson
see. The new move became transferred
to the engineering
effective July ,16, and was an. department of American
Tele
flounced today by W. C. Bauer, phone and Telegraph Company
he Company's general' tnanagin New York, where he served
er
for . three years. He rejoined
Mr. Anderson
began
his Southern Bell, in 1959, as acting
career with Southern Bell as a chief engineer for Mississippi
lineman. He came to work with in Jackson. Here, he was made
the Company in Miami in 1940. chief engineer in March of
From this beginning, he ad- 1959, the position he held at
vanced through various posi- the time of his appointment.
After graduating from Miami
senior high school, Mr. Anderson entered college at Vanderbilt university, where he became a member of Sigma Chi
fraternity. He transferred to the
University of Miami, after his
freshman year, and graduated
there. in 1940, with a BS degree in chemistry.
In 1942, Mr. Anderson entered the Navy as an ensign. He
was discharged, in 1945, with
the rank of Lieutenant Commander,
Mr. Anderson was born in
Nashville on June 5, 1917. His
parents were James Jacob
NEW YORK CITY — In view
Anderson, jr., andBessie Hagan
both deceased, of Nashville. of the political chess game be.
te"
He is married to the former tween the Governments of Amer
ENTERS REAL ESTATE —Ted Louise
Latimer, of Chevy ica and Cuba, which has de
R. Brown, graduate of Manas- Chase, Maryland. The Ander- veloped into a virtual war ol
sas high school, recently enter- sons have four children: James words and political action here
ed the Real Estate business In Hagan, 13; John Latimer, 9; and in Cuba, the firm of Louis
association with Mrs. Evelyn David Bruce, 7; and Katherine Rowe-Fisher - Lockhart Enter
prises, Inc., announced its resig
Taylor, prominent Memphis Elizabeth, 4.
broker of 2659 Spottswood. Mr. Mr. Anderson is a member of nation as the American public
Brown studied real estate in the
American Institute of relations representative of the
Nacional Industris
New Yorl- city. He is a veteran Electrical Engineers and is a Institut°
and was formerly with the Saw- registered professional engi- Turistica, directed by Dr. Bau
dilio Castellanos.
yers Realty company. He is a neer.
licensed realty salesman and
The action of the part of
The Andersons attend the
resides et 2217 Curry.
the firm, founded by Joe Louis
Methodist church.
and William L. Rowe, former
Deputy Police Commissioner of
the City of New York, which
was embelished
in January,
1960 by Maurice A. Lockhart,
former Advertising Director of
the Amsterdam News, and
Charles B. Fisher, who headed
a public relations firm by the
same name in Chicago, Illinois,
was taken in the face of the
worsening relationship between
the two countries. The contract
for $287,0000, which was entered into in February, 1960, strict.
ly called for the development
of tours to Cuba by some of the
twenty million Negroes in America. The American Negro spends
18 per cent of the travel dollar
Americans spend on vacations
and trips beyond our borders.
In a statement by William
L. Rowe, the firm's president,
he declared, "In the course oi
human events, a climate be.
tween America and Cuba has
been created on a government
level, which makes it undesirable for the agency, Louis-RoweFisher - Lockhart Enterprises,
Inc., to continue its contractual
agreement with the Cuban
Tourist Commission.
The conflict of interest, which
continues to multiply, and the
failure of the American and
• Self Storing
Cuban governments to overcome
• Z-Bar Frame
their wordy problems leaves
the firm with no other alterna• Weather Stripped
tive."
36x84 (No Extras to Buy)
"The repercussions of this po.
Save $20.00 On Our 1 1-4 inches
litical strife has lessened the
Storm Door - BEST On The Market
effectiveness of our noblest efforts to bring about a better
understanding between the peo.
pie of America and Cuba. We
Wall Height - 18" • Projection - 14"
found it impossible to draw a
line of demarcation between al.
Point of Drop - 18" • Bath Size
leged attitudes of the government and the people. There can
be no question of the titanic naREDWOOD & CHAIN-LINK FENCES
ture of the heated arguments
— 75c A Running Foot —
between the governments, and
all Americans seem bewildered
OFF STREET PARKING — 36 MONTHS TO PAY
by the force which has suddenly
changed friendship to "afraidship."
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'Relations Strained,
Louis Drops Cuba Pact

Memphis' largest selling

Nasser Promises
Arms To Congo
If Requested
cuRo (upi) — United

Arab Republic President Gam.
al Abdel Nasser said Saturday his government would
supply arms to the Congo if
supply arms to the Congo if
Nasser made the statement
at a conference of the National Union of the U. A. R.'s only
political party.

VODKA

Available in all sizes.
Including 1i gallons.
v,prvisce
100 or 110 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S A CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CU., CLERMONT. KY.
-•44441114

4
•

GO By Busimillim:

1•04.14414
11•Mp.
I411/m•

•INEMI•
=MIN
=NM

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

; MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
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MANUFACTURER'S SALE
SPECIAL!
STORM DOORS

'299
'

AWNINGS $12.00

RAY'S PRODUCTS

Gives Frankie
Another Chance

3662 SUMMER AVE. — GL. 8-6687
WRITE - CALL OR COME BUY

remeneememommivommemoneemelw
Straight From The Horse's Mouth!

BUY
MIXED CASES

LOS ANGELES — (inn) —
Singer-Actor Frank Sinatra was
given "just one more chance"
to defend himself against assault and battery charges
brought by a Hollywood parking
lot attendant.
Sinatra failed to appear for a
hearing by Deputy City Attorney Edward L. Davenport into
Edward Moran's charges Sinatra and a companion attacked
him May 14 outside a night club.
Moran, 21, said
Sinatra
"straight-armed" him a n a his
companion, John Hopkins, hit
him "five or six times" on the
head.

WORLD'S LARGEST

of

CASE PRICES!
THERE'S
CONSIDERABLE

SAVING

RUTSKY'S
119UOR STORE

FORD DEALERS

,New And Used
Cars And Tricks

Hull - Dobbs

2380
PARK

Third at Gayoio

PLENTY FREE PARKING

Phone JA 6-8871
LL

a

EVERY GULF TIRE AT BIG SAVINGS
SEE YOUR NEAREST GULF DEALER LISTED BELOW

TAYLOR'S GULF
Service Station
1731 Castalia
Castalia Heights
• Telephone
WH 8-1390

CAIN BROS.
Gulf Service
1252 Breedlove
Telephone
JA 6-9988

PRESLEY
McCLAN DON
Gulf Service
Gulf Service
3241 Chelsea . 1 So. Parkway
East
Avenue
Telephone
Telephone
WH 8-9203
FA 3-1600

"In those days came John the have meaning to this day and
Baptist preaching hi the wilder- all days. To do this must proness saying, "Repent for t h e suppose that men must be fillkingdom of Heaven is at hand." ed with integrity themselves.
Nothing is more heart-rend- This is no day of faltering and
ing today than the laxity that is Indecision.
everywhere present. This fact In the days of John the Bapcoupled with the ever-present in- tist chaos and confusion were
difference on the part of t h e the center of attraction. It was
masses should cause all of us to imprative that someone who
tremble. The nearness of the knew direction and values come
day of judgment and account. on the scene. In this day and
ability has no effect upon most time fathers, mothers, teachers.
principals, and ministers must
of us.
Few of us ever give any con- be men and women of direccern to the constant down grade tion and value. People in all
of the essentials in our day and walks of life are looking forward
time. People pay little attention to leadership. Anything short of
to the lack of importance to this will only bring about'
truth and honesty with all of its further confusion. As has often
Implications. People pay little been stated someone has taken
attention to what is right or all of us for examples. When one,
wrong. The only concern of suc- falls short of living life at its
cess is success regardless as to best or on its highest plane not
bow it is attained.
only do we falter ourselves but
Daily we see people striving we cause others to falter.
to attain success through any John the Baptist could not afavailable channels. Today as ford to be weak at any point. WELCOME CHAMPS — Ar- by
Mrs. Mildred Todd, left,
never before people want to Those of us who are in positione riving at T. 0. Fuller State
and Elder F. H. Jenkins. The
reach the top regardless as to of responsibility can not afford Park for the annual summer Memphis girls, who won top
to be shorter than the b e s t. camp sponsored by the South honors
how they attain it.
in a four-state Bible
No one or should I say few Teaching and living are not mat- Central conference, three quiz, and later took second
people ever think in terms of at- ters of precept alone but also young nthses are welcomed place in a contest sponsored
taining success through channels matters of example. Days of
that are morally acceptable. yesteryear were matters of exThe elements of morality that ample as well as precept. One
make for lasting worth are far of our greatest weaknesses toremoved from the thinking of day is wrapped up in the fact
,most people. The fact that that oce again we must be good
people want to achieve is the examples.
fact most pertinent in the minds Only to the point that we are
of most of us.
good examples will our precepts
How tragic it is that many of be worthwhile. Unfortunate for Seventy youngsters from all!Elder Fitzgerald Jenkins, youth
us have thrown aside the fact our day and time far too m'any sections of the Mid-South area
that things that are well-gotten people are living below their packed up and reluctantly head- leader of the South Central conare the things that are most greatest capabilities. We must ed home on Sunday afternoon ference.
lasting. Those things that are not only be good talkers but also after having enjoyed nearly two Mrs. Mildred Todd of Birmobtained through hook a n d good doers. It is in this later weeks of camping in the out-of- ingham, Ala., acted as director
crook rarely stay with us too capacity that we will make our doors at T. 0. Fuller State Park. of girls, while Lavatint Maupin
long.
lives worthwhile. John t h e
of Chattanooga served as leadJohn the Baptist was thinking Baptist not only came out of The activities at the annual er of boys.
the
summer
sponsored
camp
by
In terms of people just like most confusion but he was not conCounselors for the campers
of us. Human nature has n o 1 fused himself. One of the great- South Central Conference of included James Hudson of
BowlAdventists
included
Seventh
Day
changed very much. People are est tragedies today is wrapped
ing Green, Ky., Horace Dukes,
just as much bent on things con- up in the fact that far too many classes in nature study, handi- of Birmingham, for
boys, a ii d
trary to the will of God as they confused people are trying to crafts, swimming, excursions to Miss Rosa Lee Blanchard
of
minterest
M
in
e
the
of
places
were in the day of John t h e show other people the way out
Memphis and Mrs. Earline Camcampnightly
and
area,
phis
Baptist. A strong voice must of their confusion. This will
fires featuring stories on t h e mack of Birmingham for girls.
direct itself to those things that never work!
theme that truth is stranger Here to prepare three delicious meals a day for the young
than fiction.
Three of the girls enrolled at campers was Elder Matthew
the camp were awarded junior Green, pastor of the Seventh
camp scholarships for participa- Day Adventist church in St. Peting in a Bible Quiz contest and tersburg, Fla.
winning top honors in the Couth
Elder F. L. Bland, president
Central conference in competi- of South Central conference, detion with teams representing'livered the Sabbath sermon at
the states of Alabama, Missis- the Boy Scout camp site on SatWASHINGTON —Father about one-fourth of the Negro sippi and Kentucky, and taking urday morning, and the
audience
George F. O'Dea, S. S. J., was Catholic population in the U. S. second place in a Bible quiz included a number of parents
elected superior general of the The community conducts 91 ele- from the larger area of the l who had come for their children.
Josephite
missionaries, a n mentary and high schools with Southern Union.
One of the concluding proAmerican community of priests a total enrollment of 24,950 pu- ALL MEMPHIANS
grams at the camp was a giant
and brothers who minister to the pils.
All Memphians, the trio in- bonfire on last Saturday night,
Negro Catholics in the United The parishes and schools are cluded Misses Phyllis G u y. which featured a review
of talStates.
located in New York, Massachu- Geraldine Brown and Marie ent displayed previously
during
Michigan,
Delaware, Young, all members of the Miss. the session.
The 49-year-old native of setts,
Brooklyn, N. Y., was vicar gen- Maryland, Virginia, North Caro- Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
eral of the community for six lina, Alabama, Mississippi, Flo- church.
years. He was ordained in 1943. ride, Texas, Louisiana and the Here from Nashville to serve
as director of the camp was
Elected to serve with Father District of Columbia.
O'Dea as his consultors general
were: Fathers Vincent J. Warren, S. S. J., a Philadelphia native and veteran of 45 years in
the community, vicar general;
The family of the late Rev
Arthur J. O'Leary, S. S. J., al
P. W. DeLyles acknowledges
Watertown, Mass., native mul ,l
with deep appreciation the kind
former rector of Epiphany Apexpressions of sympathy by their
ragtolic College, Newburgh, N. Y.
many friends. They especially
Matthew J. O'Rourke, S. S. J., a CHICAGO
— Mr. Elijah Mu- Mr. Muhammad announced want to thank Dr. H. Ralph
New York native, principal of hammad, leader of
the largest that his subject, "Does The Ne- Jackson for officiating the servSt. Augustine High School, New group of Muslims in America,
gro Deserve a Separate State ice, Dr. W. L. Varnado for the
Orleans, and Robert J. O'Con- will make a major address
Sun- or Terrority in The U. S. A., or prayer, Bishop 0. L. Sherman
nell, S. S. J., a Buffalo, N. Y.. day, July 24, at the Coliseum, Elsewhere?"
will be another for the scripture, and Bishop ,E
native, master of novices at the 1513 Wabash ave. He will
be major phase in his solution to C. Hatcher for the tribute.
Josephite novitiate, Walden, N. the guest of the local Muhamthe so-called American Negroes Also thanks go out to
Rev
Y.
mad's Mosque No. 2.
problem. Mr. Muhammad's ad- J. M. Grandberry for the
solo,
The Josephites are known A Mosque spokesman stated dresses on land for once slaves
Greer's chapel for the resolu
formally as the Missionaries of that because of the
great inter- are causing great comments in tion, the church for which RevSt. Joseph's Society of the Sac. est and many requests for inter- many circles of the country.
erend Lyles had pastored.
red Heart. The community was views, arrangements were made The Muslim Community under
founded in 1866 at Mill Hill, for Messenger Muhammad to Mr. Elijah Muhammad's leader- Bishop S. L. Greene deliverEngland by Father Herbert make a personal appearance ship has purchased a block area ed the eulogy. On hand were
Vaughan. later the Cardinal- here in Chicago during his na- on Chicago's south side for the', many from out of town fncluding Rev. Ben Hill and others
Archbishop of Westminister. In tional summer speaking tour.
building of a magnificent twenty ,
1803 Cardinal Vaughan made an Elijah Muhammad is referred million dollar Islamic Center. from Tulsa. Okla.
agreement with Cardinal James to and known as The Messenger'Tte center will contain a four Mrs. Bertie L. DeLyles, wife
Gibbons. Archbishop of Bald- of Allah to his followers in hundred bed hospital, a boy's and William R
More, and founded a new socie- America. He and his teachings and a girl's college on each end
ty for the United States with of Islam being the dignifying of the block. In the middle
of of the so-called Negro residents
headquarters in Baltimore.
and uplifting factor for the the property will be a Mosque in that area have objected
to
The Josephites staff 137 par- blackman in America are the seating three to five thousand the building of
the center on the
ishes and missions, which have subject of articles appearing in People. A large library will also basis that
they want a playa total of 165,343 parishioners — several current publications,
be in the Islamic Center. Some ground.

DeLyles Family
Thanks Their
Many Friends

peak on July 24

by the Southern Union of
Seventh Day Adventists, are
Misses
Geraldine
Brown,
Phyllis Ann Guy and Marie
Young- (Withers Photo)

The members of Greenwood
Christian Methodist church, 1088
So. Bellevue, will be observing
Annual Men's Day Sunday, July
24. Atty. H. T. Lockard will
be the featured guest speaker
at the 11 a.m. hour.
Attorney Lockard has made
outstanding accomplishments ir
religious, civic and political cir
cies. He is serving on the Boar:
of Trustees at Metropolitan Bap
tist church. He holds membership with the Grand Cabinet of
the Masonic Lodge of Tennessee, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, American Bar Association
and the National Bar Association.
He is president of Tennessee
Conference of Branches of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
Attorney Lorkard is a promin:
eat figure in obtaining entrance
of Negroes ito Memphis State KEN'S DAY SPEAKER —The
university. He is presently huu Rt. Rev. E. L. Hickman, preUniversity. He is p.r esen t- siding Bishop of the 13th Episly handling the local bus case, copal District will be the prinlibrary case, Ellis auditorium cipal speaker at the morniag
case, Zoo case and is associated and evening worship services at
St. Andrew A M E Church this
In other civil rights cases.
Sunday,
July 24, 1960. This day
He received his A.B. degree
from LeMoyne College and his is expected to be an outstanding
LLB degree fro mLincoln Uni- one in the history of the church.
versity School of Law in Mis- The men of the church will take
ove.. the reigns of leadership
souri.
and preside over the activities
At 3:30 p.m. the guest speakof the day. This is the first afer will be Governor Johnson,
fair the church has held since
who is studying for the ministhe pastorage of the recently
try at Owen college.
appointed Rev. Elmer M. MarM. D. McCoy, chairman; tin from Nashville,
Tenn.

The Greater Mt. Zion M B
church of 1414 Davis st. will ob..
serve its annual Young People's Day July 24. The theme
for this occasion is "Dare W
Live In the House Of the Lord.*
The entire month of July is de- '
voted to youth activities.
Guest speaker for the morning services will be Rev. John
Ray Bunton. Rev. Ralph Lofton
of Owen college will be t h e
guest speaktr- at 3 p.m. Chairman of the program is M r s.
Lillian Lispcomb, co-chairman
is W. Whitney and the pastor is
Rev. E. V. McGhee.
PLAN REVIVAL
lhe Evangelists of Memphis
will conduct a city-wide series
of revivals beginning July 24
to run through the 31. Included
in the ceremonies will be an old
time prayer service and gospel
In song. Healing and spiritua
services will all prevail. Services will he held at Galilee AME
church ors Oaklawn st. Rev. I.
T. Jefferson is pastor.

CHOIR ROBES
High fashion
styling
superbly tailored
at on economy inicel
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN

UNIFORM COMPANY
63 S Tho,d at 5, r,i
.106)i

Check Your Quality
Stamp Book and
Your Catalogue.This
Wonderful `Bar-B-Q
May Be Within Your
Reach.See ItToday at
Your Convenient Quality
Stamp Redemption Center
Yes Madam,
Dad and the small fry love outdoor
living and eating. Why not plan serving
as many meals as possible under blue
skies with your favorite Garden nook
for background. Remember all out-door
eating need not be barbecue style.
What could be more enticing than
piping hot chicken with Juicy fluff
dumplings made with Jack Sprat whole
wheat flour.
A crisp vegetable salad — saltines
Tall glasses of minute ice tea
preference
But whatever you do,
foods hot and cold foods ci
Chicken with Jack
Dumplings
4-5 lbs. stewing chicken
cover
2 eggs slightly beaten
2 tablespoons of milk
one fourth tap pepper
one half chopped celery

2 Os chopped parsley
2 onions chopped
one fourth tsp salt
two & ½ c. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
Cook chicken in water with salt,
pepper, and celery covered. Add more
water if necessary. When tender, remove chicken from bones. Return to
broth with onions, cook for ten minutes.
combine eggs, milk and salt and Jack
Sprat Flour. Kneed with hands. Dough
should be dry not sticky — Roll dough
(half at a time) on lightly floured board
until very thin. Cut in three inch
squares.
Add parsley to broth, drop squares
one by one over chicken. Spoon liquid
over each square, cover, cook for 20
minutes. If desired, thicken broth
slightly with Jack Sprat flour diluted
with cold water.
Dad and the small fry will love this
dish.

•

THE ROAD 'TO BIG TIME Stardom beckons youthful
talent each Saturday morning as the Big Star Food
stores of Memphis and the Mid-South give boys and girls
of this entire area the opportunity to present their talents
before the huge audience served by 50,006 watt WDIA,
the Mid South's most powerful radio station. Those who
can sing, speak, tap dance, harmonize, or entertain in

any radio way, are cordially invited to contact WDIA for
an audition. It is from the youth of today that the big
stars of tomorrow find the open road to top places in the
national entertainment field. Big Star food stores are
happy to bring this opportunity to yon. The Big Stet
Talent Show is held each Saturday morning at 11:30 a. tn.
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YOUTH ENCAMPMENT
spowsoreti a youth encamp. shops in music,
arts,
The Tennessee Baptist Leader- meat for young men and wom- crafts, hobbies and newsy'.
ship Education Congress of en 02 25) as well as adult per work were held. Courses
the Tennessee Baptist Mission leaders at Owen college July were offered in Bible, Mar.
sad Education C,onventiou 11-15. Swimming and work- riage, Stewardship and choos.

ire a life's work. Rev. tell,
M. Smith is the dean-006K
of the encampment and Rev.
C. H. Fitzgerald is asilateli
directot.

CASH FOOD STORES
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Claims Husband,Woman In CubaJail

Unemployment Climbs In June

MIAMI — (UPI) — An attractive young Cuban woman with
a month-old daughter in her arms claimed Tuesday her husband and an American woman were jailed in Havana, July 11,
and have not been heard from since.
Mrs. Victoria Cubria, who movd to Miami two weeks ago,
said her husband, Armando, a forier captain in Premier Fidel
t'astro's Army, and Mrs. Marilyn Lewis Ferrer, 31, were arrested by army intelligence agents of Dier at Mrs. Ferrer,
home.

WASHINGTON — (UN) — A flood of more two million
young jobseekers into the labor force increased unemployment last month, but also boosted employment to the highest
level in history, the labor department said Tuesday.
Unemployment climbed by 964,000 — including 800,000 teenagers — to 4,423,000 (M), A 16-month high. Employment
rose by 1.371,000 to 68,579,000.

0

Hunt Hairdresser In Big Burglary Ring

Mrs. Ferrer is the wielow of a Cuban attorney, Jose Eligo
ORANGE. N. J. — (UPI) — Police Monday sought a 23Ferrer, who died recently, and she is a citizen of the United year-old blonde hairdresser believed to be a member of a
States. Mrs. Cubria said. Mrs. Ferrer's mother, Mrs. Grace nationwide burglary-by-airplane ring.
Lewis, was reported to be living in Miami but could not be
Two men were already in custody. Donald O'Brien, 38, of
located immediately.
Chicago, an artist, and Alois Stein, 33, of Cicero, Ill., a salesman, were arrested Saturday and charged with burglarizing
the fashionable Orange Towers apartment house.
Det. Capt. Joseph McBride disclosed that the woman
MERRILL, Wis. — (UPI') — A violent explosion wrecked
the J. C. Penney department store here late Monday, killing thought to be their associate worked in the Orange area as a
at least five, injuring more than a dozen and leaving at least hair-dresser and got information about possible burglary victims
by chatting with her customers.
three persons missing.

5 Killed In Wisconsin Store Blast

Only one of the dead, Einar Seger, 53, of Merrill, a former
city clerk and a customer in the store, was immediately identified. The other four bodies, so badly burned it could not be
. immediately determined if they were men or women, were
ken to the Merrill National Guard armory, where relatives
the missing were to attempt to identify them.
The known missing were listed as a Mrs. Wissen, Mrs.
Mildred Barkardt, and Mrs. Be!ma Hamilton, all store employes
from Merrill. It was not known whether any of the missing were,
among the dead, according to Roger English, a store official.

Actor Injured In Motor Scooter Fall
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Comedian Tommy Noonan was
knocked unconscious Monday when he fell off a motor scooter
while rehearsing for a movie scene.
Noonaq was practicing riding with one hand — simulating
a cake in the other — when he hit the brake instead of the gas
on the machine. He fell forward into the handlebars, suffering
stomach bruises.
Dr. Let Siegel examined him and ordered him to bed for
the remainder of the week. But the physician said he could
begin filming Monday in San Francisco with his partner Pete
Marshall on the movie," The Schnook."

Accuses U.S. Of Bribing Cubans

Ike Signs Military Projects Bill
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — President Eisenhower signed
Tuesday a $994,855,000 spending bill for military construction
projects during the next 12 months.
The amount was $193,145,000 less than Eisenhower asked
in his budget request for fiscal 1961. The President sought
$1,88,000,000 for construction at home and overseas.
Military construction appropriations in Illinois included:
Navy-Great Lakes Naval Training Center $1,317,000 Air Force:
Scott AFB $1,219,000 Army Reserve: Galesburg $182,000;
Marion $182,000. Navy Reserve: Glenview $1,298,000.

Police Arrest 27 Truck Drivers
ST. LOUIS, — (UPI) — Twenty-seven truck drivers were
arrested Tuesday by highway patrolmen and city policemen
in a commercial traffic survey conducted by the state highway department.
Sixty-five truckers have been arrested in the two-day survey. The survey is not primarily aimed at finding violators,
but to check the weight of trucks on city routes, according
to William Anderson, foreman in the division of highway
planning.
Information obtained will be used in planning federal road
projects in the city.

Cubans Seize Seven U. S. Newsmen

Suspect Arson In Raging Forest Fires Religious Sect Still In Shelter
KAMLOOPS, B. C. — (UPI) — Reinforcements were brought
BENSON, Ariz. — (UPI) — Some 120 members of a tiny.,,
in Monday to relieve firefighters who have been battling religious sect began their third week sealed in undergroun&thousands-acre forest fires in 20-hour shifts since last week bomb shelters, Monday.
ewe
Two new blazes were breaking out every hour and arson was
They waited for a prophecied all-out nuclear war or wortea
-.or(
expected.
from the "Lord to tell us to come out
The
members
of
the
Full
Gospel
Assembly went into their
Hot weather continued to plague the British Columbia interior where hundreds of men battled the raging blazes. Some shelters July 4. They have remained there since, living off
enough "food and water to last 40 days and 40 nights, if necesfires were 10 days old.
sary."
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police here said they suspected arsonsists, wanting firefighting jobs, had set some of the
273 fires burning in the district.
ROME — (UPI) — A cordon of riot police Tuesday guarded
Italy's parliament where members were debating the Communist-led demonstrations which swept the nation last week.
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain Wednesday joined the United
Premier Fernando Tamhroni faced militant Communist op.
States in protesting against the shooting down of an American position in the Chamber of Deputies where he holds a majority
reconaissance bomber over the international waters of the Bar- only by virtue of unsolicited neo-Fascist votes.
ents Sea by the Russians, informed sources revealed.
Italy's Communists staged demonstrations against neoPrime Minister Harold MacMillan in a note to Soviet Pre- Fascism last week and caused riots that resulted in 10 persons
mier Nikita S. Khrughchey warned that such illegal actions being killed and hundreds injured when tough national police
by the Russians heightened international tension, the scources moved in to halt the violence.
said.
The note was sent to the British ambassador in Moscow for
JERUSALEM — (UPI) — The Israeli defense forces Sunearly delivery to the Kremlin.
day began large scale summer war games in the Negev desert.
Deputy Defense Minister Simon Peres said at Tel Aviv
that the Israeli forces must be constantly prepared to ward
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain was expected to deliver a off any Arab attack
diplomatic note to the Kremlin Monday protesting Russia's
downing of the U. S. RB-47 as absolutely illegitimate
LOS ANGLES — (UPI) — A Chicago policeman Tuesday
Firmly refuting Soviet charges of connivance in alleged lost in his bid in superior court here to gain custody of his
American aggression, Britain pledged to continue efforts to 12-year-old son despite a custody award given him by
an
reduce tension which MOSCOW'S recent moves have heightened Illinois court.
dangerously.
Edward Waters, 39, accused his former wife, Mildred, also
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan personally took a hand of moving here secretly last March with her hhusband also
in drafting the British protest in response to Russia's recent 39, bringing the boy, Edward, along with her.
charges over the RB-47 incident.
Mrs. Waters admitted she did not inform Waters of the
move, but she denied she came here to hide their son. Waters
was given custody by an Illinois court in April when he inWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The United States will formally formed the court he no longer was able to visit his son as the
announce this week a decision to give top priority to a new original 1950 divvorce-custody settlement provided.
program of economic aid for Latin America, administration
sources said.
Objective of the program will be to fortify the American
LONDON — (UPI) — The Sunday Dispatch said the U. S.
republics against the inroads of Communism.
RB-47 reconnaissance plane shot down by the Soviets uncovered
President Eisenhower is expected to announce the plan after three secret Russian rocket bases before being hit.
The newspaper said that the bases were part of a network
meeting at New Port, R I. Herter held a lengthy meeting
"stretching along 4,000 miles of Russia's Arctic Coastline" and
on the plan with Undersecretary C. Douglas Dillon.
The plan will be placed before an Inter-American economic "put every American city within reach of Soviet rockets."
It said the plane photographed the bases with a camera
meeting at Bogota, Columbia, Sept. 5.
with a range of 150 miles at a time when it was over International waters,
NEWPORT, R. I. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower
warned Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev Saturday night to
NEW YORK — (UPI) — An electrical fire flared in a subkeep his hands off Cuba.
way
tunnel under the East river Saturday night and the thick
summer
issued
from
his
a
statement
The President, in
White House here, declared that the United States would not smoke felled 26 persons.
The Transit Authority said there were no trains in the tun"permit the establishment of a regime dominated by internanel when fire broke out in a circuit breaker but a train near
tional communism in the western hemisphere."
the tunnel entrance was enveloped in smoke.
The United States will not be "deterred" by Khrushchev's
Seven passengers and four transit employes were taken
rocket threats. Eisenhower said, from standing by its treaty to a
hospital suffering from smoke poisoning and 15 other perhemisphere
western
it
the
every
nation
obligations to protect
sons
were treated at the scene
from domiation by an alien ideology or a foreign power.

Italian Parliament Debates Red Riots

Britain joins U. S. In Protest

Israeli Forces Begin War Games

Britain Protests U.S. Plane Downing

Chicago Cop Loses Custody Bid

Mop Latin America Aid Program

Renort Plane Found Red Rocket Bases

HAVANA — (U P I) — Cuban authorities seized seven
American newsmen Tuesday night. Three were believed still
in custody Wednesday.
The three were William Moeser of the Miami Daily News,
Judson Gooding of time-life and John Hlavacek of the National
Broadcasting Co. — all hauled to Army intelligence headquarters on suspicion of "presenting the revolution in a bad
light."
Gooding and efoeser only a few hours earlier had been
released by Dier, the Cuban Military intelligence organization, after being detained since last week on unannounced
The premier did not name the ambassador, but left a strong charges.
hint he was referring to Jose Miro Cardona, ambassador-designate to Washington and former revolutionary hero, whose de
fection last month was a stunning blow to the government.
LONDON — (UPI) — Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip
went to the theater Tuesday night but had to change seats
because the ones they took belonged to someone else.
SAN MATEO, Calif. — (UPI) — Actress Diane Varsi,
The royal couple arrived at the Haymarket Theater 10
FRANKFURT, Germany — (UPI) — Heinz Pohlmann, a
"Peyton Place" star who announced Monday she will quit her minutes early to see the play "Ross," about Lawrence of
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Sen. Joh n F. Kennedy 39-year-old salesman, was acquitted Tuesday of the murder of
self-imposed Vermont exile and return to Hollywood, will spend Arabia. Just before the curtain went up, a woman usher told
(D-Mass.) said that the nation may be headed for an economic German's most famous prostitute, Rosemarie Nitribitt.
a week at her grandfather's home here.
them they were in the wrong seats.
recession because "the economy is running down" under the
Pohlmann was accused of strangling Rosemarie, 24, nearly
:
,
But her grandfather, Josephvarsi, said he was uninformed
The seating error was discovered when another couple Eisenhower administration.
three
years
ago.
Her
body,
covered
with
a
mink
blanket,
was
occupied
Queen
and
her
about tele 22-year-old starlet's movie plans.
in
to
the
seats
by
the
came
claim
Kennedy said in an NBC television interview that the ad- found Oct. 29, 1957, in her plush apartment.
"She may go up and see her mother in Seattle first," Varsi husband.
ministration "has not been vigorous" and that while President
The prosecution had demanded a life sentence at hard labor
id. "But she says she s coming to stay with me for a while."
Eisenhower may be able to go out of office without blame, "in for the portly businessman, who was the last person seen with
*
e added that she would "make some movies" but that he had
1961 and '62 all these problems are going to come home to Rosemarie before her murder.
CATANIA, Sicily — (UPI) — Mount Etna's mighty volcano roost."
no definite information on the subject.
erupted through a second crater with a roar Monday, spewing
He said Eisenhower policies have been largely "deflationMEXICO CITY—(UPI)—Three thousand Mexican university
forth smoke, glowing rocks and ashes for an hour.
ary'' and are heading the nation toward economic recession
students marched past the U.S. embassy Tuesday chanting
Volcano experts feared the 10,758-foot volcano, biggest in
"Cuba Yes — Yankees No" and tried to burn an American
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — An inmate at the county Europe, was on the verge of spilling out a giant flow of lava
prison, convicted of real estate frauds totaling $75,000, was that would destroy villages and vineyards on its slope.
A spokesman for the Armour Packing company's Chicago flag.
Another 2,000 students joined the demonstrators and forced
The central crater of the man-killing volcano erupted with headquarters said the firm had been informed of the seizure
paroled Monday to enter the ministry.
Cuba. He said, how- back 200 riot policemen after a half-hour demonstration outcrater
Matanzas,
violence
unmatched
in
modern
times.
The
had
a
been
fertilizer
plants
in
of
its
of
one
William M. Sparks, 35, said he had been accepted at the
side the presidential palace.
long dormant. The explosion came from the more active north- ever, there was no immediate "official comment."
Princeton, N. J., theological sem inary.
eastern crater.
"We are aware that the Armour Agricultural Chemical
He was sent to prison last Oct. 3 to serve an 11 and a half
company of Matanzas was seized by the Castro regime." the
TOKYO — (UPI) — Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi and
to 23 months term with five years probation after pleading
have nothing official on the details of
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — (UPI) — A Japanese seaman was spokesman said. "We
his cabinet decided Tuesday to resign en masse Thursday just
guilty to 23 counts of an irelietment charging fraudulent concomment"
official
seizure
yet
and
no
the
reported in serious condition following a 1,300 mile mercy flight
prior to a meeting of the Diet (parliament) to elect his sucversion.
to Alaska after he suffered a stroke on the Swedish merchant
cessor.
ship "Belpareil."
The Kishi government, battered by a violent campaign
(RJohansen
Yawagoe Kiyotake, 61, was paralyzed when picked up by
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. August E.
against Japan's military ties with the U.S., has been in office
presidential
Democratic
on
attack
blistering
GUATEMALA CITY — (UPI) — An armed group attacked a U. S. Coast Guard cutter off the Aleutian islands. He was Mich.) issued a
that the Massachusetts for three and a half years, considered a long term in Japan.
a military outpost in Alta Verapaz, 180 miles north of here, taken by cutter to Adak Island then flown to Anchorage Satur- nominee John F. Kennedy, charging
Kishi's successor undoubtedly will be the man who is
consistency."
"humility
or
day
night
by
a
Navy
C-54.
neither
Senator has
Monday the government announced Monday night. A governpicked today as president of the ruling liberal-Democratic party.
After being taken off the Navy plane at Elmendorf Air
ment communique said 12 to 14 persons armed with machine"The Democratic party whose standard bearer he has be- Given the best chance was Hayato Ikeda, current minister of
guns were repelled. It gave no report of casualties. Two of the Force base here he was hospitalized in the 5040th Air Force come," Johansen said, "goes into the 1960 campaign with not International Trade and Industry.
hospital.
roup were captured, it said.
only a split but a splintered personality."
Terrorists set off a bomb at a packed movie house here
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Radio Free Europe said its team
RHINELANDER, Wis. — (UPI) — A Dertoit, Mich., youth
Monday night, killing one man and injuring 35 other persons.
of four broadcasters had begun producing in Los Angeles daily
Boston
left
lady
first
nation's
here
while
The
drowned
attempting
to
rescue
a
girl,
who
saved
—
(UPI)
BOSTON
—
Nine children were among the injured.
national convention. It said the
herself by seising an oar held by a companion.
Saturday as unobtrusively as she arrived Friday for shopping programs of the Democratic
Several of the 500 persons in the audience were injured
transmitted
by short-wave radio to RFE
being
were
programs
The victim was John Adam, 17, who plunged into the water and sightseeing.
when they panicked trying te get out of the theater.
transmission behind the iron curtain
Gemany,
for
Munich,
in
hotel
Bay
Back
to rescue the girl, identified only as Audrey Benton, when a
a
of
checked
out
Eisenhower
Mamie
Mrs
canoe containing Miss Benion overturned, dropping her and before 1 p.m. for the ride back to Newport, R. I. where she in the Czech, Slovak, Polish, Hungarian, Bulgarian and Romanian languages.
another girl into the water of Fourth Lake, about six miles and the President are vacationing.
east of here.
registered
Boston,
Eisenhower
arrived
in
Unheralded, Mrs.
A girl in Adam's canoe held out a paddle to Miss Benion at the hotel and began a busy afternoon — mostly unrecognized
ALTSHAUSEN, Germany — (UPI) — Princess Diane, the
SYDNEY, Australia — (UPI) — Police threw up roadblocks
sixth child of Henri of Bourbon-Orleans, pretender to the and saved her, but the youth sank before he could be rescued. by the many Bostonians she passed in department stores and
Tuesday when a car suspected in the kidnaping of young
early
throne,
Monday,
married
French
Duke Carl-Maria Tehert
at historical sites.
Thorne was spotted in the Mona Vale district.
Graeme
heirapparent to the Ducal house of Wuerttemberg.
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Police arrested a Milwaukee man
The 8-year-old son of Basil Thorne, a traveling salesman
The wedding, which has been called the "German fairy- who had gone into business for himself, selling about 17,500
last June 1, disappeared
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. who won $224,000 tax free in a lottery
tale wedding of the year," will mark the second time within worth of foreign bicycles stolen from his employer.
week.
exists
among
last
school
confusion''
to
way
his
on
"incredible
said Sunday that
three years that members of the French royal house and
Authorities, who did not disclose the 21-year-old man's (D-Mo.)
Naval helicopters were dispatched to the area to help loofficials about what government information they legalfederal
charges
probably
will
said
be
filed
morning.
Wuerttemberg have married. In 1957, Prince Henri, the pre- name,
Monday
the suspect car. Army police squads combed the rugged
cate
public.
from the
Offiis.ers said the man hauled away between 300 and 400 ly can withhold
tender's eldest son, and Princess (Maria 'Therese. Carl-Maria's
attack on government secrecy, recommend- Fanch's Forest area to search for freshly dug dirt where the
an
Hennings,
in
German-made bicycles from the Beacon Cycle Sales co., where
sister, were married.
ed passage of comprehensive "right-to-know" legislation to boy's body may have been buried
he was employed as a truck driver.
bring "some order out of this chaos."
He said that administration officials now rely on more than
LONDON — (UPI) e- Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
different statutes, executive orders and regulations to with- was reported Tuesday to be seeking fresh assurances from the
ROME — (UPI) — Italy's pre-western political parties
80
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — Negotiations between strikMonday were expected to turn to Amintere Fanfani to form a ing machinists and Lockheed's Space and Missiles Division hold or restrict the disclosure of information to the public or U. S. that reconnaissance flights from British bases will be
government and lead the nation away from the spectre broke down
cleared in advance with the British, government.
today and a federal conciliator called an indefinite
Communist-led mob rule.
Diplomatic sources said Macmillan is in close consultation
recess.
Fanfsni, a two-time former premier and member of the
NEWPORT, ft. I. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower and with the U. S. for a more firmly defined policy on the use of
The breakdown on talks to end the 24-day strike came after
left wing of the Christian Democratic party, tried last April te the International Association of Machinists had proposed an Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson met at the Summer White British bases.
The Lieborite opposition, fiercely indignant over the use of
form his third government but could not get the neceesary arbitration panel headed by Vice President Richard Nixon.
House here Sunday to discuss the dark and the bright sides of
British bases for U S. reconnaissance flights, is demanding
fiupport.
The breakdown on talks to end the 24-day strike came after the budgetary picture.
Eisenhower summoned Anderson to an unusual Sunday assurances from the conservative government against any repChristian Democratic leaders were hoping that the bloody the International Association of Machinists had proposed an
meeting to talk about — among other things — his plans for a etition of such incidents.
nationwide rioting of two weeks ago would make warring fec arbitration penel'headed by Vice President Richard Nixon.
Lockheed made a counterproposal which the union quickly special message to Congress next month urging the legislators
tions patch up their quarrels and provide Platen! with 4 workrejected and both sides agreed that a stalemate had been to forego the temptation of an election-year spending spree.
able middle-of-the-read eoalition in Parliament.
The Soviet news agency Tess said
reached,
The President and Anderson also were expected to discuss Tuesday that a Russian ocean research expedition in the northThe strike, which began June 15, idled more than 10,500 the amount of the budget surplus for fiscal 1960, which has been west Atlantic is receiving "unhealthy attention" from the
at six Lockheed plants.
estimated at close to $1 billion.
Americans and Canadians.
NEW VORK — (UPI) — Farmer Republican national chair
Tess said that a radiogram had been received from the
man Mettle Aleorn says he hopes Sen. John F. Kennedy will
flagship of the expedition, Mikhail Lomonsov, complaining that
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. — (UPI) — A 7-year-old boy proexplain some day how Sen. Lyndon IS. Admen landed an the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — An Air Force spokesman said it was "shadowed by a U. S. warship and Canadian aircraft
'
.
tected only by a life preserver was swept head-over-heels over reports an American reconaissance plane sent back informa- while making a trip to the Canadian port of Saint John to get
Democratic ticket.
"It is the Brit time I cao remember when either party hat Niger* Falls from a disabled boat and was rescued practically tion rin three secret Russian rocket bases before it was shot supplies.
nominated two millionaires for these twe places," Alcorn said unharmed in the churning waters 166 feet below.
down are "absolutely untrue."
Police said no one else had ever survived a plunge over the
The denial tame after the London Sunday Dispatch reportSunday m a local telivision interview. "It is the first time I
NEW DELHI, India — (UPI) — India plans no Cuban-style
can remember when the candidate for viee president on • spectacular falls except daredevils who encased themselves in ed the downed RB-47 uncovered the bases on its flight north reprisals against three western oil companies
which have II*
of the Arctic Circle July 1.
ticket has publicly steed over and over again that his running elaborate barrels and shock -resistant containers.
fused to process Soviet crude oil in their india-based refineries.
1T-year-old
boy's
sister
The
who
boat,
was
also
was
in
the
on
a
was
force
said
the
plane
earlier this month
The air
mate . . . really doesn't have the maturity and experience to
Oil Minister Keshiva Deva Malaviya told. United Press fee
pulled from the Niagara River onlyy a few feet from the routine eleetromagnetic research flight, studying radio combe president."
falls' edge before she plunged over. James Honeycutt, 41. third municaUons and navigation. It Said such flights have been ternational that India will fulfill its 20-year agreement with
mown said the Kennedy Johnson ticket was "obviously. .. person who was in the outboard Motor boat before ft was going on for 10 years.
Cal-Tex, Standard Vacuum and Burmah Shell, which supply
and refine more than 75 per cent of India's Petroleum producthe
result of expediency."
eapsited wag missing.
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro Menday night
accused the U. S. State Department of bribing Cuban dignitaries
e defect, with large cash payments and promises to repay
lem for any property which may in the future be destroyed
y an American invasion.
Castro, in his first television appearance since recovering
from a bout with pneumonia, told his audience of one case
where a Cuban ambassador allegedly was offered $40,000 in a
lump sum and $2,000 a month for the rest of his life if be left
the revolutionary regime.
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Ike Blasts Khrush Over Cuba

Treat 26 Injured In N. Y. Subway Fire

Queen, Phillip In Wrong Seats

'Peyton Place' Star To Quit Exile

Kennedy Warns of Recession

Acquit Man In Famous Prostitute Slaying

_

Mt. Etna Erupts In Mighty Violence

Mexican Students Back Cuba

aroles Prisoner To Enter Ministry

Report Cuba Seizes Armour Plant

Entire Kishi Cabinet To Quit Thursday

Seaman In 1,300 Mile Mercy Flight

GOP Congressman Blisters Kennedy

Group Attacks Guatemala City Fort

f

Youth Drowns In Rescue Attempt

Mamie Shops Quietly In Boston Stores

Royal Pair Wed In German 'Fairy Tale'

RFE Airs Programs On Dem Convention

Use Roadblocks In Search For Kidnappers

Steals Bikes, Starts 'Business'

Recommends Laws On Gov. Secrecy

1

Italy Turns To Former Premier For Aid

Macmillan Pressures U. S. On Flights

Recess Lockheed Negotiations

Irr

Ike,
ke Anderson Meet On Treasury Report

U. S., Canada 'Shadow' Red Expedition
Moscow _ (Uin) —

Meade Alcorn Quetions Dem Ticket

Boy, 7, Survives Falls Plunge

Denies Downed Plane Sent Spy Reports

See No Cuban Incident Over Oil In India
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LOS ANGELES, Calif.—This in all probability will be Viceis from Los Angeles and the President Nixon's opponent.
Democratic National ConvenAs this civil rights plank was
tion. I have been in attendance undergoing final drafting by the
at two other conventions,
Democratic platform commitSubscription rote: Ono root $6; sis asoatits, $3.50. (2-your speclsI Subscriptioa rate Slat
this city of angels recently,. but tee, Senator Kennedy told 6,000
Manuscripts
or
Photos.
Tho Tri-State Defilade, Does Net Take Rospeosibility for unsolicited
admittedly this is my first na- civil rights demonstrators at
tional political convention.
the Los Argeles Shrine AuditorPublished E'rerr Monde, 11, the Tri-State Defends, Publishing Co tutored as Sacoad
I have many indelible im- ium, in effect, "The next Prespressions, but I am struck ident of the United States must
Class Matter at Ph. Memphis Post Office March 20, 1)52. Undo, Act of March 2, 1879.
more forcibly at the moment, figh for rights of minority
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
with the solidarity of national groups in every section of the
Negro leadership and the prime nation." He said: "The next
emphasis on civil rights at this President of the United States
convention,
cannot stand above the battle,
For days prior to my arrival engaging in vague sermons on
the platform committee hear- brotherhood — there must be
ings were dominated with civil more meeting of minds and peorights proponents. Their plead- pie and the place to begin is
The uproar, tumult and gunfire and see him in any position of responsibility ings,
in spite of sporadic south- in the house that belongs to
gunplay that followed in the wake of in- in the new Administration.
ern opposition, did not go in every American — the WHITE
Thus when the Congolese Prime Min- vain. The civil rights platform, HOUSE."
dependence of the Belgian Congo cannot
ister declared that laws imposed from which will be spelled out in Much of the meat of the civprint before this is read, is sup- il rights plank is being credited
and should not be examined as isolated
the outside would be altered as required, posed to include.
to AFL-CIO president George
incidents. There are factors other than
that the Congo would respect those con- I. A sympathetic reference to Meany. Hwever, most of the
raw native exuberance to account for the
most forceful proposals made
tracts which have been freely entered sit-in demonstrations,
disorders that are undermining the founeliminate the during the civil rights hearto
pledge
A
2.
into, and that a new fundamental law or
literacy test and poll tax re. ings, came from Roy Wilkins,
dations of the new Republic.
constitution would be written, it was a quirement in elections.
Martin Luther King, Loren Mil.
First of all colonial imperalism al- signal for all manner of subversion by 3. Direct Federal control and ler and William Oliver. Oboperation of registration and viously all of these witnesses
ways leaves a bitter emotional residue in the European community.
when necessary, to for freedom who were supportelections,
the souls of the once oppressed and
Lumumba is determined to maintain bar discrimination.
ed by some 33 national organabused native population. One grand a strong central government and not to 4. Endorsement of a proposal izations and 18 million Negro
gesture of benevolence inspired by moral yield to provincial tribal separatism. To to empower the Attorney Gen. Americans combined their talinfluence and intellect
pressure from within is not enough to do that he must back up his own officers eral to file civil rights injunc. ents,
tion suits in cases where state to document the human and
erase the memory of decades of humili- and bring the Force Publique (native and local officials are accused democratic needs of Amen ation, poverty and denial of legitimate troops, 25,000 strong) under his control. of denying equal treatment to cans.
They did it so convincingly
Negroes.
rights.
Otherwise he himself will be inevitably 5. Support for the U. S. Su. that the four deep southern
Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba'a swept away.
preme Court's 1954 school de. members among the 100-plus
segregation
decision and a sug. member platform committee
Independence Day address to the ConconThe plain fact is that Europeans
Federal assistance gave or.ly token opposition.
gestion
for
golese Assembly in the presence of King tinue to administer the country, and so
to school districts trying to im- Although political platforms
Baudouin, was punctuated through with overwhelmingly is their preponderance plement tile order,
actually mean very little in our
caustic sentences reminding t h e Bel- in the civil service that this gives them 6. A call for revision of normal routine of daily living,
the achievement of the stronggians of their cruel treatment of the Af- very great substantive power. The Prime House and Senate procedures est
Democratic civil rights
so that civil rights legislation
rican population.
Minister is concerned to lay down at the cannot be blocked by a minor- plank to date will probably
serve twc worthwhile purpose: The seventh season of t h e more appropriate program could Jimmy Rushing was there,
Three weeks later, the Belgians were outset that Europeans must carry out ity.
. It will challenge the Re- Newport Jazz Festival opened have been presented to mark and Sammy Price, and Betty
Hard hitting enforcement
7.
still dazed by the acid tone of that speech Congolese policies.
of existing voting laws and en- publican National Convention happily on the evening of June the end of-the Newport Jazz Jeannette, and Muddy
Water
and the affront they felt was done to the
However, he makes day-to-day com- actment of new right-to-vote to at least measure up and, 30 with Cannonball Adderly, the Festival. Jazz was born of the
and
Otis
Spann,
and
Butch
Cage
declarabe
a
will
also
2.
It
Newport
Youth
Band,
modern
Blues.
King. But this was an inevitable dis- promises. He is almost helplessly depend- legislation if necessary.
an execu- tion to which Democrats and combos and old-time stride The Blues are the very roots and Willie Thomas from way
Promulgation
of
S.
charge of bile after the schoolmasterly ent on the Belgians, yet he dare not altive order forbiding racial or their cohorts can be held ac- piano players participating in of jazz. From King Oliver at down in the Delta, and the intone of the King's speech and the suf- low the impression to grow that inde- religious discrimination in any untable.
the programs.
the turn of the century to Char- strumentalists of the Waters
focating stage-managed organization of pendence is unreal. The Congo, neverthe- Federal or federally-aided pro- It may well be, that because On Friday night three swing- lie Mingus today, from Dixie- and Price bands who played
of this achievement, at least ing groups displayed their
land to modern, hot to cool, with all their hearts, and Al
the Independence Day program by Bel- less, lives now on Belgian charity while, grams.
9. Enactment qf a Federal in party pronouncement, Amer- wares: Dizzy Gillespie, Gerry there are always the Blues. Ne- James and Leon Minns.
gian officialdom which excluded any Af- under the friendship treaty, the resident Fair Employment Practices ica will witness a change in
Mulligan, and Louis Armstrong. groes have been and are the They all joined in a great enrican initiative, political or otherwise, Belgian minister in Leopoldville sits in (FEPC) law. This farthest- positive White House support Freebody Park jumped, and the greatest singers and players of semble finale of the Blues.
plank in of civil rights regardless of who
Many of these musicians had
capable of putting on something more on ministerial meetings. The Belgian reachine civil rightsDemocratic
becomes the next occupant. I festivities seemed rolling mer the Blues. Negroes have been never
the history of the
played or sung together
rily
on
toward
a
whaling
Fourth
perfor
and
are
the
greatest
spontaneous.
network is everywhere.
party, was tailored to measure am sure that neither Senator
before. But the Blues is everyJuly.
of
jazz.
This
is
not
racial
ers
of
President
•
Vice
nor
Belgium has never felt comfortable
Now that Congo has broken diplo- for Sen. John Kennedy, the Kennedy
body's river. And they all
Saturday night while boasting.
candidate for par- Nixon can afford to let either But on
with Lumumba in power. Therefore his matic relations with Belgium, Western front-running
jazzers as Ray It just happens to be true. plunged into that stream whose
such
mighty
other.
the
rights
who
civil
nomination,
au,.
ty presidential
Charles with his singers and The Newport Jazz Festival has source is deep in the heart of
downfall has been prayerfully wished. interest is thus presented with its best
the Horace Silver Quintet were always been, and rightly so, an the people who made up,
Toward the eventual collapse of his gov- opportunity to help Lumumba increase
on the stage, a riot broke out integrated festival. Bitt that its "Trouble in mind, I'm blue
ernment, every imaginable obstacle has his independence of the Belgians within the streets beyond the park. last program should be — by but I won't be always. Th
Oscar Peterson's car could bare- coincidence, not intention — an sun's gonna shine in my back
been contrived. The truth is the authori- out having to put himself in pawn
ly get through the sticks, all-Negro program seems door someday."
ties in Brussels have never wanted to elsewhere.
stones, tear gas and fire hoses somehow appropriate. If the Of course, those of us wh
in time for him to close the Festival must die, the original love Jaiz refuse to believe th
program at one o'clock in the creator of jazz are the ones to Newport Jazz Festival is dead
morning.
most mournfully sing its dirge. The rioters were not lovers
Sunday,
morning,
that
And
I did my best to have includ- jazz, but young beer drinkers
The oft quoted saying: Where there's they spare us the agony of a plowering
the City Council of Newport met ed on my Blues program some who had nothing better to do
a will, there is a way, was never more across a mountain of catchy phrases but
in special session and cancelled white players and singers of the than throw their beer cans at
dreamed of.
classically illustrated than when the meaningless and useless as the rubbish rejuvenated Democratic party Ex President Truman is no the Jazz Festival forever. Sun- Blues—Jack Teagarden, Claire the cops. (Incidentally accordis being put together in the aft. longer the party's elder states- day afternoon it all ended in the Austin, Barbara Dane. among ing to the police records there
Democrats in their recent convention in
that the soil yields.
of the convention strug- man, by his own choice. With- Blues.
ermath
others. But all were either un- was not a single Negro among
Los Angeles disregarded all threats and
southern
the
old
reading
out
brains
vigor,
youth,
It
has
gle.
day
t
h
e
But by noon that
reachable or unavailable for them: and the riots had no raEvents that are presently shaping
warnings from Southern leaders to adopt
cial angles.)
and political saavy in its lead- leadership out of the party, the Council had not yet completed that particular date.
a civil rights plank that expresses the world destiny may have finally open ership. It seems to know what it stage has been set for a new, its deliberations. At the Park Result, on stage at the last An audience of 15,000 inside
the eyes of the folk in power to the reali- wants and where it is going. It more progressive leadership to an audience had begun to gath- moment of the Newport Jazz the Park did not even know the
will of the majority.
will be tough for Republicans walk on the stage. The threat er. So the afternoon program Festival, there were only Ne- riots were going on. Jazz did
Heretofore the technique has been to ties of the moment. They see how Afri- to beat.
of some of the old leaders that, was permitted to go on. It hap- groes — singing their sad old not cause the riots. Jazz is a
bury this important issue under tons of can nationalism is surging forth creating Presidential Candidate John -They can take Kennedy, but pened to be the program that I weary old heart-breaking deep- sad - happy human warm wonrhetorical verbiage that made little sense a new world of black sovereignty and F. Kennedy of Massachusetts they can't take Kennedy and had helped to plan, assemble. pulsing rhythmical determined derful all • embracing music
has shown throughout the cam the new platform," is not exand provided no real blueprint for future dominion. They see black faces in the paign for the nomination that pected to amount to much, for and which I narrated. the Blues. on - marching laughing-to-keep- that surely will shine in NewPure coincidence! And yet no from crying Blues.
port again someday.
action. Punitive action, the main deter- United Nations representing independ- he has an acute awareness ol long. The party will unify.
rent to violations of civil right s, was ent black states. They know the Negro the problems that face the coun- The political machine which
And he has shown here that Senator Kennedy put together
either completely avoided or stated in is on the march and is throwing off the try.
he has ideas and programs for li win the nomination has demlanguage so unclear, so ambiguous as to yoke of oppression with surprising haste. dealing with them.
onstrated its efficiency. But the
as a whole
be ineffective and ineffectual.
This in part explains why the Dem- The easy thing to do is call it party organization
a new, new deal. Its opponents is by no means perfect.
This studied effort at being unspeci- ocrats were so liberal and specific in will damn it as such. But that Half of the 110-member Demfic, cloudy and evasive was, by no means. their platform plank on civil rights. The isn't the exact picture.
ocratic National Committee will
be new. Some of the CommitteeThe
new
Democratic
party
i.,
the exclusive weakness of the Demo- other overriding consideration is that
The men already chosen are by no
breaking
with
its
past.
crats. The Republicans also have been they want to win the Presidency and
problems it faces, Presidents means of the Kennedy progresguilty of similar sin. The only difference lead the nation out of chaos. And they Roosevelt and Truman never sive stripe.
is that as a rule the Republicans nail • well know that this cannot be done with- IlltilllitlIIIIIIIII111111001111ItimMillitllthIllantIlirintlIffttlItIttilinfltilltattRittlifft1110101110111111111111
Chester Bowles and his plat- Louisiana, South Carolina, Flor- "We shall also seek to create
down a shorter plank. In this respect out the support of the Negro vote.
form committee have presented ida, Mississippi, Virginia a n d an affirmative new atmosphere
to the Democratic Party a plat Tennessee) all the states of the in which to deal with racial di.
form that will be a challenge to Old South with the notable ex- visions and inequalities which
the Republicans when they ception of Lyndon Johnson's threaten both the integrity of
meet in convention in Chicago Texas, protested vehemently our democratic faith and t h a
While the Congo struggles through in federalism.
the last week in July. Divided against the civil rights propos- proposition on which our nation
party quarrels toward its improvised
Three stable political parties:
into three parts, foreign affairs, als. They were particularly'ex- was founded — that all men are
statehood, and the French community the Northern Peoples Congress, the
domestic economy, a n d human ercised about the statements of created equal. Our faith in hu•
rights, the platform is a forth- support for the sit-in demon- man dignity distinguishes o u
changes with every shake of the kaleido- National Council of Nigeria and the
right document which Adam strators:
open free society from tht
scope, Nigeria moves with almost majes- Cameroons, and the Action Group are enPowell is reported to h a v e "The peaceful demonstrations closed totalitarian society of tht
tic calm and self-confidence toward its. trenched in their respective regions,
called, "perfect."
for first-class citizenship, which Communists."
It indulges in none of the cir have recently taken place in In the past political platfor
date with national destiny on October 1. North, East and West, and so balance in
rumlocutions so typical of many parts of this country, are often have seemed to have
The three regions of the Federat:on the Federal Parliament that none can
platform verbiage in the past, a signal to all of us to make written only to he bent or hro •
have already become independent withir rule there alone. One must form that
and emphasizes the role of lead- good at long last the guarantees en. Even the most cynical how.
ership in the executive branch of our Constitution."
their regional competence and have had basic safeldard of liberty and outlet for
ever, must admit that a forth
of our government.
been stated many right, strong civil rights plant
It
had
their celebrations. Soon it will be '•
pOpolar-sdiscontent. a substantial, ambiThis year both political par- tiMes that the
Southerners is a giant step in the righ• di
turn of Lagos, the booming Federal cap- tious and vote-hungry Parliamentary opties gave the job of writing their would not walk out of
the con- rection. Even the South's us
platforms to outstanding liber- vention so their protests,
ital where office blocks and flats in. position.
though tria-like politicians cannot bt
als. Chess-- Bowles for the couched in the usual
creasingly soar up from roots in shantyrather completely ignorant of the fer
If it is held important that ParliaDemocrats, the former governor florid oratory, were chiefly for ment of the world and of the im
covered slums.
of Connecticut and former am- back home consumption. They portance of making Our de
mentary opposition should survive, ther,
bassador of India, has a record seemed more than ever anarch- mocracy a vital force. The dele
Great tracts of mud are reclaimed one thing
should be watched: the posiof liberalism that has never ronistic in today's world. Of all gate from Montana stated it wet
and dotted with elegant Riviera - style tion of the
Action Group, which rules
been compromised.
the speakers who rebutted the when he said in support of tin
villas, the new Federal Parliament House the Western regional
Charles Percy, the Republican Southern charges, the young civil rights plank- "We suppor
48
House by
seats
takes shape and 1.500 workmen toil early to
platform •ommittee chairman woman from Hawaii was the it because it is right." He wai
28.
is a successful Chicago business- most eloquent.
answering the South's tired ar
and late to get the huge new Leventis
The Group has been long enough in
man, and one of the new look One of the most significant gument that the North support
hotel ready in time for distinguished via.
Republicans. Because of Mr. points stressed throughout t h e human rights for political es
power to become unpopular. Chief Awoitors from all parts of the world.
Percy and because of the chal- platform is the need for moral pediency, because of the pres
lowo, a brilliant planner and organizer.
lenge of the strong Democratic leadership by the President. It sure of large numbers of Negr
Save for the last legal rites, Nigeria
often, puts efficiency before popularity.
platform, it takes little fore- pledges the new Democratic ad- voters.
Is independent. At all points where real
sight to predict a vigorous Re. ministration to "help create a
When the tumult and
In this tangled skein there is immense ,
power is exerted, it iffi already Nigerianpublican campaign statement.
sense of national purpose a n d shouting of both conven
scope for the proclivities of Nigerian polFor Negroes, the Civil Rights higher standards af public be- dies. I believe that our dem
ized. It is the more interesting to coniticians
of
all
parties
without
endangerplank
was the focus of inter havhr." Then follows a para- racy will have inched ano
eider its political horoscope. Nigeria is
of t h e graph in the civil rights plank of its Painful steps in the
est.
Representatives
Federal
governapparently Africa's greatest democratic ing the structure of the
snore in his sleep?
Southern states (Alabama, Geor- which distinguishes this plat- rection of full freedom of op
"Does niy
state, with a democracy that is anchored ment.
gia, North Carohis. Arkansas, form from ttose of other years: portunity for alt Its citizens.
... we e only been married a week!"

Outlook For Nigeria
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Dear Mme. Chante: I would around the age of 37, as that is
like to join your club to find a my age
Anyone interested
husband. Just recently I lost please write. Miss Welhelmina
my husband, so I am very Huff, 1404 S. Hamlin ave., Chi-1 ,I I
lonesome. Age does not mat- cago 23, Ill.
a
ter as long as he treats me
•••
PUT TRASH
•
•
right. I am 34, 5 feet, 2 inches Dear Mme Chante: Your colVIOLATORS WILL
tall, weigh 146 lbs, light brown umn is wonderful. Please help
BE FINED
skin. Interested in finding a me. I am a lonely young woman,
single man witha business 5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh 130
00
mind. Anyone interested please lbs, brown complexion and not
reply. Martha Trimble, 510 W. bad looking. I am interested in
meeting young intelligent men,
Wabash ave., Hayti, Mo.
28 to 3.5. Will answer all letters
—NONE Ce 4 Sol rtmtros?
• ••
uKE FtS4k‘W.,
,
Dear Mme. Chante: I enjoy and exchange photos. Please
reading
your wonderful column send photo in first letter. Ruby
•
and reading about you helping McNeal, 7038 S. Woodlawn, Chiso many lonely hearts. I hope cago 37, LII.
•••
you can help me too. I am a
Dear
Mine.
Chante: I would
very lonely young lady, age 23
and considered a very attrac- like to meet a nice girl between
tive, intelligent person. I would the ages of 21 and ?A. I am 27,
appreciate hearing from all se- 6 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh 178
rious minded young men be- lbs. I am also employed. I will
tween 21 and 40. Interested in write or call any girl who is sesomeone who doesn't mind rious and looking for a nice
working and wants something young man. The girl must live
out of life. Photos will be ex- in the city of Chicago. Joseph
changed if desired. Miss Mar- Wilson, 7005 S. Yale ave., Chigurite Fox, 122 S. Wood at., Chi- cago 21, Ill.
cago, Ill.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in meeting young ladies
between the ages of 24 and 30,
good education, sincere a
d
home-loving. Someone w
wants the better things in life.
Since the object of my wanting
to correspond is for the purpose
of marriage, do not write if not
sincere. Please send picture in
NEWBERN, Ala. — From
Carter wasn't hauling milk Lawrence C. Johnson.
letter and I will do the same. H. a one-mule cotton tenant to
for other farmers long before The Carters work as a
team,
Howard, 2380 E. 88th St., Cleve- number one colored dairy
farm- he got a few cows of his own Dr. Hill points out. Mrs.
Carter
land, Ohio.
er of Alabama is the giant and began selling milk to
the is as expert with broilers as
•••
stride James R. Carter of New- plant, too, says Dr. Hill.
they conduct their summer war These fighting men, leaders the year round. Each unit
her husband and sons are with
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de- bern, has made during the past
games is at once frightening to in many endeavors in their strives for a "report card" with sirous
of meeting a man be- 18 years, reports Dr. W. B. And since 1956, when he built milk Cows and field crops. Last
a modern barn and installed a year she sold 92,000 broilers,
those who pause to realize that communities, spend one night a as many grades of superior as tween 39 and 50, 5 feet, 9 inches
Hill, Negro Extension leader.
bulk tank, he has been graduat- turning out 23,000 every nine
this fighting outfit, "Sons of week learning the latest in mili- possible.
to 6 feet tall. He must be unSo to Carter "June Dairy ing toward the grade A market. weeks with a week or two in
the Old Eighth," is part of a na- tary techniques and weapons, SUPERIOR GRADES
derstanding, have a nice distion-wide network of part-time and once a year, give up two So far, after a week of exer- position. One who Is serious Month," which has just ended, However, he still sells some between for cleaning the broiler
had a special meaning, Dr. Hill grade B (because of the limited houses and preparing for the
soldiers who believe that a weeks to put the whole battle cises, more than three-fourth and interested in marriage.
I points out. Not only does
he local outlets for drinking milk) next batch. She started with
shooting war could be very game together to test their of the grades of the 184th am
feet, 2 inches tall, weigh
close, and reassuring to those effectiveness.
Artillery are superior, the re- 130 lbs, work every day, like depend heavily upon increased and hauls it to ,the plant along 5,000 birds in 1955.
who realize that a well-trained Regular Army officers super- mainder are excellent. These sports and the church. He must consumption of dairy products with about 1,500 gallons a day FIVE CHILDREN
military machine will deter vise the summer show, as well are mute testimonies of the have a steady job and want to provide a continuing outlet for white and colored farmers. Son Washington is a
for the milk from his own 55 "He transports more milk partner
many an aggressor.
in the farm. When he
as ,act as advisors to the units serious manner in which this something in life. Please send
fighting outfit has trained, and photo; will answer all letters. Jerseys, but also for that from than any other hauler in the isn't milking, he is on one of,,
of the effective manner in Julia Smother, 6636 S. Ellis, Chi- the cows of 143 other farmers area," says Dr. Hill, "because their two tractors, cultivating
In the area for whom he hauls he is very punctual."
which the outfit has demon- cago 37, Ill.
cotton or corn, or improving
milk to the cheese plant in 'MERIT FARMER
strated its combat readiness.
•••
pastures for the herd. The four
'
The period from now until the Dear Mme, Chante: I am a Uniontown.
In recognition of his achieve- other children are either in
next encampment will be spent very lonely lady of 20, 5 feet, 3 It was the purchase of a used ment in dairying and in general college or living elsewhere. One
trying to raise those grades of inches tall, weigh 125 lbs, brown truck and the development of farming, Carter was named has already graduated from
excellent to superior — while complexion. I was once mar- a milk route after the plant was "Merit Farmer of the Year" by Tuskegee.
hanging onto the superior ried. Enjoy reading and clean established in the 1930's that Tuskegee Institute in 1954. In Mr. and Mrs. Carter married
grades which have been receiv- fun. Would like to correspond got Mr. and Mrs. Carter started responding to the presentation, in 1932 and began farming
a
ed.
with a nice gentleman between up from tenancy to ownership he gave much of the credit for few acres as tenants with.
of
a
300-acre
This is one of the reasons 23 and 33. He must be underfarm and an at- his success to his family of mule given them by his grandwhy so many college men have standing and looking forward to tractive modern home.
seven and to his county agent. mother.
been enlisting in this organiza- marriage. He may have one or
tion to fulfill their military two children. Please send photo.
01.
obligation — they want to be Mrs. J. M. White, 3065 N. 6th st.,
associated with one of the best Milwaukee, Wis.
National Guard outfits in the
•••
United States.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
U. Col. Byron C. Minor is young lady interested in meeting
commanding officer, and prin- a Slice man who is seeking the
cipal of Drew elementary better things in life. I am a hard
school in Chicago.
working Christian — have a
teenage daughter. Those who are
e.not serious do not write. I am
34, brownskin, weigh 175 lbs.,
s4:-4
cow
5 feet, 6 inches tall. Will send
MAJOR WARREN ALLEN, Artillery of the Illinois Naphoto to those who seem interof Chicago, stands besides tional Guard completed trainested in marriage. Louise Harbarrack at Camp Perry, Ohio. ing July 16.
ris, 5541 Cottage Grove, Chicawhere members of 1e4tb
go, Ill.
•*•
Dear Mme. Chante: I need a
wife. I am 30 years old, weigh
around 145 lb., light brown skin.
Would like a brownskin wife
about 30 years old from Savannah, Atlanta, or Charleston, S.
C. I do not drink or gamble.
John Henry Nicholson, 402 Taylor it., Augusta, Ga.
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very TOP D AIR I' FARMER, bama's leading dairy farm- ployees who aid him on hie
lonesome and would like to James R. Carter, second left ers. He sells more than 100 farm. In the background,
adopt a sister. I see so many In white "1" shirt, of New- gallons of milk a day and neer the Carter's modern
women and girls who have sis- bens, Ala., has risen from a hauls milk to the plant for home i Mrs. Carter, right,
ters that they can call their cotton tenant to one of Ala• 143 other farmers. He hi and an unidentified woman.
own. Would like for her to be
shown with friends and em -

IN BASKET

Ex-Tenant Farmer is
Now Top Milk Producer

Part-Time Soldiers
•'Train Against Death
To some people, this is a
two-week summer
vacation
with pay.
But not to most members of
the 1st Automatic Weapons
Battalion, 184th Artillery, of
the Illinois National Guard.
To soldiers in this Chicago.
based fighting outfit, formerly
part of the 178th Regimental
Combat Team, this two-week
outing at Camp Perry, Ohio, is
a dress rehearsal against
death.
News of strife in Cuba,
Mexico, Italy, or the Congo is
as real as if it were happening
their own backyards. They
ow that a little foreign fire
-can spread to include them and
theirs. They don't want this to
'happen.
Consequently, there seems to
be a quiet determination in the
manner in which the gun crews
aim and fire the twin-40 millimeter guns mounted on the
M-42 armored track vehicles.
Computers and other fire control personnel dig into mathe,matics with a zeal they never
exhibited in civilian schools.
_WORK OVER TIME
Communications
specialists
work overtime to perfect their
message sending and receiving techniques. And after a
hard day's work in the field,
officers return to their quarters to rehearse lesson plans
for the next day's classes —
orgot is the 40-hour week.
The serious manner in which

O

Buy
U. S. Bonds

Wis. Marriage Is Legal Pact
-. 4'
" A 2s1 Ton (MC was one of
1" bundle di of vehicles used
during the combat training

period of members of the
184th Artillery of the Illinois
National Guard.

CITIZEN SOLDIERS in
khaki dress queue before
HQ at the Oble camp site

during the 184tIes twe week

training period.
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MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) —
You may never have thought
of marriage as a legal contract,
but the state bar of Wisconsin
said it is actually more difficult
to enter into a valid marriage
contract than a valid business
contract.
A marriage contract is valid

in Wisconsin only if the parties permission.
both parties must, prior to the
Marriages performed in an- marriage, submit to a physical
meet certain minimum standother state to avoid compliance examination and Slood test,
a rd a.
with Wisconsin law are consid- and then apply for a marriage
Both parties must give real ered void
in Wisconsin.
license which is issued five
and willing consent to the
State law also requires that days after the application.
marriage. If either party has
a lack of such understanding,
whether by reason of insanity,
feeble-mindness or other. cause,
that would render him incapable of assenting to marriage,
they can not marry.
RELATIONSHIP
Both parties may not be more
INDIANAPOLIS,
Ind.
— "satisfied" Ewing met residenclosely related than second
(UPI) — Robert Ewing, 29, cy requirements. Zeis had
cousins, whether by half or full
Richmond, a Negro who wants turned Ewing down on grounds
blood. Nearly half of the states to
become the first Indiana he had not lived in Indiana for
allow first cousins to marry,
state police trooper of his race a ,year.
but Wisconsin does not allow
has cleared the first hurdle.
Ewing lived in Buffalo, N. Y.,
such marriages unless the wom- The
state
police
board until last August. He is a colan has reached the age of 55.
countermanded an earlier rul: lege graduate, having been an
Neither party may be marri- ing by Supt. Harold S. Zeis
that eight-letter winning athlete at
ed to anyone else or have been Ewing could not attend
a re- Earlham college.
divorced within the last year. cruit school at Indiana univerThe recruit school began 10
The bride must be 18 years sity.
days ago and lasts for eight
old unless she has her parents' Ewing. however, still must weeks. If Ewing is
accepted,
permission between 16 and IS. pass physical and
mental he will have to make up the
The groom must be 21 if he examinations.
work he missed and catch up
wishes to marry without his Board president. Paul G. with 74 recruits now attendparents' permission, or 18 with Jasper said the board was ing school.

Clears Hurdle
To Be Trooper

Sat julYDIE79
1
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Newport Festival Will Be Repeated'
1 Hopes To Stage
Jazz Colossal
In Same 'Hall' s

EN THE

WAGON
COMES

by OLE l'I.OSEY
STROLLERS ARE talking BEEN OKAY had the fan been
about "Tony' the waitress who alone but picture showed him
took boy friend home 'tother seated next to young cutie wife
night A N D ARRIVED UN- has long been suspicious of.—
NEWPORT, R. I. — While to handle the heavy influx of
AWARE of presence of hubby in YES, THERE WAS more
pro and con discussion of suit persons into the resort city.
closet in bedroom. — S H E noise in the apaetment when
by promoters of the Jazz Festi- "The 15,000 people sitting in
KNEW OF course that t h e hubby returned home than the
val who are said to be asking Newport's Freebody Park,"
youngsters were in another scoreboard in Sox Park made
$4,000,000 is going the rounds Mr. Lorillard said, "were not
room BUT THEY WERE after Seivers' home run.
time is generally taken out to even aware of any trouble tak• ••
ASLEEP so the coast w a s
proclaim the event will be stag- ing place outside the park."
clear, so she thought. — THEN THAT CERTAIN WIFE who
ed again next summer.
"The audience was well-beLOW AND PEHOLD AFTER she employed trickery of saying she
Suit is based on happenings haved and enjoying the perand boy friend had read a let- had a song for Regal's star
when Festival was broken up formances. It was only the unter and talked romance for half Ray Charles to look over to get
by rioting youths who sought ruly element outside of the
hour hubby emerged from the into the backstage door 'tother
admission to an already jammed park that created the disturbcloset. — LOTS OF SCREAM- night WILL NOT TRY THAT
auditorium. However, even ances.
ING followed but no fisticuffs again, hardly. — YOU S E
though the waters are troubled, "The city had been warned
thanks to level headed hubby.— WHAT SHE actually wanted was
insiders say the Festival will to expect the heavy volume of
NATURALLY l'HE HUSBAND chance to get backstage to see
be staged again next season, jazz fans."
was hot exactly expected to be one of the other musicians, a
it is hoped in the same audi- The rioting was not a fault
present since the couple have married one whose wife spends
torium.
of the Festival's officials.
been more or less living apart much of her time at the theatre
Louis L. Lorillard, president Ironically, Langston Hughes
for several weeks. SO WHY where hubby works. — ANYof the Festival, indicated that nationally known poet, was.
NOT call this one the belated WAY WHEN THE "visitor"
the organization's board of di- frozen out of the Festival, by
catch?" — AND SPEAKING reached the stage and began
rectors was of the opinion that the rioting. He was scheduled
about
what
OF being apart
talking to the musician she was SARAH VAUGHAN is shown is featured is being shown.
Newport officials must assume to give a discourse on the origin
LOUIS ARMSTRONG, for years, has been one of the outthat socially prominent couple, introduced to the fellow's wife being embraced by hubby- Miss Vaughan, incidentally,
responsibility
for being unable of the Blues.
standing attractions at the Newport Festival that was closHyde Park district populars, which was last thing she want- manager C. B. Atkins as is one of the many stars who
ed
abruptly
when youngsters became unruly and rioted dur•
who Sunday night decided pay- ed to happen. — NOT 0 N L
they left Chicago theatre have appeared at the Newport
ing a performance. Rioters were several thousand unable
ing for a hotel room is the best THAT but since she had no mu- where
picture, "Murder, Festival of past several
to gain entrance to the already jammed auditorium.
thing to do when the house you sic or other manuscript h e r Inc.," in which Miss Vaughan years.
own cannot house both parties? story about wishing to see Ray
—YOU GUESSED IT! Hubby Charles was also plasted.
enters the hotel with wifey re- HAVE YOU NOTICED TH E p
maining in the home, a c o m- decrease in fellows parading the
munity property affair, since streets wearing head eags of
both are self employed. — IF late? — WELL THERE IS A
YOU ARE curious just drive by reason and a blue coated one at
a certain home that has housed that. — POLICEMEN HAVE
i
t
•
a -very professional" couple, been instr icted to question such
and ask for the gentleman. —;fellows about their places of
lieWEVER, BELIEVE you me employment and other things
the answer you get from wifeY about themselves.
•• •
By ROBFRT ROY
advance of "A Raisin" is will the like suggests the worst for Negroes move into. However,
will be merely an excuse for
hubby's absence.
EMMANUEL JONES leaves HOLLYWOOD—With the mat- it satisfy a few or not many some scenes. On other hand the let us hope a bit of "brightNegroes at all.
* ••
home that was photographed ness" here and "darkness"
soon for Boston where he'll reter of filming location and backThere was a like criticism of on northside of Chicago is an there will blend sufficiently to
IF YOU NOTICE a bright col- port happenings during annual
ored Caddie roaming the streets Shriners Convention in that ground scenes for "A Raisin In "Porgy'N Bess' even before attractive one. This latter home, make the film version of "A
and wonder who is registered as city.—JONES IS member of ghe The Sun" in Chicago over, the Sam Goldwyn had released it you must know if you are Raisin In The Sun" entertain.'
owner don't ask the male driv- popular Green Donkeys club. cast and director Daniel Petrie to nation's theatres. The criti- familiar with story, is one the meat we will not be all upset
er. — NATURALLY HE'LL SAY —LITTLE FAITH TAYLOR, the arrived here this week to corn. ciam increased after its release. neighbors did not care to have over having witnessed.
'ti., his but that isn't even half female Frankie Lymon will be plete the overall production,
Among the things said aginst
the story. — PACT IS LADY among the stars appearing at The cast includes, in addition "Porgy'N Bess" is that Sammy
FRIEND, a widow put most the Bud Billiken picnic show Sat. to numerous extras who will Davis as the hustler and "pimp"
of the money down for purchase Aug. that will be emceed and be selected from local casting might have been given a prodand is more than equally respon- directed by disc jockey Daddio office, are Sidney Poitier, uct other than "dope" with
bible for the notes. — WHAT IS Daylie. — THOMAS WEBB Claudia McNeil, Diana Sands, which to lure "Bess" from
EVEN more complicated is fact leaves this weekend for N e w Ivan Dixon, Louis Gossett, "Porgy." It will be remember
it belongs to -her guy."—NOT Ycrk where he will serve as best Ruby Dee, John Fielder and ed that Sam Goldwyn sort of
YOUNG STEPHEN PERRY, fender, Here Daddy-0 is showA BAD CLAIM AT all as long man for his life long friend, for- Stephen Perry. All except glorified "Catfish Row" in the
(left), in Chicago for shoot- ing the visiting celebs a copy
as the story does not reach the mer Chicagoan Ted Rossinger.— young Perry, who is a Cali. picture. It was not as slummish
ing in film "A Raisin In The of the paper that contains inrightful owner Jf the Caddie.— ERNIE CARROLL of White Sox fornia "find," were members as the stage version.
Sun" is shown with disc jock- formation about the big show
HOLLYWOOD,
Calif.—(ANP)
tam
his
integrity
and
self-reWHO WOULD ever guess there fame, celebrated his birthday of the Broadway cast when the As to "A
ey Daddy-0 Daylie and his the D. J. will stage on Picnic
Raisin" it is only —Duke Ellington, the renowned
ean be trouble resulting from past week with a few close show was hailed as a "live" natural to expect
a change jazz composer, pianist and or- spect. He stayed off the stage aunt, Mrs. Anna McFarland Hill in Washington Park Aug.
spotlighting of baseball fans at friends on hand. — THE MR elk drama,
during the time the orchestra when the trio visited new 6 as part of the Bud
from the stage play. There was chestra leader, refused to
Billiken
apgenies over television. — WELL'DAY party staged last Tuesday; As "A
Raisin In The Sun," a small cast in the stage play pear on stage during a two was on stage at the Crescendo. home of Chicago Daily De- Picnic,
PAST SUNDAY a gentleman for Tom Weathers of Hyde Park based
on play by Lorraine while the film naturally calls week appearance of his orches- To bow to a comparative "Johnwitnessing the Sox, Cleveland, Bouleavard was a. killer diner
Hansberry, nears the release for additional persons. And to tra at the Crescendo Club on ny-Corn-Lately" like Sahl would
game got himself in front of the with all the trimmings included
stage there are a number of add to the story numerically Hollywood's fame Sunset Strip have meant that he was willing
camera that was focused on box,' with all the trimmings
including' accompanying "ifs" attached. for film purposes scenes must because of a feud with comic to sacrifice _is self respect and
seats. — 'TWOULD HA VE1 champagne.
Critics are agreed that it fig be added to make their appear- Mort Sahl over top billing, the sense of propriety. A composer
ures to be interesting, well ance necessary.
Associated Negro Press says. for the past 35 years, Duke and
directed, talentedly cast and
With this in mind one must
The hassle arose after Sahl, his band have been hailed naall that but they still propose wonder just what type of addicomedian who create a good tionally and internationally and
a
a few "ifs." The "ifs" have to tions will be made. Will it be
of his jokes by subtle in- have performed before t h e
deal
do with whether the play will something all peoples can tolinsisted on headlining crowned heads and ruling poferences,
be on the "that's not me" kick erate? Or will it be scenes that
during the stand by tentates of the world's largest
the
show
that was the reaction to so do not fit well with those peonations. He has played at Carmany all Negro pictures in the ple about whom the story is the Ellington orchestra.
past. No film yet produced has written and the theme is bas- The Canadian-horn humorist negie Hall and appeared in and
Kid movie and television' er, Mrs. Lurlean Griffin Perry
wouldn't even compromise on produced shows for movies and
satisfied everyone especially if ed?
stars
come and go—many on and a sister and brother corntelevision,
splitting
billing
the
the
with
most
notably,
"A
the
it involves problems. But what Frankly some of the "spots"
concerns self styled critics in shot in Chicago, in taverns and more widely known and famous Drum Is a Woman" for CBS in to stardom but memory of prise his family setup at the
seeing 'em on screens and swank Los Angeles home they
Ellington. It appeared, there- May, 1957.
fore, that Sahl, whether or not Saki, by comparison, shot to meeting them in persons more occupy. His sister plays piano
race entered into his decision, the forefront in about the last often than not lingers on.
a little but neither his mother
he was conforming to the popu- two or three years. But as a
Yesterday it was this scribe nor brother are inclined toward
lar practice on stage and on Crescendo representative put it, privilege to visit with 11-year-1 acting, Stephen says.
By CONRAD CLARK
with Tokyo as his main stop.
television of top-billing white en- "He is on his way up—and he's ole Stephen Perry whom you
As for Stephen, an accepted
Not only is the multi-talented
tertainers over Negroes, even grabbing at every rung on the must have seen and admired child star, he has not defin.wiy
TOKYO, Japan — (ANP) — entertainer being mobbed by
when the talents and greater ladder as he goes." Most even on television with Sammy Dav- 1 decided on the stage, televiColored entertainers touring the fans here, but the record shops
reputation of the latter are evi- had the gall to poke fun at is, jr., in "Auf Weidersen." sion or
films as his chosen proFar East are being received and stores are stocked full of
dent.
Ellington for staying off the The meeting was a classic fession when he grows up. I
with open arms, particularly in his records. And long before
stage, during one of his appear- with young Perry in the main school now he is leaning
NO OTHER COURSE DUKE
such major countries as Japan, he was scheduled to arrive
curl
Duke, meanwhile, took the anees. "I hear Duke Ellington spotlight of course.
Hong Kong and Australia, a here, the lobbies of the main
rently toward a professional
only
course
open
have
to
is
an
supposed
artist
to
be
on but I
sampling of sentiments based buildings carried huge posters
The youngster was in Chi- career either a lawyer or
By THOMAS PICOU
Alabama State college. After of his stature in order to main- not seen him," he wisecracked. cago for shooting of
on reports from these areas ine announcing his visit.
local physician. Even at his tender
which called for top billing and, scenes
one year, he returned to Chidicate.
in the picture "A Rais- age he realizes space at the
Wilson is another who enjoyFrom the sea of enchanted
Sahl reportedly had a contract in In The Sun" in which he, top in acting for Negroes is
According to these sourcesj ed tremendous success in To- music to the shores of jazz cago a n d attended Chicago
despite the pleas of those who plays the kid brother (to Side limited. That regular employsuch top performers as Harry, kyo The famous pop singer ap- comes a new vocalist who has Teachers College and became
'ber of the famed Wiltried to persuade him that ney Poitier) a major
Belafonte and Jackie Wilson and peared before capacity audienc- combined his talents to bement in television or movies
role.
Duke's nightly absence was This is not
several others are among the'es when he played Club Lee and come one of the most promis- son-C.T.C. Drama Guild, whose
the first shot at is not as common for his own
harmful to the show, he would big time to come
stage productions have capturmost soreatfer artists perform- Shinjuku recently.
little Stephen people as for non-sepians.
ing
1
not relent. He was going to Perry's way. In
ed the interest of people all
ing in Far Eastern area.
Others enjoying popularity in show business today.
addition to the, That, he explains in grownup
NEW
YORK
—
Suit
by
Erroll
headline the show, or else.
over the world. Johnny is a
In Japan, particularly, theyI Far Eastern cities were FredHis name, Johnny White, ai
Garner. famed pianist-comporole in "Auf Weidersen" he language, is why he wishes
His trump was a contract for has been
are given the red carpet treat- dye Marshall of Columbus, Ga., new rage that has overwhelm-, very enthusiastic reader of ser filed against Tee Kaye and
featured in such films to prepare himself for a posment and fans flock to their; and vocalist Billy Banks. Miss ed Chicago's southside with Shakespeare.
Vernon Music companies over a 20-week stand at the Crescen- its 'Man In The Net" with sible career in another properformances.
Marshall was very successful his versatility and is now protune "Misty" was dismissed in do. The club is owned by Gene Alan Ladd and Carolyn Jones; fession as well.
Take eBlafonte. for instance.' during her visits to Japan, Hong ceeding to expand through s
N. Y. Supreme Court for "fail- Norman, former jazz disc jock- "Circles of Panic" with LoretWhile in Chicago with his
ey and concert promoter, who
who is currently touring Japane Kong and Australia.
on Of Sports ure to prosecute."
I numerous engagements on the
ta
Young;
young Perry was guest
mother
and
"This
Rebel
neutral
remaining
was
said
he
Garnet claimed that Tee
northside and loop. At present,!
Breed" to name a few. His of id- aunt, Miss Annna McFarregards
hassle.
an
as
the
But
Kaye, which later assigned the
the 22 year old sensation is apmajor parts in television were land. It was with this aunt that
melody to Vernon, breached its aid stated that Norman would in "Twilight Zone" where he young Stephen Perry made
peering at the Bamboo Club Scribe Dtsrs
feelings
personal
his
not
allow
contract by failing to get a
Betweeal
in Waukeegan,
starred in the spectacular round of visiting places of inmajor recording within three to interfere oecause ". . . .he's 'The Big Tall Wish:"
shows, Johnny finds time to' Tuddinj Pie
On Art terest (usually to a grownup).
weeks
of
depend
20
got
on
to
' months of his contract
with
play actor. He is appearing in
Linkletter Show several times; Yes, young Stephen is a child
against
weeks
Sahl
as
two
of
Tee Kaye in 1956.
Columbia's new motion pic- NORFOLK, Va. — (ANP)
and on the Al Jarvis television star in movies and televisio
Duke."
ture, "Raisin In The Sun"1 Chosing a different career trate
program more than once,
grownup in lots of othstarring Sidney Poitier. Thus. that of his well-known lathe'',
Little Stephen Perry did not ' but a
far, Johnny has played thel Wendell Smith. jr., a 20-yesecome by his success accidenee'e
part of an ice cream vendor;o 1 d rhythm-and-blues singer,
tally rather by being carefully What
and a business man.
screened as result of exhibitwas reported here to be not oaf,
While singing on the south. making it on his own but showing talents in read ing and genside, the new rage has been ing promise of becoming an out
eral school work. It was while In
seen at the Southerland Hotel, standing artist.
enrolled at a nursey school in
eoceares Eleven," Frank
Grand Ballroom, Southmoor, The son of sports writer and
Los Angeles that his talents,Sinatras
' Dorchester ProducHotel, Casino Lounge, Buslland The ex-wife of Wendell Smith,:
were observed by television tion for Warner Bros. release,
and Mackies Lounge. He has sr., is being guided by his mothin which Sinatra co-stars with
also appeared at the Blue Dah- er, Miss Sarah Wright.
scouts.Thus, when search for a Dean Martin, Sammy Davis,
youngster to portray a tele- jr. Peter Lawford and ?ingie
lia, 5200 North Ave.; and The The ex-wife of eWndell Smith.
Cherry Lounge, 26th and Pul- sr., Miss Wright, who holds a
vision stint on the Al Jarvis DickinsoL, will have an August
aski.
show reached the school Perry 3 world premiere in Las Vegas.
Broadcast Music, Inc., comPeswas chosen out of a class of U-I has scheduled the "FowJohn, who stands six feet, er's license, has offices located
more than one hundred. His er Drum Song' for a February
two inches. was bore on Chi- on Broadway and currently hansuccess on the Javis show spear- start in Hong Kong, San Francago's southside and is a grad- dles some 30 acts, includiet
headed the move to land him cisco and Hollywood, with a
uate of DuSable High School. number of promising youngsters
for other parts in shows where budget close to 5 million . . .
While in prep school, the in- from the Norfolk-Portsmouth- 1
talented and apt youngsters Roger Moore. who last week
nocent looking lad was a very Suffolk area.
were needed. Young Perry read was cast in a atelier role in next
active participant in athletics
A former music minor at
the vvarious scripts, listened to seison's "Maverick" TV series.
He was a star on the cage West Virginia State college,
coaching and was invariably will first partner. . .Sean Flynn,
squad for two years under Miss Wright has already helped
given the part.
coach Jim Brown.
her son to record his first s001I.
19-year-old son of the late Er
graduation, Johnny A lively R and 13 beat, K was
After
lus, em
enniflPyerry
om
oth
es
. rol Flynn, has a bit role i
tenphfa
froYm
ouangsm
Sa
JOHNNY WHITE
won an athletic scholarship to, titled "Puddin' Pie."
MGM's "Where the Boys Are."
DUKE ELLINGTON

ix A Raisin In Sun' Nears
Cutting Room With Few ifs'

Ellington, Mort Sahl
Feud Over Top Billing
So Duke Takes A Walk

Young Stephen Perry,
Latest Film, TVStar
Boasts Unique Talent

Sepia Aces Get
Welcome Mat As
They Hit Japan Chicago Singer Has

Major Role In film,
A Raisin In The Sun'

Erroll Garner
Drops Suit Over
Hit 'Mist'

uoes
Hollywood

S Women Spark Centennial Fete

Inaugural Banquet Launches 1963 Emancipation Observance

is THE DISTINGUISHED orator and president of
Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga., Dr. Benjamin E.
Mays was the brilliant Independence Day speaker when
the American Negro Emancipation Centennial of 1963
was launched at an inaugural Banquet in Parkway

fs DIGNITARIES BY the score attended the banquet,
including these guests at a trustee table. Reading from
left, clockwise, photo above left banquet notables included Miss Gladys Magloire, Haiti; Antoine Herard,
manager of the Haitian Government Tourist Bureau;
Mrs. Walter L. Carter, Mr. Carter, a member of the
board of trustees; Jesse W. Lewis, Washington, D. C.,

•

ballroom. The dynamic speaker (extreme left) paid
tribute to the Woman's Auxiliary which sponsored the
inspiring event and both thrilled and amused his illustrious audience with his reminders of the struggles of

women's suffrage leader, Susan B. Anthony to win
equality for her sex. Sharing the Speakers' Table with
Dr. Mayes are Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of the national board of trustees of the Centennial and presi-

dent of the National Baptist Convention, Inc.; James
E. Stamps, chairman of the board; Mrs. Teresa Staats
Prince, chairman of the committee on arrangements
and Mrs. Cora Carroll, Mayor of Bronzeville.

a trustee; Leon Kirkpatrick, Atty. Fred D. Minnis,
trustee of St. Pet ersbur g, Fla.; the Rev. Felton
E. May, assistant pastor of St. James Methodist
church; Miss Mary Idell Bonner, Mrs. Gifford W. Gallimore of Kingston, Jamaica; Mrs. Alton A. Davis,
wife of the executive director and Mrs. George E. McIntosh, Kingston, Jamaica.

•TYPICAL OF THE many Neighborhood Clubs
(photo below left) which lent their support to this
initial undertaking of the Women's Auxiliary was the
Greater Lawndale Association of Block Clubs headed
by Mrs. Gloria S. Pughsley. Identified by their corsage
insignia they are (from left) Mesdames Mattie Olds,
Griffin, Spencer, Marsh, Pughsley, C. Henry, Mamie
Davis, E. Ragland, M. Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Goodwin. Photo right: Mrs. Frances T. Matlock,

(standing) public relations director of the American
Negro Emancipation Centennial Authority, chats with
a group of visiting guests. They are (from left clockwise) Senora Caballero of H a v an a, Cuba and her
daughter; Mrs. Joy Gallimore, Jamaica; Mrs. Eleanor
Cyrus and Mrs. Gloria McIntosh, also of Jamaica. This
photo was taken in Kungsholm restaurant during one
of the social courtesies extended visitors to the Centennial celebration.

of the Revolutionary War. Group includes (from left)
the Hon. Jorge Aguilar, Assistant Consul General of
Mexico; Consul General and Mrs. Horacio de Cordoba
of Nicaragua; Alton A. Davis, executive director,

/SECA; Dr. Benjamin E. Mays, guest speaker;
(onsul-General and Mrs. Tze-lun Tia of the Republic
o' China; Mrs. Irene McCoy Gaines, president of the
woman's Auxiliary; Miss Gladys Magloire of Haiti;

1414°

•CONSULAR CORPS representatives joined prominent leaders of ANECA to pose before a 9 ft. mural by
Bernard Goss which depicted the dramatic death in
Boston of Crispus Attucks, a Negro and first martyr

Antoine Herard, Hai ian Government mist urean;
Mrs. Bindley C. Cyrus, whose husband was master of
ceremonies at the banquet and Mrs. Teresa Staats
Prince, chairman of the committee on arrangements.
(Photos by Wilbur Holmes)
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SOCIETY
by
SimeilillarefrAnna C. Cooke

Merry
Go-Round

Members of The Hub City lowing personnel: L. E. Thetis,
Sportamoo club and Recreation- camp director; Clarence Hunt,
al Area, Inc., had their first program
director;
Shel vie
outing and picnic recently on Rose, life guard; Leonard Antheir newly created 45 acre lake derson Nature; Albert Berry,
gamc management 158 acre camp craft, and Bobby Robinfarm
son and Hubert Barnett, foresThe Sportsman club is a try.
chartered stockholding corpora- ACTIVITIES
tion, organized for the purpose Archery. Troop Pioneering,
• IIIIIIIIII•1181111111 111111101• 111111M1111
of developing recreational area, Waterfront, Axe Yard, Soil and
promote sportsmanship a n d Water Conservation, AquaticAND AWAY THEY WENT Irwin, Isabel Greenlee . . . .
hunting on a 4000 acre hunting Boating, First Aid, Forestry,
. . . the charming aggregation and last, but not least, the
reserve, and to develop a con- Nature, Wood Lore, Handicraft,
of YWCA members, who left guiding light of Vance Avenue
servation demonstration farm Indian Lore, Cooking DemonYWCA,
Mrs.
Addie
Owen,
G.
early Sunday morning for what
as a means of providing an in- stration, Cross Country Hike,
will be a circuitous trip that the charming executive direccentive to the rural communi- Adventure Trail, Signal Tower,
will take them up the East tor of the branch.
ties
Monkey Bridge and Rope Yard.
coast into Canada, back into GAY BON VOYAGE PARTY PORO CONVENTIONERS — art Misses Magnolia Shrtigg,
Frazier, Chestine Mitchell, Daisy Normal, loinia Cocbrill,
Members of the Board of Di- Advancements from second
Mrs. Anderson (Josephine) This is the group that attend- Anal, Moore, Lillian
the States by Niagara Falls and
Smith, Puby L. Stanback, Ruby Jeanette Goodman, Ludene rectors arc: A. B. Greer, pres- class to Eagle
Bridges and Miss Erma Laws ed the National Poro Conven- Essie Cassilf, Louise Legon,
were offered in
Mid-Western cities.
Powel:, Thelma Bailey, Vele- KIM Rechy L Banichead, An- ident; J F. Hughes, chairman all out-door
require
Let's take a good look at their were joint hostesses at a tres tion in Milwaukee, Wis., re- Alma Nesbit, Debris Milan, rie
Flier. I. J. LaMondue, na Smith and Willie Mae Her- of the board; A. L. Rawls, Roy The division had ments,
a 40 minute
Itinerary — for it is truly pack- gay Bon Voyage party last Satur- cently at the Pfister hotel. Mabel Flemmings, Elizabeth
Leaster McClure, Pearline ron.
Bond, Dr 1. L. Hildreth, C. A. movie made showing all of
ed with interest. Having left day night complimenting Miss Memters who made the trip
the
Wary, Viola Irby, Viola Laird,
Davis,
R. D. Springfield and many activities during
Sunday morning at 6 a. m. . Velma Lois Jones who left Mem
camp.
Dr. William Bell, all vice pres- Features in the movie to
they were to lunch in Nash- phis on Wednesday for New
be
idents
shown during the annual banville, have dinner in Knoxville York City, where she spent four
The activities of the day va- quet are scouts handling
field
and head for Bristol, Tenn.-Va. days before leaving for Europe
ried, including motorboating, snakes. Scout trading the tradto spend their first night at the by Jet on Sunday. On the
swimming,
bar-b-cuing,
ski ing post, and many events of
Morocco Motel. By the way — three-week European Jaunt,
shooting, and a variety of the wee). ir camp.
the carrier was Greyhound — Velma Lois will be accompanied
games.
The division will celebrate the
and they were following
the by Mrs. Jake (Zernia) Peacock
A. B. Greer, the club's pres- scout's
fiftieth
Anniversary
Madison Ave., words of the for their grand
tour of six
ident was the best skeetshooter Jubilee at the camp. All
troops
grey-flannel ad boys and the countries.
for the day, averaging 80 per are to attend the first program
The Lucky Dominoes held
TV entertainer — "Take the Held at the
cent of his shots, with J. F. of this nature in August.
smart contempor.'their second annual ',awn Party
bus, and leave the driving to ary home
of Mr. and Mrs. recently at the home of Mrs.
The Deliso Debs Social club Hughes running close.
ACHIEVEMENTS
US."
Bridges on Argyle. which has Dorothy William
will give a Lawn party at 1174 Refreshments were served to Outstanding Achievements
s of 1260 Azalia.
Leaving Bristol early Monday
of
recently had extensive remodel- Fun was had by
South Main on August 13. Tick- everyone.
the week were
all.
morning, their route was the
Out of town guest present earned by MilSkyline Drive, to stop at Mon- ing, guests were delighted with
First prize of a beautiful TV
By CARLOTTA STEWART lem now. I have been going ets will be sold for 24c each and were Dr. and Mrs. I. W. ton Dnvis
the smart furnishings of the
ticello, home of Thomas Jeffof
Crystal Snack set was won by
a prize will be given away every Howell, Paris, Tenn.; J. Phelps,
home, with its elegant color
Troop 151,,,
erson. and at Mount Vernon,
Mrs Stella Martin of 675 WalkMusing: Marriage: Be trust. steady with a boy for about 6 hour. The party will be from Detroit Mich.
months. We broke up to see
Jackson. Davis!'
home of George Washington, scheme and decorativve touches er, second prize, a milk white ful: Suspicio
n is a slow, but what freedom would
SCOUT CAMP
earied
be like. 9 until 1 a.m.
h i s
famous American shrines, and including many beautiful con serving set was won by David
checking into the Annapolis temporary paintings with a con- Walker of 11 East Californ sure poison. Once it is poured He asks me out occasionally, Members of the club are Mes- The Lane Division of Scout Scout Life
ia into the human mind, it
Mitchell
opened at Guard
per- But I'd like to know how I dames Emma Jean Brooks, Jua- Camp
Merit
Hotel in Washington, D. C. for, versation piece arrangement or. and Or Baltlis won the
third vades the whole personality.
the
Natchez Trace Forest on June Badge and bestaircas
e
leading
It could get him to ask me to go nita Mangum Dorothy
to the prize of a lovely
three days and nights, to tour
,
juice set. He brings death to everyth
Stokes, 26 and closed July 2. This was came
the first
ing upon steady again I've had enough I
the beautiful buildings a n d new upstairs area.
resides at 256 W. Utah.
president;
Evelyn
Jackson
, a grand week for the scouts. scout in the diwhich
From
it
breathes
the
.
pale
Not
of
even
freedom.
sights which make the Nation's
orchid and
Queen a n d secretary; Ger- Duo to the many new cabins vision to earn
beige toned living and dining Club members are Mrs. Helen truth is its certain antidote.
capital world famed.
—Hoping trude HMvVey
Bell, president; Mrs. Louise Falsehood is most
onuu uonu uon and improved road conditions such badge.
Milton Davis
area—to
the
cozy
frequent
Dear
den
ly
Hoping: Yes, I hope to
and intl.
VIP HOSPITALITY
trude McVey, business manag- at camp, the scouts were able
Parker, business manager; Miss its source. The
Davis also earned badges in
tragedy 01 see you in September. The only
While in Washington. they re- mate at the back of the home, Yvonne
er; Pearl Seiber, treasurer; to withstand the bad weather Nature and Boating. Davis came
Stubbs, treasurer; Miss Shakespeare's is most frequent thing
to do is to ask him when B obbi
ceived VIP hospitality from a friends had a wonderful time Bonny
e Green, finance sec- during the week.
Genniou
s,
within two merits of Eagle
secretar
y;
engitin
ly
its source. The tragedy of he asks you for another date,
g in witty conversaVIP personality, Miss Roberta
retary; Julia Reed, assistant The troop enjoyed a week of Scout.
Miss Johnnie Yates, assistant Shakespere's "OTHE
tions,
while
LLO
how
indulgin
he likes his "freedom" and secretary;
Church, Memphis' contribution
is a
g in the
and Bernice Berry, many activities and a well
secretary; Mrs. Daisy Sykes, thrice-told take
of everyday if he would like to go steady reporter.
to the national scene — the Mi- offerings of the bar. A constant
rounded advancement program. LOW TFMPERATURE
sgt.
at
arms;
Mrs. Rosie Walls fact. Have faith in your mates again. It is
nority Group Consultant to the gay focal point was the dining
possible that he is
Under the direction of L. E. Manchester — Mount Washand
Ellis
Koffman
,
sweethe
table,
art,
faithfulness; otherwise it may just as anxious to go steady as
resplendent with its offerSecretary of Labor and the LaVISIT FULLER CAMP
Theus, Camp Director, the di- ington, New Hampshire, the
Mrs. Louise Rice is club report- be fatal to your
bor Department, who entertain- ings of assorted hot and cold
life as well as you . . . he is waiting on your
The Seventh Day Adventists vision furnished a well qualifi- highest peak in New Eitgland,
your marriage.
ed the entire group at luncheon canapes, and the informal er.
move.
church
members visited Fuller ed staff of experienced scouts has recorded temperatures deIn the private dining room of atmosphere which marked the Seen at the affair having a Dear Counselor; I found out Dear
Counselor: I am 14 and Park last Sunday evening and to direct the camp program. scending to 50 degrees below
grand time were clubs. The 12 you are
entire doings.
the Labor Department.
the counselor at B. I like a boy who is 20. He works watched the boy camper
s The staff consisted of the fol- zero.
From Washington they will The two hostesses were love- Horsemen, the Kingsmen and T. W. so I will see
you in next door and I think he likes through their chores and celeleave for Philadelphia, and re- ly in smart summery cotton the Gay Senoritas.
September. But I have a prob. me. I am dying to go to the brations. One of the most
intermain there long enough for frocks — and Velma received
football game with him next esting events on the agenda was
lunch and a tour of Independ. scads of gifts —
ducted by the program- com- fall if he asks me. I am not the folding or the United States
including a 1111111111t1111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111
ence Sqsare. Then on to New conversation -piece bikini
mittee, headed by Mrs. Irene allowed to go out in a car with flag in ceremony. Looking on
outfit
York City, to stay at Hotel, New RAVING FUN
White, Mrs. Irma Varnado, a boy but I am allowed to were Mr. and Mrs. Flenold C.
Yorker for four days filled with Making merry were
Mrs. Ida Martin were prize meet them there. What can I Aldridge, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Bernice
Gotham's
wonders . . . the Cole, Earline Mobley, Norma
winners. The hostess served a do to get him to ask me?—L. W. L. Sherman, who were accomnevee-fading tourist attractions and Leon Griffin,
Gem Little,
delicious repast.
Dear L. W. You are in a panied by their children, Flenwhich bring thousands of vial- Edward and
Juanita Lewis,
RENAISSANCE
peculiar predicament. Your oid, jr., Carol and Carl Altors to the famed city each Zernia Peacock —
Velma' 1111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111
Renaissance
Holiday parents must be afraid that dridge; Carolyn and Donald
1111111(111111IM The
summer — to gape at the pul- traveling mate
— Harold and
Group met at the lovely and youthful drivers are too reck- Sherman, who is a Fuller Park
GOLDEN CIRCLE
sating asphalt jungle which in- Delores Lewis,
Emogine Stotts, The
lded Rockefeller Center, the Lelia Mason.
Golden Circle Thrift club spacious Universal Life Insur- less. If the boy has a car, camper.
Mary Helen Ezelle, met
1B -very, Wall Street, the Sta- Reginal
recently
at the home of ance Cafeteria last month, with however, I am almost certain
d Morris — who regal
Mrs. Doris Macklin at 903 Third Mrs. Ida Dabney as hostess. he will ask someone who is not have gained enough confidence
tee of Liberty, the view from ed all
with his usual wit and
at., where members enjoyed An interesting Bible Quiz was afraid to ride with him. After in him to allow you to ride in
the Empire State Building and verve —
Lillian and Melvin
the meeting presided over by conducted by Mrs. Leota Ellis, all, there is no use riding alone the car with him. That will solve
t'e scores of attractions which Massey,
Thaddeus Stokes, Ads
resulting in prizes to Mrs. Bet!. when there are many girls the problem.
gild up to the well-known fact — and
Charlie Jackson, Ruby Jean president, Mrs. Edna Haywood
tha Baskin, and Miss Helen willing to take the chance. Here
"What ever any city has — Lewis,
and the delicious menu.
Barbara Williams, Ver
Heard, Everyone enjoyed the is hoping however, that by the
NYC has more and better of non
Johnson. Helen Burns. CHRISTIAN SERVICE
the same thing" — and
The Christian Service club of delicious menu served.
time school begins mother will
the Chic Starr McKinney of Chi
TV mimics
New Yorkers attest that, "When i cago,
which Mrs. Bettie „ Dotson of
S43 t winery at latarordato
868
former
Memphi
an °scat Olympic
you leave NY and its en
Street is president enWH 6-7133
virons you go nowhere!" But-land Jewel Speight. Vivian and tertained on July
Darondalat• re &orrice
4
with
a
very
Marion
Ford.
Clifford
Stockton.
•
enough digression for now.
SERVICE CALL
Jean and Robert Yarborough special dinner on the spacious
'XT STOP
lawn
of
Mrs.
Ernesti
ne
DAY—NIGHT
B.
Rob.
and
Thomas
Doggett
.
Next stopping point will be
erts of 687 Sexton avenue.
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
'Reston, where they will be liv- Still more digginc the posh Appearing on
the program were
rifts vi I worth $1.00 toward wok,
in:; at the Bradford Hotel, while durings which had a strong Mrs.
on arty IV now
Inch Account Insured To $10,000
Ann Nails Hawkins. Mrs.
k‘Madis
on
line' going one while Mary
viewing the cradle of Liberty
RCA
Authorized lomat
Keys Johnson, Willie
including historic Plymouth were Gwen Nash, Pearl and James
Robert
and
Henry
RichJohn
Gordon, Lawrence and
Rock.
ardson. Interesting thing about
ROSalft
Picturesque Quebec, Canada Janet Seymour, James Smith the
SCOTT
program was its subject, I Home SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
end housing at Hotel St. Louis (whose spouse, Nedra, is tram
.
The
.
Emancip
ation
Proclam
awill give an intimate glimpse tionirag in Los Angeles), H. T.
Into the facets of the quaint Lockhard. Edwin Porter, Willie tion. Remarks were given by If you want to
bring out all of the rich flavor in your next
Lindsey, Edward Estes — Miu C. B. Braxton of the Gospel chocolate
French City.
pie
make
it with Carnation Evaporated Milk
Temple
Baptist church. BarbeCosmopolitan Montreal beck - Jones' escort, Melvin Melunda,
—
the
milk
that
whips.
cue
Carnation gives more body and
Ribs,
chicken
slaw,
potato
wls next for lunch. From there Mabel Saulsberry, Robert Mechips, ice cream and cake were extra richness to all cooking and at one-third the cost
— on the Alexandria Bay, N.
Ferrin,
Mildred
Crawford. the menu
Y.
offerings that delight. of expensive cream, too. If you don't have A favorite
to tour Thousand Islands . . Fannie Riley, Grace
.
Joyner. ed members
chocolate pie recipe, here's one I'm sure you'll like.
then to Watertown, N. y.
and guests.
Donald Perry, Johnnie Weaver,
PEARL
ETTE'
S
back in the USA again to Hotel Ray Joiner, Arthur Ross Jones.
Woodruff, then Oswego, N. Y., Nadlyn Smith and well-known The Peariette's Social club
followed by a stay at Niagara Memphian who had made his was organized on July 6, at the
home of Mrs. Thelma Clark.
Falls and the Clifton Hotel, mark in the entertainment
world 3304 Rochester
Road. Officers
Their jaunt next takes them —Fineas Newborn —
whose elected
are Mrs. Clark, presito Detroit and the Henrose Ho- presence at the
flamingo Room dent;
Mrs. Rosa Pulliam, vice
tel and on the leg that will the following
night beckoned presiden
le
t; Mrs. Dorothy Walc%;.ntually bring them back to scores of his local
followers lace, secretar
y; Mrs. Evelyn
Nemphis. there's a stop at Cin- who were present
at the party.
Irby, assistant secretary; Mrs.
cinnati, Ohio. . . plans f o r GOINGS
ON ABOUT TOWN
lunch at Lima . . . a side trip Did
Lucille Gipson, treasurer; Mrs.
you know that vivacious
to Mammoth Cave, and then
Mrs. Leroy (Betty) Young has C. Houston and Mrs. P. Parkheading back
to
Memphis„been hospitalized at the E. H. er, the latter being members.
scheduled to arrive August 2,
Crump hospital following an ICC LADIES
weary yes — but thrilled with
A recent meeting of the
the memories of a fascinating auto accident recently' We Minot. Central R R. Ladies
hear
she
was really "shook
trip and all the reasons why,
Social club was held at the
up." bruised and sore — and
one should, "See
home of Mrs. Susie Stephens
America, we're hoping that is
as far as
First."
1435 Michigan. Devotion was
of
the damages went.
WHO'S ON THE TRIP
led by Mrs. Della Sanders. busi•
Also,
Mrs.
(Emogene WatWho's who on the trip?
ness session led by the president
A
wonderful aggregation of friends kins) Wilson returned to Mem- and the recreation period conphis
from
her
present home in
and acquaintances — including
Mesdames Willette D. Hum- Chicago, to undergo surgery at
phreys, Alma Hobson, Ruth Crump hospital. We wish her tioning processes of governALMOND TOM.CHOCOLATE P1I
Porter, Bessie Wesson, Alma a quick convalesence, and all ment. Annette La very apprecia(Makes 1 11-in( h pie)
the pampering a post opera- tive of the opportunity afforded
Morris, Cora
Smith, Mattie
1 94nch baked pastry shell
% cup sugar
tive patient is entitled to.
her — thanks to the Interest of 2'gun's.,
Muse. Pauline
Toney, Rose
unsweete
ned
c
teaspoon salt
/
1
4
Mr.
and
Mrs
M.
L. Lenoir Manassas teachers Mrs. One
Morgan, Effie B. Flagg, Eliza
% cup boiling woNr
teaspoon vanilla
have returned from their trip Hodge
1
Katheri
P.
ne
Mrs.
Mims, Daisy Dawson,
Eliza
HERE ARE SOME OF OUR OUTSTANDING FEATURES!
Falls, Edna Walton, Esmonia to Washington, D. C.. when Thomas and her principal. Mr. 1 tablespoon (1 envelope)
11/t (up usedHutosi CARNATION
unflavored gelatine
accompa
EVAPOR
nied
MILK
ATED
by
b
y
d
their
Hobson.
Taylor, Marie
L
B
L
,I theY
Mamie Pamphlet, Omega Shel-!charming little grand daughter. Mrs. Eddie (Louie Braith- 11/4 cup cold water
I toblospoom himen juice
to. W. Edwards, Geraldine!Elizabeth Davis, daughter of waite) Scott of Buffalo, New 2 eggs
Slivered solon•nds
Mr. and Mrs. Claiborne D. York spent se-.eral day in
Smith, Ida
Jackson,
Pearl M
Add chocolate to
anrt le41 crystals form through
Clark, Lois Greenwood, Martha Davis.
Memphis, visiting with her fath- Reduce heat to low.boiling we
Add gelati
milk (about 10 minutes). Whip
Delaney and Effie Satterfield. A Post script from Menitslial er and step-mother. Dr. and; which has been softened
chilled Carnation until stiff
co
in
the
Co-ed Annette V. Ivory let, us Mrs 0. B. Braithwaite. Dr. I water. Stir until chocolate
OTHERS
(about 2 minutes). Add lemon
e,
Others too, are Mesdames know that ehø is vacationing 1 Braithwaite, veteran MemphisI melted and gelatine is duisolv
juice and continue heating until
situ Jones, Ruth Weed, in Chicago with her sister dentist, has been confined I Remove from heat. Blend eft' very stier (about 2 minutes king.
N
sugar, salt and vanilla un
er). Vold into chnonlats mixture.
Isabel Roulhac, Willie Pegues, Jeanette.
visiting
relatives his home for several weeks no „
light and fluffy. Sta.in rho . , spoon into crust ('hill until Arm.
Katie McGuire, Belle Petti- She's all agog over her thrilling This marks Louie's first tri- m ixture
Rhault 2 hour, (:•rrilish with
Cool.
Carnati•
grew, Calverta Ishmael and the experience of the week's stay to Memphis in almost a decade into refrigeratorPour
trs v, c-hiii
slivered almonds
fit"
MIMWS Utoka Quarles. Willeae at Girls State in Nashville. de. i and friends renort that she s .
Crate Pttara 4 .b.A.
WOW
Freeman, Annie Cargill, Lottie voted to the learning, the func Ilooking simply wonderful.
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SAVE NOW

Club
Notes

AT

FORTUNE'S

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
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HAVE YOU VISITED
LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB?

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CALL_EX 8-3223 or EX 8-1961
OR TALK WITH ANY OF OUR MEMBERS

•

• DINING & DANCING
• LAKE FOR BOATING and FISHING
• FULL TIME RECREATIONAL DIRECTOR • CROQUET
• BADMINTON • HORSESHOES • VOLLEY BALL
• LIVE MUSIC • DRIVING & PUTTING RANGE
• DANCING INSTRUCTOR • DELICIOUS FOOD
• WELL ROUNDED PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

f

"Sou er Scout"

mirmirniiminimmtinininnitutmounui
A GUIDE' TO GOOD

DEFENDER

EATING

11,

Sot., July 23, 1960

GRACE WILLIAMS
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Red Cross Sets
First-Aid Course

To enjoy life — food cries
first. We have known for a long
time that we must eat to live.
But food can do more than satisfy our physical needs — it has
pyscbological and social values,
too. The latest food news is that
The Memphis-Shelby County last until 2.30 p. m.
regardless of our purse, we can
Chapter of the American Red
The course will teach 'Cars
add years to our life and enjoyCross will begin training lay- of the Sick and
Injured" and
ment to years if we apply nuinstructors to teach "Care of will supply the lay
-instructor
tritional knowledge to our selecthe Sick and Injured" in class- with the fundamentals
of teach•
tion and use of food.
es beginning July 25.
ing the course to others.
There is a close link between
Included in the classes are
Classes will open to the gen
good nutrition and efficiency.
eral public for the first time in methods of caring for the sick
This was known as early as 607
the chapter's history. In the lat home; symptoms of illness;
B. C. H you read Daniel 1:1-15,
ipast the instructors classes how to take temperature and
you will find that when King
have been limited to members pulse; handling of bed patients;
Nebuchadnezzar besieged Jeruof the nursing profession.
how to improvise equipment;
salem he ordered that certain
Norflee R. Turner. chapter food and medicine preparation;
noble youths, "Well-favored and
I diet preparation and home nurschairman, said the classes
-instructors'
have
skillful in all wisdom," be seing in the event of a national
been opened to lay
lected and trained as courtiers.
dism
aseter.
in
order
to
supply
CELEBhITY
CLUB
Mesdames
—
instructors
The
Georgia
Moon, Bes- Mrs. Lucille Stevenson, Mrs.
They were to have special educhapter will authorize
to
meet
the
growing demand
cation and a daily portion of Celebrity Social club celebrat- sie Lonsack, Virginia McKay, Lucinda McGee, Mrs. Jessie for
the new instructors to teach in
the
popular
home
fourth
ed
its
annual
Hawaiian
nursing
Little
Nadolyn
and
Rochelle
Mae Jorden, Mrs. Ruth Boyd,
King's meat, and of the wine
local clubs, church groups,
Tea ant' Fashion in the Flower Woody. Jeraldine Wiley, Sus- Mrs, Estella McClendon, Mr. classes. The new instructors
which he drank.
will
be authorized to teach in industrial plants and other
Ihrden of Mrs. Carrie Smith an Y. Allen, Master James and Mrs James Golden, Mrs.
One of the youths objected to
the
of 2172 Stovall ave. recently. Robert Moore, jr., Miss Leva• Lula Mae Willis, Mrs. Maxine local clubs, churches and other groups, and is stressing
need (or home nursing training
Nourishing, tasty meals that are easy to prepare are OR the dietary - plan and bargained Over 100 guests were preseol da Gross, Miss Barbara Jean Johnson, Mrs. Thelma Bond, organizations.
The menu for the 55,000 Boy Scouts—all "do-it-yourself" cooks with the prince, who had him in kMrs. Max Denslow, chairman in the event of a civil defense
witness the showirtg of Malone, Mrs. Evelyn R. Turn- Mrs. Clara Davidson, Mrs.
who will encamp July 22-28 in the mountain country near charge, to let brn eat peelse and
of
the chapter's nursing serv- emergency, when professional
some cf the most beautiful er, Mrs. Rosa Woods and Mr. Jenrie Parrish, Mrs. Noreen
oiorado Springs, Colo., for the Fifth National Boy Scout Jam- 'drink water for ten days while
modelf of the Tri-State area. art.'. Mrs. Henry Sanders. Edwards. Clubs present were ice committee, stated that no nurses might not be available.
loree. As a boon to the amateur chefs, jamboree commissaries the others ate King's meat and
Anyone may enroll in the inHighlight of the afternoon was Some of the out-of-town guests t
Workers, The Rose experience or previous training
have laid in heavy stocks of convenience foods—for example, drank wine.
is necessary in order to enroll structor training course, and
crowning
the
Mrs.
of
Alma
Mrs.
were
Catherine
Williams,
Samaritan,
Good
The
more than 123,000 cans of condensed soups for use both as soup
At the end of the ten day nu-,
Hall as Queen for the year Chicago; Mrs. Maxine Lowe, Huberetti . The Phillarette in the instructor classes which the chapter is contacting local
and as a time-saving ingredient in other dishes.
1 trition experiment Biblical his-'
1960. Some of the models were Berkeley, Calif.; Willie Woody, and the Ladies Union Sur- will be held in the chapter's clubs and industrial and church
Leroy Kirkland, 12, and Terrance Holiday, 13, both New i tory states,
"their countenances
new nursing training center at groups hoping to have a repre•
York City scouts, give a pre-jamboree test to their cooking
prise.
'
1400 Central ave. Classes will sentative in each group qualifi•
skills with a recipe for "Jubilee Burgers"—hamburgers glori• appeared fairer and fatter in
flesh than all the children which
fled in a sauce of soup.
ly drops out of the picture — be held for five days, bebinning ed to teach other members of
'did
1
eat the portion of King's
the group.
Seemingly Doris Farley
and Monday, July 25 and continuing
meat and drank wine." So the
Anyone wishing to enroll in
Eugene Lane are trying to through July 29. Each class ses— steward took away their meat
prove that they are the top sion will begin at 9 a. m. and the classes or seeking additionand vvine and gave them peelse
al information is asked to call
couple around town . . . We
(peas or other leguminous seeds
the
Memphis-Shelby County
wonder
what
Burns
Rosie
would
.10
or porridge). When at the end
chapter at BR 2-9631.
"
think about that!!
the King examined them they
Say Gloria, how do you feel
passed with high scores.
seeing your old flame everyWe of the 20th century are
day? Or is it the other way DAYTONA BEAC1T,
Fla. —
still experimenting to learn to
around??? James Cooper, Earl Dr. Bradley G.
Moore, profeswhat extent food affects efficienMcKinney and Robert Young sor of Secondary
Education of
cy and well-being. At the Iowa
are proving that anybody can Bethune-Cookma
n college, has
College of Medicine a team of
play "horsewhoe" like a whiz been appointed
to the Florida
For faster, mere Complete relief of
medical experts studied the imkid . . . you know, like crazy, Teacher
Education Advisory
Last week was a holiday and July, having a bunk party.
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains.
portance of breakfast to men of
man . . . Girls on the Patter. Council,
STANBACK Tablets or Powders..
take
among the. visitors in the Triall
college
ages,
Mrs. Alberta Jamerson, who
women and
son's softball and volley ball
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
Dr.
Moore
has
been
a
"State were Miss Theresa Har- is attending A & I State mi. school boys. Results — physical
memteams are making all other
—the combined action of several
ris of Cleveland, Ohio and Mrs. versity, came home to be with and mental efficiency was susmedically-approved ingredients ie
teams look bad, but of course, ber of the Education Division
tained better throughout the
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
Mandie Harris of Memphis, her family on the holiday.
that's only natural since they of the Bethune-Cookman coland tension, starts bringing relief
Tenn., who was visiting Miss Mrs. Marion Jenkin left for day when they ate breakfast
are a part of "The cool, way- lege faculty since 1956. He reright away.
ceived the B. S. degree from
out, jazzy-jumping station."
Bertha M. Wells of Dyer. Miss Chicago and plans to get a job. that supplied about a quarter of
Test
day's
protein
and
their
for
need
Alabama
State
Teachers col- STANSACK
COUPLES
Erma Jene Nolan is visiting
Miss Martha West visited her calories
than when they omitted Hi, How are you enjoying the L. Ealsy is promoter.
Vicky Mitchell and ZaMack lege and the M. A. degree and against any
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. mother, Mrs. Clara Dennis
Sis.
Ella
on the morning meal.
preparation
hot weather? Well, since every- Allen is director and 'hhurch Jones, Little Mae Brown and the Ph. D. degree from Ohio you've ever
Samuel Phillips.
the holiday.
Noon meals of adequate por- one is trying to take a vacation clerk.
Otild
L..1. Mitchell. Ruther Stout and State university.
Miss Sally B. Burns enterMrs. Alice Hocker, Mr. Henry tions make work safer. The
I don't guess things are going The Harris Singers will give Edfdie Bonner, Louise Gable
tained 10 girls on the fourth of Ewell, Charles Henry
Ewell and farmer could hardly be expect- so hot with you.
a recital on the Fifth Sunday and LeAndrew Davis, Barbara GOLD I OUND
others went to St. Louis, Mo. for ed to concentrate on operating a
Melbourne—Gold was first disevening at 3 p. m. at the Spring- Clark and Johnny Faulkner.
CHURCH
the holiday weekend.
tractor when hunger pangs are
Until
next
week,
must
covered
we
say
ir quanity in Australia
Baptist
hill
church
in
Raleigh,
Recently
the
men
of the New
Schools bells are ringing nagging his stomach. Would you
during 1851.
Tenn. The church is pastored "you've got the power."
Philadelphia
Baptist
church
,again in the Tri-State area and call it carelessness when a
celebrated their Annual Men's by Rev. B. Johnson.
'the children are all excited school boy who skipped lunch
Day
program, Sunday, July 17 WEATHER PR ERICTIONS
dashes in the path of a car? Yes
about their vacation months.
Officers were the following:, Stormy-Ruby Leully (Chicapart
carelessness
the
of
it's
on
Jim Hunt has improved from
the mother. How can a hungry Chairman, Bro. M. Moore; Co. go) and B. J. Freeman; Rainyhis illness.
William
lad be expected to see a car Chairman, Bro. L. Robinson; Verde!! Bolden and
Trenton Rosenwald open on when he has peanut butter sand- and Captains were D. Garmon, Jackson;
Dry-Mary
Patrick
July 11. It was best start in a wiches and tall glasses of milk James Turner, C. Pointer, West. and Oscar McKinney; Wet-Bevlong time, A new member was dancing before his eyes.
ley Wilburn, Joe Kearney, L. erly Burrow and Tommy Johnadded to the faculty, Miss Della
Eating together provides a Robinson, Eddie
McKinney, son; Sunny-Celia McKinney and
Brown.
pleasant experience for the James Moore and Manual Jam- Arthur L. Burkins.
Mrs. Alberta Jamerson and family. Dinner time is family erson.
Warm -Aaron Foxx and Edna
John Etta Jamerson are attend- time. The social customs of
Revival begins at the NPBC Faulkner; Windy-Willie Britt.
ing a meeting in Chicago, Ill.
eating with others has an im- Sunday, night, July 31 and will man and Lovie Fleming; BreeMr. and Mrs. Gleen Fisher, portant psychological effect on end that following Friday night, zy-LeAndrew Davis and Mar.
Mr. and Mrs. Andie Nolan, Mr. the enjoyment of food. The emo- August 6. Baptismal will be the dis Burrow; Cool-Robert Walls
and Mrs. Boy Tyree and others tional stimulation of pleasant first Sunday in August. Rev. B. and Ruby Jones; Cloudy-John
EGYPTIAN POMADE
visited relatives in Indianpolis, companions influences the appi- T. Dumas is the pastor.
Wilburn and Vernita Tappine;
GOOD BIT to gray
SAY
Ind.
Redeemer
and
Just to remind you that Bro. Fair-Melvin
tite and may improve the physiw;th now fragrant
hair,
Mr. and yrs. Sharmen Moore ological utilization of food. Per- Sammy L. Ealey is presenting Mary Ayers.
pomade with lanolin. Apply
and family are visiting Mr. and sons who eat alone may develop, the Senior Choir of the New TOP BOYS
simply as you would your
Mrs. Samuel Phillips and Mrs. poor eating habits.
Philadelphia Baptist church in
Arthur Jones, Bobby Rutherregular hair dressing. Gray
Bulah Moore.
Dr. B. Allman, past president a mammoth musical program ford, Albert Davis, Richard
LOOK 10 YEARS
Mrs. Avie Fisher visited her of the American Medical Asso- on Sunday night. July 31. The Jamerson, Carl Smith, Level',
YOUNGER
mother, Mrs.. Lidie Ewell and ciation says, "I, personally be- show begins at 7:30 p. m along Garrett, Roy Bonner, Robert
family. Mrs. Russie Weston vis- lieve that there is no better ther- with the great choirs and sing- Walls, Frank Tuggle and Alhairs disappear gradual
ited Mrs. Lue Featherson and apy today than a well-balanced ing groups such as: The Open bert Thomas.
Leases hair beautifully soft
Mrs. Lurlie Russel. Mrs. Erma diet. While I recognize that good Door Senior choir, The Celesand lustrous. Will not streak
TOP GIRLS
Wynne is visiting in Memphis. nutrition is not the cure for all trial Ensemble and the Harris
or rub off.
Mary Patrick, Oral }hikes,
SPECIAL OFFER
deuce Seems to have led you
Freddis Greer from Baltimore man's bodily ills, as a physicisan, Singers. The mistress of cere- Verdell Bolden, Mary Jamerson, FISK AWARD
Dr. William
Maryland visited Miss Rebecca I realize that, to a certain ex- monies will be WLOK's Golden Willie Kearney, Ruby Leulleyn, Lloyd Imes, (left) received
Return this Ad with $2.00
to return to your Alma Mater
Phillips. Mr. Albert Exum visit- tent 'Man is what he eats'."
Girl, Joan Golden. Bro. Sammy Gracy Macklin, Doris Farley, Fisk University, of Nastwille in one of the most critical
for full results lar.
ed his mother and family of Our "Guide to Good Esting"
years in its history when you
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
Mary Garrett and Joann Nickol- Alumni Award from Dr. Ira
Dyer.
is a basic food pattern which a service provided for the read- son.
T. Bryant, president of Gen- served without remuneration
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
All on the sick list have im- will help you to plan better ers of the Tri-State Defender STICK THIS
eral Alumni Association. The in the capacity as Dean of
Miami 38, *Florida
proved.
meals. For a free copy of this through the cooperation of the
Dorothy Hurt, a vacationer citation reads in part: "Wil- Chapel."
food guide write to the Memphis Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. in this community has
taken liam Lloyd lines: Scholar, Ad• 4111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Werg
Dairy Council, 135 North Pauline Williams is a teacher of Home it upon herself to get acqquaint- ministrator, Theologian, AuMemphis 5, Tennessee.
Economics at Manassas High ed with Homer Patrick while thor. Your Christian Leader"A Guide To Good Eating" is School.
Joyce Walker slowly but show- ship has been an inspiration
and guidance. . .Divine provi_
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out of 10 WOMEN

END YOUR
GET RELIEF FROM CONSTI
PATION
CHANGE-OF-LIFE WORRIES
tho awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of

le scientific clinical tests by aotod doctorl
every case tested got striking re- that tension, irritability aren't
.lef from awful discomforts of relieved with Pintham's. See if
.thange-of-life. Nervousness was you don't escape suffocating "hot
-educed foa as many as frl% . . . flashes" that made change-of-life
so hard to bear. Today, get Lydia
hot flashes" 75%t
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Ne Costly Shots Needed—
at all drug stores.
Female Ailments Iteliovedlt
Ftesults were credited entirely to
WV II MOM—WAKE UP TIMID?
.4dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
When due to simple iron defiEmpound.
Acting through the
1
ciency anemia, take Pinkham
pathetic nervous system, it
Tablets. Rich in iron, they
remarkable power to relieve
/art to strengthen your Ironthis functionally-caused distress.
starved blood within one day
needlessly.
if
See
suffer
Don't

11

Now you can end your constipation worries once and /or all. Put
aside chemical laxatives, oils Or branlike roughage that may upset your
system. Instead, take Seittrrsit in a
glass of water every day.
SERVTAN is an all-vegetable laxative aid that provides the proper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic stimulation you may peed to promote daily
regularity. This is entirely different
from chemical laxatives. Prove it!
Take SERUTAN daily to end your constipation worries. Introductory Offer t
Send this ad plus 10c with name and
address for $1.00 sire to Seat/Tax,
Box 740, New York 19, N. Y.

FACTORY ADJUSTED TIRES
750x14
800x14
850 x14
900x14
950x14
600x16

• 315

G

195

No FEDERAL
lir EXCISE TAX
putfry Of WHITEWALLS
• 50% OR SETTER
TREAD STILL ON TIRE

UP

640x15
670x15
710x15
760x15
800x15
820 x 15

AND M TIRE CO.

Washington

JA. 6-5934

40.01(

NOW OPEN!
TUESDAY
NIGHTS

Radio 148, Ws Groan

Straighten
your hair
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7:00 P. M. — 9:00 P. M.
AU Rides Sc For Kids Under 12 Yrs.
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FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most Popular Priced
Mid-Way"

at HOME in one
easy application!
Now you can have easy-tomanage. easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go back even
in hottest, humid weather.
Easy-to-follow directions,
money-back guarantee in
every package.
GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's
shorter, coarser hair.
1)11 TWO OUNCE JAR

LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
BOB
GIRL

•

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9.30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6.00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

with nultrilim

.Cemons
Herm Ifit
$1

DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK "Cane" COLE "CANE"
L)ORY 3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
COLE
DONfT SAY WINE ...
SAY

ROMA!

Port, Sherry, sod Muscatel
111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U1111111111111111111111111111111
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Gold Rush Is On In Congo'

Sat., July 23,1960
-

Gospel Singers Set
For Outdoor Classic

By A. J. BIGGINS
some of the atrocities perpe- Then in 1908, Belgium grabWhen opening the way to the trated by the emissaries of bed the 302,000 square miles
Congo, the English explorer King Leopold II of Belgium and of the richest areas of Central
Henry M. Stanley would hardly his International Association of Africa, retaining for private
have dreamt of the colossal the Congo. So long as he had use of the King, the richest
treasures which were to cost *mouth money to keep his ails- parts of the country.
,NO RIGHT
the Africans of the area so
much in tears, blood and sweat. tresses and pay his aseociates, Neither the King nor the BelRogthe
spotlight
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — "Oper- caravan will
In his "Pools of Silence," Dr. he didn't cars two hoots about gium government had legal
ation Evangelism," a drive to ers Brothers, teen-age gospel
right to any part of the counde
Vere Stackpoole exposed what happened to Africans.
extend the influence of t h e evangelists from Memphis, Tentry,
beyond having sent an exchurch into "the highways and nessee. Others who will appear
pedition through it. Stanley
include
series
nightly
during
the
Brooklyn
comthe
of
byways"
vent along paths and never
Mme. Emily Grant, the Rev.
munity, began Sunday.
penetrated
a yard beyond those
Sponsored by Bishop F. D. Milton Perry, "the boy walking
paths.
Mrs.
Rev,
and
the
preacher,"
Washington's Washington TemThe Congo is fabulously rich
ple, Church of God In Christ, Sachs and a 100-voice Washingin copper, diamonds, gold, uranChoir.
Temple
will
ton
campaign
the soul-saving
ium, tin, cobalt, tantalum and
be held from huge tents at three
silver. It produces palm oil,
locations — Classon and Fulton.
palm nuts, cotton, coffee, rubUtica and Fulton and Nostrand
ber, copra gum, sugar a D d
and Fulton.
Joseph W. Rollins, sr., corn-of the Cootie, the honor degree ivory, among other products—
mander of Monkey Mountain of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and it could produce a great
Announcing the drive, Bishop
Pup Tent No. 20, Military Order of the U. S., was elected Jr. deal more.
Washington said: "We intend to
carry the religious message CAIRO
Vice Commander of the 8th Su- Big concessions are held by
By DAN CLARK
throughout the community. We
preme District of the Military whites, while Africans have
Miss Eddie Mae Tolbert of
are convinced that there is a
Order of the Cootie at a meeting had very little out of the vast
and Mrs.
held in Benton Harbor, Michi- stores of mineral wealth. Their
great deal being told about Je- Chicago and Mr.
sus within four walls and not James Eskridge of Lake Hurts,
gan, July 10.
condition is lamentable.
here with their
THREE RIVERS
enough in the streets where the N. J. visited
The 8th Supreme District of TRIBAL LAWS
sister,
Gertha
Watts.
Mrs.
ELATED OVER THE SUC- Front Exposition Center, are David P. Ross whose decor
people are."
We the family of Ola Belle the Cooties comprises the states The Belgians
never thought of
Ed Wade is recovering from
banquet (left to right) Al Lockhart of added much to the patriotic Dixon wish to thank our of Michigan, Wisconsin and IlliThe tent meetings will feature surgery at Veterans hospital CESS of the recent
educating Africans towards selfANECA's
York
City,
launched
New
Miss
Danelle
which
theme
of
the
affair.
Ross
is
friends,
neighbors
and
friends
nois
and
a
legislative
body.
the famed Roberta Martin Sing- in Marion, Ill,
government and now they wondrive for the Negro Century Ross who served as a page; administrative coordinator of for their prayers and kindness At the end of the four year der
ers for two weeks. Beginning the
why Africans are confused,
Mrs. Cora Head is now back Of Progress exposition to be Mrs. l'erlita Ross, assistant the American Negro Emanciduring the illness and death 01 period Rollins will automatical- why many seek a
first Sunday in August, the tent at home since staying with her
return to tribheld in 1963 in Chicago's Lake secretary of the auxiliary, and pation Centennial of 1963.
our loved one. We especially ly become the commander of al laws as the
only source of
sister during her illness.
wish tu thank her former pal- the 8th Supreme District, which justice and the
Mrs. Nettie Brown of Daysole protection
tor Rev. Gibson Of Gorham will mark the 'first time that a for life and
property they know
tona Beach, Fla. is visiting
Methodist church of Chicago Negro has ever been elected to and
understand.
her daughter, Mrs. Esther Mae
and her pastor, Rev. r. Owens such an office.
King Baudoin of Belgium
White.
of Grant Chapel AME church, Unlike the 40 & 8 of the Amer- warned the
new Congo governRev. J. B. Mayweather and,
Three Rivers, Michigan for ican Legion, the Military Order merit of the
dangers of disuniwife have just returned from,
their consoling messages. And of the Cootie has no distinction ty and of
tribalism. He also reDetroit and Canada. They visitthe members and friends of in their membership pertaining peated
warning so often given,
ed his sister, Mrs. Alice Johnboth churches for their kind- to race.
namely that the riches of the
son.
ness and beautiful floral de- In the Military Order of the Congo
would attract adventurMrs. Ora Lee Thompson has
signs. We also wish to thank Cootie, Rollins has held many ers —
the King called them
just returned from St. Mary's
the Austin Memorial Home of elective and appointive offices.
"foreign" adventurers — but
By CLAIRE COX
ment was completed by the appealing to Jewish readers.
hospital after undergoing surThree Rivers and the Metro
The
NEW
YORK
—
(UPI)
—
society
only
in
1956.
At
least
East Indians lean toward the politan Funeral Home of Chi- Sharp stones are much more my bet is that there will be
gery and is now much improved. Her sister Rita Mae Archie United States is an English- three editions have been print- Gospel of John because it is cago for their helpful services. apt to cause punctures and cuts Belgians in the gold rush too.
of Springfield, Ill, is visiting speaking nation, but there still ed since, all in great demand. more philosophical than other Signed — Husband, Sister and in the tread of tires when the The Belgian mine owners and
properties holders are not going
are many persons here who The gospel of St. Mark was books of the New Testament.
during her illness.
Family.
tires are wet.
to sit down and let outsiders
read and write in other lan- translated into Comanche thig
take over so, if they don't go
guages.
year. Bibles are available to
MT. VERNON
out to the Congo themselves,
the
Cherokees
in
the
Carolines,
The American Bible Society
The Senior Missionary Society
they will hire gun-slingers —
reports that it now distributes Georgia and Oklahoma.
of Shiloh Baptist Church held a
just like the French Foreign
Bibles or portions of the script- There has been a big demand
musical program recently which ures in the 50 states in 60 for Hungarian-language testaLegion, the Gurkhas, Sikhs and
featured the Men's Glee Club different languages or dialects. ments since the influx of large
other big mercenaries, They
and the Mt. Vernon Gospel
are two for a penny now in Brinumbers of Hungarians after
including English.
DR. JOYCE C. FRAZIER Chorus. Rev. L. A.
Robinson They range from Eskimo to the rebellion of 1956. About
tain, Europe, Asia, America,
is pastor.
Africa, Arabia, Australia a n d
complicated Filipino dialects, 1,900 Yiddish language Bibles
elsewhere.
Revival services began last and include Navajo, Comanche, were circulated in the U. S
A reminier of the rapid pace you trave ty je , your trip is cago an New
last year
Sunday at the Lively Stone Pen- Syriac and Yiddish.
'or City, and WITCH DOCTORS
ecostal Church. Elder J. P. The Bible Society has trans- A Bible Society official ex- of social change is the gradual unworthy of mention socially. the Pittsburgher,
Witch doctors will find a good
running from
Coleman of St. Louis prnched. lated at least some part of the plained that translations usually disappearance of one of Ameri- And if you doubt that t h • New York to
market for their wares and so
Pittsburgh.
Both
Pullman is fast becoming passe are owned
Rev. C. W. Boyd is pastor.
scriptures into a total of 1,151 begin with the Gospel of Mark ca's great symbols or luxury
by Pennsylvania will slave dealers, The Sheiks
ilk the hundreds of porters, Railroad.
Mrs, Maurene Williams a n d languages. It still has about because it is the shortest and
of Araby will now be able to
convenience—
travelling
and
cooks and waiters who have PANAMAS
grandson Vincent were recent 1,000 languages to go before simplest and is a narrative.
get some new blood into their
LIMITED
been and are being displaced,
visitors in the home of her par- the scriptures will be available Persons with a semitic back- the all-Pullman train.
Of these, the Panama Limited harems.
ground prefer the book of Just a few short years ago, ECONOMIC BLOW
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar to everyone in the world.
probably is the most famous Hell will soon be let loose in
Matthew, because he was sup- a ride on one of the nation's The gradual demise of t h e and has the
Groomes. They are residents of
longest run —921.1 the Congo and in all the s u rRight here at home, the posed tu have been a Jewish swank pureblooded Pullmans
Believed to have been the Milwuakee.
languages requested tax collector and his story was was sufficient cause for mention Pullman is an economic blow" miles between Chicago and New rounding territories. No one
number
of
youngest graduate to have re-s Cpl. Bobby Rodgers is on
to the Negro. Unlike some other Orleans. Next is the Broadway will escape the contagion and
•
is about stablized. Users of the
ceived a medical degree acleave from Langley Field A i r iBibies printed in tongues oth- written from a point of view in a social column. Today unless industrial transitions, the dis- Limited with 907 miles. T h e joyful anticipation of looting
placed Pullman man cannot Pittsburgher covers a compara- forays,
Howard university, Dr. Joyce'Force Base at Hampton, Va. er than English include nativeAfter spending a month with his
shift
to the payroll of his suc- tively short 439 miles.
Sir Roy Welensky, prime minborn Indians who do not know
C. Frazier, at 21, recently be- parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond English well enough to read it;
cessor. The airlines have no Such famous trains as t h e ister of the Federation of Rhogan her internship at Pontiac Rodgers, he will be headed for
need for the elaborate crews New York Central's 20th Cen- desias and Nyasaland said he
Eskimos in remote areas of
General hospital, Pontiac, Mich. Alaska.
the Pullmans had.
tury Limited, the Santa Fe's will not aid a Katanga hteakwho
have
not
yet
been
Alaska
The attractive June graduate David Sypert has returned reached by the U. S. education
Today, only three "p u r e- Super Chief, and the City of way. Don't believe him. Al! the
home after spending three years
blooded" Pullmans are operat- Los Angeles are no longer pure big copper and other mineral
Is the daughter of Mrs. Gladys
system; scholars and foreign
D. Frazier and the late J. M. in the U.S. Marines.
ing on the nation's railroads. Pullman. They now carry bosses in Africa will be helping
immigrants who
students,
and
Frazier, sr., of Baton Rouge, Mr. and Mrs. Cephus Tucker know English but feel more at
One of these — the Panama coaches at the head-end of the to hold their mines against othare newlyweds.
er strong-arms, and Welensicy
Limited — travels through train to help pay the way.
reading
inspirational
home
Mrs. Oshibe Smallwood a a d
will obey their orders,
Memphis on the Illinois Cen- CAUSE OF IT ALL
Dr. Frazier was graduated children are spending their sum- literature in their native lanSo roll up, gunslingers, RasMenen
Gov.
G.
The
victory
for
LANSING,
Mich.
—
al
tral.
demise
EAST
of
all-Pullman
guages.
fru
high school at 14 and mer vacation in Erie, Pa. as
and all who want
tagaristans
strong
civil
Williams,
long
a
the
Broadway
uniOthers
are
trains
was
(UPI)
—
Michigan
State
brought
about by
enrolled in the accelerated pro- guests of her brother Richard The Chicago distribution
wine, women and song for the
Limited,
operating
advocate.
between
Chirights
speedy
President
John
Hannah
airplane
varsity
competition,
gram at Southern university Shayton.
center of the Bible Society reand cost and revenue factors. taking.
where she received her B. S. Mrs. Sirvella
has requests for said the Republicans are alHamilton who ports that it
During the 1930s, the railroad The biggest gold and diamond
Demosure
to
follow
the
most
degree cum laude, at 17.
was a recent patient at Jeffer- Bible in Navajo, several Chi- cratic lead with a strong civil
sleeper
had only to compete rush of all times is on.
At hei recent graduation from son
Memorial hospital has re- nese dialects, Burmese and rights plank in their party platwith the 180-mile-an-hour plane.
Bowan.. she was ninth in a covered.
Dutch:
Flying to New York from Chiclass of 68 and received a citaform.
covering
Mrs. Emma Rodgers, Mrs. J. The Dallas center,
cago took four-five hours. Flyof
Presi.
tion in neurology and psychia•
Hannah
is
chairman
Freeman and Mrs. Emma Flem- Texas. Oklahoma, Arkansas
ing from Chicago to the West
Eisenhower's Commission
ing are much improved after be- and Louisiana, has calls for dent
Coast took 12-15 hours.
on
Civil
Rights.
ing patients at the Good Sama- Bibles in Greek, both modern
Bigger, faster postwar planes
KIDS LIKE BATH!
and ancient, various Indian Hannah said "I was personalritan Hospital.
came into use. New York-Chiway
The kiddies would enjoy their Roberta Armstrong, Doris dialects And Hindu and Moslem. ly very pleased with the
cago became a three hour, then
own backyard shower. It would Robinson, Geraldine Cooksoy, Many of the requests for Bibles the Democrats handled the
ifications irrespective to race. a two hour and 20 minute run.
By TEENA DAVIS
in
Hindu
and
Moslem are made Issue." He emphasized, howbe easy with steel pipe to rig Estella Stokes were delegates
GARY, Ind. — (Special) — The Fair Share Organiza- With the new jet liners, it.now
up a shower almost anywhere at the Mt. Olive District Sun- by non-christians from Asia ever, that he would like to see
tion, comprised of ministers, takes less than two hours.
in the backyard. All you need day School Convention which re- who are homesick for some- civil rights taken out of the The FS° under guidance of professionals, businessmen and Trips from Chicago to t h e
Bradley
and
Hilbert
L.
Atty.
to do is to run the pipe from cently met in Centralia at Sec- thing to read in their own arena of partisan politics.
worked diligently West Coast went down to about
Lewis and Wil- women has
the basement or utility room ond Baptist church. Rev. Mun- languages.
The Democratic platform was Ater Executives
to see that doors six hours and with jets to four.
years
two
fr
worked together sucto the location for the shower dy is pastor.
The first Navajo New Testa- seen as something of a person. son have
opened to qualified Negroes
cessfully in integrating Negro are
win are denied jobs because
personnel in Gary stores. Roof color
land Wilson, general supervisThe MEP integration move is
or, in a recent meeting with the
of the organization's major
one
11 Hanson, a Quincy, Ill.
Fair Share Organization, as- compensations for a job well
florist
became "buddy-budNemembers
that
sured its
done.
dy" with a drinking acquaintgroes would have equal opporan-" in a tavern at Milwautunity for any and all positions
kee and Besplanes early Wedopening in the near future.
nesday.
Presently, out of 43 emShortly before 5 a.m., they
ployees at 1429 Broadway, 27 A contract for tuckpointing
became so intimate that the
Negroes.
Out
of
53
emare
of buildings at Trumbull Park pair started to examining
ployees at 768 Massachusetts, homes has been awarded to the
each others valuables. When
14 are Negroes. Wilso praised Raney W. Harris Contracting
It came to Human's tura, he
tho urban League for sending
company which submitted a showed his new found buddy
some of the finest people he's low hid of $6,638.50. The Chitwo diamond rings valued at
xviewed for job openings cago Housing Authority took o e $1,000 Shortly afterwards, the
and advised all future em- action at its bi-monthly meet- friend disappeared and so did
thy rings.
ployees would be hired on qual- ing.

Elect Rollins
Cootie Head

Illinois

Iowa

•

Bible Society Issues
Editions In Lang uages

All Pullman Trains
Fading Into Memory

Becomes
Doctor At
Age 21

1

•

Sees Strong GOP
Rights Plank

Gain Integration
At A and P Stores

try

Rings Disappear
Drinking 'Buddy'

Let Contract For
Work At Trumbull

Las Vegas Rocks With
Lionel Hampton's Ork

ALL SET TO GO — Taking
part in fashion show at Bee
nett college were these mod
els, whose escorts, all from
aolillsberiag A & T college also

4

modeled apparel which they
designed and made, featuring The "Continential Look."
Left to right, front row:
Misses Grade Jaws, el

Lenoir; Nancy Lowe
nf
Kerneraville; Barbara Frcp
-as, et Lawrenceville, %a ,
Oetetria Campbell, of Rae
ford. N. C., and tangy% Cot

LAS VEGAS — The Riviera is vibes, he always exudes a kind rhythm coupled with an instincrocking and swaying and not of spontaneity and exhilaration tive flair for music make his
without reason. Lionel Ham pion that's highly contagious. Blast- famed 2-fingered techniques at
ing brass, marches down cen- the piano come off like a conis the attraction.
The
The "King of the Vibes" and ter aisles, somersaults, flying certs. This is "Hemp"
tapdancing,
hopmusician.
drumsticks,
with
the
Drums"
of
"Master
his 18 piece International Or- ping on drums are all Hampton "Hemp" got his big break with
chestra and Revue return to the ehowstoppers. This is "Hemp" the famed, old Benny Goodman
Riviera's Starlight Room after —The Showman. And it is this Orchestra back in the late '30's.
went into business for
l a fantastically successful en- commodity that he has skillful Since he
by his person.
guided
into
himself,
band
ly
used
to
his
parlay
summer.
gagement last
the top ranks of the big bands. able and ingenious wife, Gladys,
Showmanbusiness,
show
In
Dynamic, friendly, and deeply he has been a consistent sucship is a priceless asset and
in love with music, Hemp is one cess. Her independent record
"Hemp" has it to spare Most
of the most vIreatile stars in label, Glad, has just released
, of the Hampton popularity is
"Everybody's Somebody's Fool"
due to "Hamp" himmelf, Wheth- the jazz firmament. He ranks
Hampton's vocalist
featuring
greats
on
on
top
of
the
all-time
a
chanting
chorus,
he be
Jgmes. The Glad
ten, of Tarboro; back row': er
"Piruiochio"
sense
innate
beating the drums, hammering the vibraharp. His
label gained nationwide prominRobert Irving, Alfred Theettipiano
with
his
;
the
of rhythm, which seems to stem
away at
ence with its first release, "RailBeniamia Johnsen. nal
famed 2-finger technique, or im- from the heart, has made him road No. I," which featured
Burroughs and Goss'
provising an intricate riff on the a master of te drums. This same Hampton on the vibes.
by.

SCHOLARLY Z 0 I A L.
JONES. who is president of
Alpha Kappa Mb, honorary
society, the 'TSU Women's
League and of Delta Sigma
Theta and a member of the
Home Economics club and
the campus YWCA, takes
time out from her many summer school activities, to pose
For the school photographer.
Miss Jones. a Home Emotion,
les major at Texas Southern
university, will complete b.
work for the Bachelor of Science degree in August. 1140
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Says U.S.A. Could Lose Rights For A11ir!YR23
Arkansas
19"

ACHR Director
Speaks To NBA

DANVILLE
By HENLEY R. TORRENCIE
Robert J. Torrence and this
writer visite.d in Briggsville
last Thursday.
Mrs. Florence Fountain and
Mrs. Mildren Thompson visited
in Harris Chapel recently.
Mrs. Minerva Howell, Mrs.
Jessie Henry and Miss Erma
Henry were recently in Little
Rock.
Several from here attended
the funeral of Mrs. Edna Webster at Harris Chapel.
Charles Gilkey was inducted
into the Army at Dardanell.
Mrs. Mildred Thompson,
Linzy Thompson .,nd Loretta
Thompson attended services at
Dardanelle last Thursday.
The MYF met at Trinity
Methodist church last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremia ii
Thompson and Mrs. Florence
Fountain attended services at
the CME Methodist church in
I rdanelle last Saturday night.

WASHINGTON, D. C. — "Un- "We can be sure the exponless the U. S. decides to guaran- ents of bigotry, segregation and
tee freedom and human rights inequality will forget their perto all its citizens, it stands dan- sonal feelings when the chips
gerously close to losing these are down and face the real isrights as a nation itself."
sue of victory or defeat," said
Thus spoke Mrs. Areths B. Mrs. McKinley.
McKinley, director of the Amer
"Strong, bold,
persuasive
lean Council on Human Rights leadership is what this country
in a keynote address at the 20th needs," continued Mrs. McKin
annual banquet of the National ley."We need a man capable of
Bowling Association held at the providing effective, creative and
Statier hotel in Wsshington, D.C. moral leadership for human
She reminded 300 delegates to rights—a man who after elecMISS MILDRED E. ROACH,
Instructor of music at Tn.- the NBA convention that politi- tion will not tx. afraid or hamkegee Institute, has been cal figures in their usual fren- pered to exert concrete influawarded a John Hay Whit- zied, quadrennial quest for na- ence in support of the planks
ney Opportunity Fellowship tional goals converged upon Los ratified by his convention."
allowing her to study toward Angeles and will go to Chicago The ACHR is composed of five
master of music degree with personal axes to grind and national sororities seeking huYids university school of with vested interests to be se- man rights through education
BATESVILLB
Music. Miss Roach, a Phi cured.
and direct social action.
By MATTIE WATKINS
Beta Kappa graduate of Fisk DEFEND NEGRO
Mrs. McKinley , since h e r
The Women's Society ConFew indeed will be there year-old appointment as director
university studied for a year
ference branch meeting of the
at Jailbird school of Music in with the wholehearted interests of ACHR has gained internation- HOWARD UNIVERSITY Hayes, and a group of admin. served for 34 years. Shown eine; Dr. Johnson, university
Northeast Conference was held
of all the American people in al recognition for the Council President James M. Nabrit, istrators who were on hand are (lett to right) Dr. Wil- business manager G. FredeNew lork.
last Saturday at Bethel AME
mind," One or two will defend with such projects as: "Write Jr., is shown receiving a wel- July 2, when Nabrit returned liam Stuart Nelson, dean of rick Stanton Mrs. Nelson,
church. Mrs. Roy Bacuum is
the vital interests of the Amer- for Rights" campaign, "Watch come from retiring President to the United States to as- the university; Dr. Nabrit, an
Mrs. babel Lindsey,
branch president; Mrs. Willie
Mordecai
Johnson,
Si.
Howsume
his
post
as
president.
ican Negro.
He
Dr.
Hayes,
Dr. Robert Jason, dean of Use School of Social
on Capitol Hill" campaign and
Lewis, supervisor of the young
Amidst resounding applause, the "Student Emergency Fund ard Trustee George E. C. succeeds Dr. Johnson who dean of the college of Medi • Work.
people's departmt t and Rev.
Mrs. McKinley reminded Dem- of ACHR" which was establishW. J. Daniels is pastor.
cemetery,
ocrats and Republicans alike ed to pay fines, bails and scholMrs. lioneycut and Charlie.
Rev. 0. McDonald preached
A battle of music was fought
that Negroes cannot be lulled to arships to students suffering reDr. and Mrs. Roland Norat Cool Spring Baptist church man and Philip Moore of Nash- at the Women's Missionary
sleep with age-old nostrums that prisals as a result of their parSTARKVILLE
day afternoon at 3 The sermon at Henderson, Sunday afternoon
last Saturday morning at
have already proved their inef- ticipation in the 'Student SitBy FANNIE MOORE
was powerful and each person at 2 p. m. between the Sons of vill, Tenn. spent last week- Betl.el AME.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — fectiveness. "Deeds, not high Down Movement.'
end
here with relatives, the
Mrs. Herbert Billingsly is
and
Mrs. Mary Nell Harrell and present felt his heart being Jackson
the
Pilgrim Norma,. and Moore fa miles.
President Eisenhower has sign- sounding verbalisms ars what
strangely
warmed.
Harmonizers. The occasion was Mrs. Norman will spend a few guest in the home of Mr. and
sons returned home last week
ed into law a bill authorizing America and the free world
Appreciation services were largely attended.
after spending their vacation
a 29,348,500 annual increase await," said the ACHR director.
weeks here in .he home of Mrs. Carroll Rucker.
the Bible Band met last
Annual Youth Day was ob- Mr. Norman's sister, Mrs. Elin Bowdon and Carrollton, Ga. conducted at Parker Temple
in federal teaching grants to Very pointedly, Mrs. McKinat Denmark CME sie Parker. Miss Phyllis Moore l Thursday.
On last Sunday she entertained Church of God in Christ, in served
the nation's 58 land-grant col. ley told her audience that poliJohnnie Sherill is ill at his
leges.
ties is not an emotional exer- ST. PAUL & MINNEAPOLIS her visiting guest in her home. honor of the pastor, the Rev, church on lest Sunday at 2 sister at Philip and daughter
Mrs. Urlin Clark is spending Those present were: Mr. and L. D. Blalark. The pastor and p. m. Mr. S. E. Johnson was of Mr. and Mrs. Claborne home.
Under the new law, the cise. Minorities cannot afford
Dee Shell is also ill.
authorization for federal grants the luxury of expressing their part of the summer with her Mrs. Marvin Harrell, jr. and Members of Cedar Grove program director. The Rev. L. Moore returned to Nashville
Johnnie Brown who has been
Johnson, pastor.
ffloe
- resident teaching purposes feelings without accomplishing daughter - in - law, son a n d daughter Jaycelon of Racine, church participated.
with her brother where she
Ill
is much improved.
granddaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Wis.; Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
The Male Chorus of Lane
ages from $2,501,500 a year anything.
plans to enter Tenn. State ColMcKinnly Carthine of La.
I $11,11.5e,000.
"Your vote can put a good Brewer Lee Clark and daugh- Autry and sons and Mrs. Lou Tabernacle CSIE church were HOLLY SPRINGS
lege.
Dr. and Mrs. Anthonoy
Sponsors of the legislation man in office. Your vote can ter, Pamela of Washington, Han-ell of Pontotoc, Miss.
guest singers at New Hope
Funeral services for Mrs. Cross visited here last Sunday
Mrs. Lucille Moore spent last Baptist church on Davis st., last Jones, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Hattie Mahual was h e 1 d witi his sister and brother-1nsaid higher federal payments also get a bad man out of of- D. C. The Clarks are employwere needed to meet a 350 per fice. We cannot quarrel among ed in the high schools there week visiting in the home of Sunday afternoon at 3. The Rev. Brittenum and family and last week at Pilgram Bound law. Mr. and Mrs. Festus
Little Miss Cathy Robinson re- Baptist church with t h e Johnson.
her daughter and son-in-law, L. R. Swinney is pastor.
cent increase in enrollments ourselves and divide ourselves as music teachers.
Prayer meeting every Wedturned to the city after spend- pastor Woullard
Mrs. Tommy Braddock is in Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harris Mrs. Alice Theus
since the program was last apd our votes and in that way
officiating.
was guest
nesday
ing
night at Bethel.
their
Boston,
Mass.
delegate
little
vacation
as
son
and
a
in
in
Chicago,
Los
Ill,
Anauthorized in 1935.
everything
and get nothing.
lose
Mrs. Manuel had been ill for
speaker at St. John Baptist
geles. They
Miss Rose Eva Williams re- church last Sunday at
to the Jack and Jill Convenvisited
many several days. She died while
2 p. m.
places of interest.
tion which is being held in turned home last week after The occasion was
en route to the local hospital WARREN
sponsored by
Friends and readers I am
Walter Brittenum, brother of Her body was taken to Livings
the Steller Hilton hotel. She spending two weeks vacation in the Sunshine
Band. Members J.
F. Brittenum passed away. ton, Ala. for burial. The only glad to be hack again in your
will be out of the city about St. Louis, Mo. visiting relatives of the Sunshine Band
of Browns He
was also the brother of survivors known to your re midst. Sorry about the delay
ten days.
and friends.
Creek Baptist were participants
EMPIRE
New York City, please Inform
Mrs. Irene Harris. The funeral porters is Mrs. Katie Chat- in reporting the news as I have
Mrs. Addie C. Few, presi.
Mrs. Emma Lee Smith was on the program. The
Rev. J. was
By EFFIE PENDLETON
him that his father, Mr. Tim dent of the local NAACP among the many delegates
held at Anderson Chapel. man, wife of Deacon Calvin been ill. Bu' much improved at
L. Webb, pastor.
Knox
is
and
dead
please
get
Rev. M. Lindsey, pastor of Chatman of Goodyear Com- this writing.
branch,
entertained
nathe
from
the
Starkville District
Mrs. Jackson's brother from
Annual Men's Day activities Asbury delivered a
Rev, and Mrs. C. M. Hankins,
Birmingham visited here last in touch with his brother Sam tional and local officers of who attended the School of
powerful munity. During the services
Knox, 2313 15th ave., N. that body in a splendid man- Mission of the Woman's Society were observed at Cerro Gordo sermon last Sunday.
presiding
elder of the Pine Bluff
Week.
the "Will" was read and stet
Rev. Oree Broomfield, pastor •ec: that the Chatniar become district attended the third
Mrs. S. Pendleton has re- Bessemer, Ala. Phone HA ner at her charming country of Christian Service held at M. B. church July 10, 1960. The
following male choruses partici- of Anderson Chapel did
home in Amery, Wis.
turned home from the hospital. 5-7288.
Holly Springs, Mississippi, June
likeFuneral quarterly conference at Bethel
pated: St. John No. 2, Mt. wise. The Anderson., Chapel the owners. Cooks
Service
Funeral
for
late
the
Mrs.
Lulu M. Howland is ex- 27 through July 1.
Empire's baseball team decharge of all ar- AME church held here last
in
was
home
Cain
Creek-Bemis, choir sang last Sunday evening
Sunday. Dr. C. M. Hankins was
Mrs. Freddie Edwards re- Moriah,
ed Sispy 12-2 and Cordora Deacon Perle Richardson was pected home from Midway
rangements.
held at the Mt. Hermon Bap- hospital this week. She was turned home last Sunday after Bluff Creek, Brownsville, Tenn. at Hopewell M. B. Church.
news to presiding elder. While in the
may
This
late
be
spending a three weeks vaca- The guest speaker for the Rev. Broomfield delivered the some of our readers but, it was city they were honored dinner
Mrs. Cluny went to Mobile tist church Thursday, July 7, struck by a car.
evening was Dr. A. E. Camp- sermon. Rev. Bluitt is
at 11 a. m., Adger, Ala., The Upper Midwest Bronze tion in St. Louis, Mo.
last Weekend.
pastor. learned last week that Mr. Ed, guests of Rev. and Mrs. J. M.
Mrs. Rosie Colins' daughter Rev. W. M. Benison officiat- Amateur Golf Tournament will
Miss LaVern Morris, daugh- bell, pastor of the Columbia
Gort.on who once lived on Rosa Watkins.
Miss Ethel Grace Alexander,
ing. Deacon Perle Rich- be held July 9 and 10. Over ter of Mrs. Catherine Morris is M. B. church, Memphis, Tenn. GOODMAN
visited here last week.
street and was recently taken
By P. BILLINGSLEA
Walker $1500 in trophies and prizes spending the summer in St. Rev. F. D. Freeman, pastor.
Mrs. Creig's children visited son was born in
to Chicago by his daughter, lovely daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Alexander, Jr. spent
The youth department of the
County, Jasper, Ala., June 8, will be offered the fortunate Louis, Mo.
here last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Redd's Mrs. Marzella Kelly was dead,
last
weekend in Pine Bluff
Rock
Temple
Church
contestants
of
God
in
1883.
also
Brother
will
Richardson
receive
Little
Miss
Calvary
Albert Milion is still in the
deJean
home was completely destroy- and buried in that city. Mrs.
with her uncle and aunt, Mr.
parted this life June 30, at 2 specialty awards, Mr. Jimmie Hardy is visiting her grand- Christ, observed its 7th Annual ed by fire recently. Most
hospital.
father.
her
Kelly
came
for
of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Youth Day, Sunday, July 10, their belongings were lost.
Roman Gosha returned home p. m. He leaves to mourn Slemmons stated.
Mrs. Izola Ott of Detroit, and Mrs. W. D. Feaster. She
reported that her stay was very
The
1960.
guest
speaker
for the
from the hospital last week. his passing a loving wife, 4
Hardy and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. M. C Billings- Mich. was called here last
Juniper Barry. Calvary is the afternoon program was Mrs. lea attended services at Mt. week to be at the bed side enjoyable.
sons, 2 daughters, 11 grandBESSEMER
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Susie E. Porter O'Daniel, hav- Olive Baptist last Sunday in of her mother, 'Mrs. Onita The Rising Star Lodge, No.
children, 4 . great grandchilJames
A. Hardy of Cincinnati, ing been presented by Mrs. Madison County. Rev. M. C. Gaddis who has been confined 303 and Onward Lodge No.
dren,
1
sister
and
a
host
of
By G. W. IVEY
149 observed St. John's Day at
Daisy T. Shaw. Many outstand- Billingslea
Ohio.
other relatives and friends.
NE :BERN
delivered the ser- for several weeks and expect
Mrs. Nellie Jones gave birth
Mt. Carmel Baptist church in
ing church personalities were mon.
surgery
undergo
Sarah
to
at
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Ewell
Harris
Rev.
R.
Jackson is pasto a fine 8 lb. 5 oz. baby boy, Stallworth and Johnson FunNorth
Warren. Rev. E. C. Cole,
present
including
Mrs.
Mettle
JACKSON
Mayo hospital in New Orleans.
tor.
directors.
Interment: of Fremont, Ohio while enChristopher Paul, born at the eral
pastor of Cheeks Chapel AME
Merry. Music was furnished by
Myles
Pearl
AGNEW
returned
By
A.
Mrs.
C.
route
to
Abbeville,
Ala.,
stopMason
Lodge
sponsored a
University hospital recently. Virginia City.
church in Sherrill. Ark., dethe Rock Temple Choirs. Mrs.
ped over here on ..he weekend
Mrs. Polly Hicks of 240 Vir- Lottie Sue Love served as very enjoyable St. John's Day home last week after under livered the message.
Mrs. Foster, a long time resiShe and her husband Daniel are
going
surgery
in
Sarah
visit
the
to
with
his
parents,
Mr.
program
last
Sunday
afternoon
ginia Street is spending her
dent of Woodward Red Ore,
very proud.
Miss Jean McCoy is spending
Mayo hospital.
and Mrs. Robert Harris. They vacation in Chicago, Ill., with mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. at the M E. church.
Miss Gloria J. Hill is the passed July 3. Funeral were accompanied
enjoyable vacation in Calian
Lillie
Cobb
Mae
served
as
gen.r. and Mrs. °Gest Isadore
by Mr. and her children and in Gary. Ind.
mother of a 6 lb. it oz. baby services were held at the Mrs. Jimmie L. Philips
fornia
with
her charming
eral chairman. The Rev. J. E. WATER VALLEY
was
week
called
last
New
to
who
with her step-daughter, Mrs. Poindexter, pastor.
girl, Shela Eugene, born July Hopewell Baptist church Mar- spent the night with
sister,
Mandora
Hall.
Mrs.
Orleans
to attend the funeral
Mr. and Geneva Bady.
By C. A. HAWKINS. JR.
t her home. She lives at ian, Alabama, Sunday, July 10. Mrs. Edward Roper.
Rev. and Mrs. C. J. Brooks,
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mrs. Emma Isadore. Mrs.
o'
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Wiggins of
The Water Valley district
Fairfax ave. Mother and Eulogy by Rev. Ezell Woods,
Isadare was the wife of Mr. pastor and wife of Mt. Carmel
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Philips 226 Eastview St. are the very Charlotte Hayes were held
zone
Pastor.
meeting will be held at Dan Isadore and was
baby are doing fine.
Sunday, July 10, 1960 at 2 p. m.
known to Baptist church in Warren atand children are alai' enroute proud parents of a fine
baby
Mrs. Jittie Hill underwent
After spending a very Inspir- to Birmingham.
at the First Baptist church on Mt. Vernon CME church on all her friends as Tye. She tended last rites of Mrs. Brooks
girl which was born to their
the 5th Sunday in July at Absurgery at University hospital ing week on the campus of Lake
Madison at, of which she was
leaves beside her husband, her in Helena. We extend our deepMr. ark: Mrs. Aubrey Hassel union on June 30, 1960,
be ille. Rev. Dean will be
at
recently. Mrs. Hill is reported Forest college where the Coun- of Muncy, Ind.
mother, Mrs. Cecelia of Bogue est heartfelt sympathy to the
visited with Jackson-Madison County Gen- a member with the Rev. W. G. host P.
C. Rev. G. D. Red- Chitto, one daughter, Mrs. bereaved family in their sad
as doing fine.
cil of Community and Independ- his sisters, M r s. Pauline
Terry officiating with Ford
Mrs. Fredonia Coleman and ent churches were held the Woods, Mrs. Katit: R. Doaks eral hospital. The mother and Funeral Home in charge. Buri- dick, presiding elder.
Mary Lee Rawls of Little hours.
Mrs. Dempsey Ross of Memher 4 children of St. Louis, Mo. pastor, Rev. R. G. Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hassel. daughter were doing nicely at al was in Denmark Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Wynter
Rock
Ark., one son, Jessie
are having an enjoyable time and delegates General W. Ivey, Rev. P. E. Coleman was this writing.
church cemetery. Survivors in- phis visited her aunt, Mrs. Broom.Jeld of New Orleans, and their lovely children, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy MarNannie Waters a n d cousin,
vacationing with her sister and jr., Mrs. Maggie B. Brown, dinner guest of Mr. and
clude her husband, Mr. Walter
and one sister Mrs. Ophelia of Stella B. Davis and a good
Mrs.
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Lula T. Williams, Robert W. Chester Thomas last Sunday. shall and family accompanied L. Hayes: a foster daughter, Mrs. Lillie Hawkins and Mrs. Chicago.
friend of the family Cecil Bingby Mr. Marshall's father, Mr.
Zella Foster.
David Askew of 532-22 nd Ct. N. Delk and Edith Jackson were
Mrs. Mary Lee Powells of JackHeres news for you: Sam er all of Milwaukee spent some
Mrs Maggie Flake, Mrs. Lu- Eugene Marshall were
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hawkins
visitors
Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester guests at the home of Mr. and dia Graham and Adam Grab,
Millendco-, sr., husband of the time here in the city visiting,
son; six sisters, Mrs. Lucile
Harris and their children of Mrs. Odd Garner, 7219 Cham- jr. returned home last Thurs- last weekend with relatives in Winningham of Jackson: Mrs. and wife of Memphis visited late Mrs. Zulla Millender who Mr. and Mrs. Autry Davis of
Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Mary Welch plain ave., Chicago, Ill. Upon day night after attending the Beloit. Wis. and Decatur, Ill. Sallie Mabon, Mrs. Mamie both their parents, Mr. and passed on a few months ago North Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wilson of
Mrs. Jimmie Wilmington and
Mrs. Travistine Alexander
and Mr. Robert Shepherd of returning home a wonderful re- funeral of their son, nephew
was euitely married last week
Allen, Mrs. Josie Gray, all of
Cleveland, Ohio are enjoying port of the council was given and father. Mr. Adam Gra- Chicago, Ill., were guests last Brownsville, Tenn.; Mrs. Rosie Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Hawkins. to Mrs. Hannah 0. Nichols of and Mrs. N. C. Douglas spent
weekend in the home of Mr.
on the 4th of July.
themselves vacationing with by the delegates.
Bogalusa, La. with the Rev. Q. some time in Little Rock recentham.
and Mrs. Oscar Windfield at Springfield and Mrs. Loraine
Your reporter attended the
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Lee •
ly attending a meeting that was
S. Austin officating.
Transou,
both
of
Demark;
two
211 Jefferson st.
leadership training school at
being held at Philander Smith
Hunter of Jonesboro. Mr. and
Mrs.
Claudia
of
Bell
brothers.
RichMr.
Lonnie Gray of Hollysprings
Miss Bessie McKinney and
last week.
Mrs. Sylvester Harris are the
mond. Calif. spent last week college.
Denmark
and
Mr.
Floyd
Gray
Miss Gladys McKinney both of
Send your news items to: C. her at the bed side of her
Dennis Walston has left the
daughter and son-in-law of the
Los Angeles, Calif. were recent of Memphis, Tenn.
A. Hawkins. jr • Route 3.
city
for Chicago, Milwaukee and
Hunters.
mother,
Lucille
Mrs.
G ib b s
visitors in the home of their The funeral of Mr. Joe Wims.
other interesting points to visit
Mrs. Bessie Johnson who has
who
confined
has
sev.
been
for
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 74, was held at Wesley Chapel
By P. BILLINGSLEA
with relatives and friends.
ri sick for some time undereral days.
, McKinney at 118 Mobile ave. Methodist church last Friday
Bible vacation school closed
surgery at the University
Mrs.
Ruth
Hollingworth
Mrs.
Lois
Garland
of
and
Pear.
at
4
the
p.
m.
Rev. M. L. EasThe visitors were also luncheon
Union Hill Baptist church
at
hospital, Mrs. Johnson is back
Hattiesburg
leane
was
Billingslea
called
have
here
return.
guests in the home of Mrs.) ley officiating with Stevenson
home and doing fine.
ed home after five weeks of last week to he at the bed side last week. The school opened
and
Shaw
Funeral
Home in
Bettye Berry and Miss Audis'
Anyone knowing the whereof her brother, Mr. Dave last Monday with the principal
charge. Interment was in Elm- Study in summer school.
Valux of Merry Lane Court.
teachers
in
abouts of Woodrow Knox and
Smith
who was confined at the speakers and
Little
Oli‘ia,
Alesia Falls
Mr. and Mrs. Willie McGee of wood cemetery. Mr. Wims died
charge which included the Rev.
Mrs. Rutha Mae Knox, last
time.
and
father,
Vasia
Falls
of
home
his
at 236 First at. He
424 S. Market st. returned home at
Mr. Onnie Latten, who has W. L. Strickland, pastor. John
known address somewhere in
Chicago Is here visiting relarecently from a very extensive was a retired employee of the
Travistine
Mrs.
been a patient in the V. A. Strickland,
tives
and
friends.
G.
and
M.
0.
Railroad serving
vacation with relatives and
Alexander, Rev, It. L. Lillie,
hosptial
several
for
Mrs.
weeks
Ethel
Is
Redd
Floyd
and
friends at Cleveland, Ohio; De- in the capacity of machinist's
husband of New Orleans have bsck home and doing nicely. Rev. J. M. Watkins, Rev. C.
troit, Michigan and Milwaukee, helper.
Edward Davidson, son of L. Brooks and Dr. C. T. Cross.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. been here several days visiting
Wis.
her
Mr.
aid Mrs. Charncy David- At the climax of the session,
parents.
Mr. and Mrs.
A come and go tea was given Elnora Wims; two daughters,
son
and
a graduate of Carver Rev. W. L. Strickland and Rev,
Aaron
Redd.
Mr.
Floyd
attendBeulah
Mrs.
Adams of New
OAK GROVE
last Sunday afternoon from 4:30
High
ed
school
(1960) left last R. L. Lillie extended many
services
at
Goodman's
Mrs. Blanch Walker was
to 7. The tea was at the home York City and Mrs. Katie Stitts
week
for
San Francisco, Calif. thanks to all who cooperated.
recently married to Adam Lindof Mrs. Flossie Baker at 211 of Jackson; a brother Mr. Baptist church last Saturday.
where
he
plans to make his
Aaron
Redd,
jr
and
family
sey at Mt. Olive M. B. church.
Daugherty st. The public was Henry Wims of Jackson; 4 stephome and go to college.
Chicago
of
spent
last
her two sons, John and A. L
weekend
children,
12
Ceremony was performed by
grandchildren
, and
cordially invited to attend.
Those
confined
here.
to
local
Bennie James McGee, jr.,
the
Rev, H. E. Smith.
The Haywood Melodiers gave 18 great grandchildren.
hospital last week were Fred left last week for Detroit, Mich,
Funeral for Henry Thomas
a musical program at Pauly
Mrs. Ruby Guy of East Balti- PICAYUNE
Jackson, James Blown, Mrs. where he will spend the sumwas held at Mt. Zion M. B.
Gates Baptist church last Sun- more st. is spending her vacaVince, John McGee„ Ben- mer with his father, Mr. James
Eva
church.
day afternoon at 3 for Club tion in St. Louis. Mo., and AS TOLD TO OLD SLEEPY jamin (Neg Vsughns
Clar- McGee, sr.
Blunt
and
Roberts
B.
Mrs.
No. Three. Mrs. Nannie Cole, Gary. Indiana with relatives
Mr.. and Mrs. Sam lioneycut, ence Morris, Joh Simmons,
Visiting in the home of Rey.
Mrs. Emma Jefferson have responsor. The Rev. W. B. Epper- and friends.
Chi-He Clahorne, and other, Moses Trotter, Moses Trotter, and Mrs. Q. S. Austin
last
urned home from New York.
The funeral of Mrs. Sally relatives were called last week Tempi Hall
son, pastor.
and Willie White week were his twc sie - rs Mrs.
The Rev. N Davis was guest Williams was held recently at to Biloxi to attend the funeral head.
Mariah Smith and Mrs. MaLLOYD fr ci or. Ira B. Bryant, speaker at Mt. Olive Baptist Ford Funeral Home chapel with of
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Of the 10,000 automobiles in DR.
their brother-in law. Mr.
Mrs.
Edward
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and
Lyndon of Chicago and
tilda
son!
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(left)
belongedi
the president of General Alumni !church of which the Rev P. T. the Rev. Felix Jarman officiat- Perry Storkey.
Iowa 50 years ago, half
husharcl of Mrs. Arthur left last week for New I one sister, Mrs. Florence ItFisk university Alumni Award Association.
to farmers.
ing.
Ririal
was in Union Hill Ola Mae Storkey and sister of I Y
Northern is pastor on last SunCity, where they visited i some of Marrero, La.
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Star Returns From Wimbledon Tourney

Bowling League
Holds First
Annual Meet
OMAHA, Neb — (UPI) —The
National Bowling League off!
daily opens its first annual
meeting here and if any of the
.
6.
Ideas kicked around are adopted by the franchise owners, the
league should revolutionize '
5
bowling.
J. Curtis Sanford, Dallas franchise owner, said he will propose a half-million dollar bowling tournament to the assembly.
Sanford said this tournament
would offer a prize of $100,000 to
the winner of the tourney with
the remaining $150,000 earmarked for consolation prizes.
"I have talked with bowling'
proprietor association officials
and they say they will cooperate
with the NBL if this tournament ,
is approved by our group," said
Sandford.
According to Sanford, the
tournament would involve local
bowlers in the areas where National Bowling League franchises are held. The five top finishers in the local tourneys would
then join the 180 top keglers who BIG GEORGE WILSO
N, recent graduate from Chiwould come into the NBL town
to take part in the semi-final cago's Marshall High school and All-State choice in
round. The winner of this tourn- Illinois for the past three years, crashes between South
ament would qualify for the fin- All-Star players, Stam
Leuchtfeld of Oakville (left),
als.
and
Jerry
Sloan
McLean
of
sboro for loose ball during
The preliminary and semi-final rounds would be duplicated in prep star game at Champaign, Illinois. Wilson, perevery franchise city, with the forming for
the North, topped the scorers with 22
PBA's top 180 bowlers traveling
points
but
the
North lost, 64-62. Wilson, named the
to each NBL city to compete
with the five local winners.
Star of All-Stars, after gime, has accepted a scholarThe 16 semi-final winners ship bid from the Univers
ity of Cincinnati from more
would then compete on national television with the winner than 150 bids from universities throughout the nation.
taking home $100,000.
UPI Telephoto

All In Vain

By ALTHEA GIBSON
someone else. As time went on, sought out each of the Ameri- worked. There I met
Manag- ship. Ralston is from Bakers(Special dispatch to The
we were given more convenient can players and wished them ing
Director Collins who was field, California,
Chicago Defender)
seating arrangements.
good luck, including my good very helpful to
me in finding the
EN ROUTE LONDON TO
If our last report was sent in friends Janet Hoppe, captain of articles I wanted. He agreed to Saturday was the night of the
Wimbledon Ball which this year
NEW YORK
the
Wightma
n Cup team this
at 3:50 we would head for the
My coverage of the Wimble tearoom where we would ponder year; Darlene Hard, Karen have them delivered to my plane was held at Grosvenor Hou
for me.
don Tournament began falling over
My escort was Richard Ev
the next day's article. We Hantze, and ,ally Moore. I had On Tuesday
,
into a ' pattern by Wednesday were
and
after
we had a table together wi
finishing
up
usually through at Wim- occasion to greet Maria Bueno
at the Standard Office, I had the Silks. Before going to the
(June 22). My day usually be- bledon
several times on my way to the
by 5:30 or 6:00 p.m.
lunch with Peter Goodall, &ports ball I had the pleasure of meetgan with breakfast in bed servpress room, And out on the
editor of the Standard, a n d ing Richard's mother at their
ed by the Silk's housekeeper. Mr. Evans and I would leave courts.
This was usually followed by a together in my car for London. I talked with Gardner Malloy, Richard Evans at Simpson's in flat near Grosvenor House. The
the Strand. That day I had to Duke of Devonshire, president
visit to the nursery to play I would drop him off at his Barry McKay, Chuck
McKincall at the Lawn Tennis Asso- of the All England Croquet and
with the baby for a while and flat and continue on to t h e ney, Dennis Ralston
and
others.
ciation office to pick up my Lawn and Tennis Association
then, depending on what day it Silks' on Winnington Road. I When not playing scrabble
at tickets
was, I either played tennis or usually arrived at Angela's be- the Silks, I watched
for the Wimbledon Ball. presided.
TV. The
golf, went to the hairdresser's, tween 7:30 and 8:00 or later, if programs are
Tuesday,
was the day of the There were t h e traditional
very
much like
or made a call at the London the last article had proved dif- OUTS. •
semi-finals rounds. Neal Fraser talks by the Wimbledon winners.
ficult.
usually
We
dined at 8:00.
E-ening Standard office.
There are mystery shoes and and his red-haired compatriot, We all enjoyed the ball treDinner was prepared by the
Rod Laver, who
I would usually arrive at housekee
as finalist mendously including the sumpper, as Angela was also dramas but I did not see any
against Alex Alined* last year, tuous dinner and the dancing.
Wimbledon around 12:30 and covering Wimbled
cowboy
shows.
I enjoyed watchon for a newswould get together with Richard
ing the televised version of the moved into the finals in match- We stayed until after midnight.
paper, the Sunday Graphic.
Evans, my co-worker on t h e
Patterson-Johannson fight the es which were uneven and dis- Later we went to the Embassy
Standard by 1:30. We would have At the beginning of both our night
appointing and gave no indica- Club where we saw a beautiful
after the fight. Iw as
tion as to what would happen floor show. We did not get home
lunch in t h e Press tearoom. assignments, Angela And I most happy
near
to
that
Floyd
when the two clashed for the until the wee hours of the mornLunch was generally a s & 1 a 4. agreed on Barry McKay and had
won.
During lunch, we would discuss Darlene Hard as the final winchampionship.
ing.
ners, as it turned out, our pre- On Friday I was pleased to
the matches for that day.
By
Wednesd
ay
Sunday was quiet and includ
it
was
underdictions were wrong. From then see Barry McKay and Darieen
The first match on the center
on, I refused to predict the out- Hard move ahead into the quar- stood that the champion, Maria another game of tennis with
court always started at 2:00
ter Finals. Rain Interrupted the Bueno, had hit her peak form. gela. I went home to Angela a
come of any more matches.
p.m., barring rain. All told,
After dinner, while Angela play for the third straight day. She had yet to loose a set after house early to start packing for
there were about three days of
busied herself 4ith other house- Next day, my heart went out four months and appeared to be my return trip to New York.
rain, enough to give officials
hold duties, her husband, Don- to the American player, Earl one of those who are inspired Monday began with a trip to the
who were responsible for sched- ald,
both physically and psychologic- hairdresser's
and I played scrabble, a fa- Buckholtz, when he fell to the
followed by a visit
ally, by competing at W i m- to the
uling the matches some concern. vorite
carhire place to turn in
game of his. I only man- ground when an old ankle inbledon.
I should mention here that the aged to beat
my car. Then a last visit to Harhim once, but I jury reappeared during h
program was always very effi- did not consider
Maria told me that she w a rod's Department Store for
this too bad in match with Neal Fraser. Barry
cient.
quite satisfied with her form something to wear on the trip.
view of the fact that, XS & Soli- McKay went down the same
day over the last
My two tickets turned out to citor, he is expected to have a to the Italian
four months. That I returned to Angeles' to finDavis Cup cham- is
no wonder for she won eight ish my packing and use Angebe in the middle section in the good vocabulary.
pion Nicola Pietro. These were
out of ten tournaments in vari- les' car to get to the airport
center. This made it difficult for I could not help but be pleased the last two
at
American hopes for
ous parts of the world, during 5:15. Angela arrived her.
getting copy to the copy boy at the welcome I received when the men's singles.
at
that
time. Her only failure in a about the same time. Before my
every so often. Our copy had to I arrived at Wimbledon this
Both Sundays in England were major champion
ship was in Pa- departure we were entertained
be phoned in to the Standard at year. It took special pleasure in
quiet days. They always includ- ris. By now,
of course, every- by the airline at the pirport untwenty minute intervals, some- visiting the All England Crotimes up to 4:15 p.m. if there quet and Lawn Tennis Associ- ed tennis with Angela. She is one knows that Maria Bueno til the plane was ready to leave
still playing regularly and our has had her second
was a later edition. This caused ation office, where I thanked
win at Wim- at six o'clock. As it alas necesgames were played for exer- bledon. Also, that
this year the sary for me to go through cusa lot of inconvenience to the Col. William McCauley for the
cise. We enjoyed them very United States
failed to qualify toms I said goodbye to Angela
people on either side of us.
tickets and looked up the of- much.
By Monday, (the. 27th) a player for even
the womens' at the door.
Eventually we were able to ficial referee, Col. Legg. I also I had to think about
arranging singles or the mens' which was
convince the seat monitors, who greeted James Dickee secretary transportation to return
to the won by Neal Frazer of Austra- The plane is due to arrive at
were army personnel, that it of the club and Mr. Kellogg, a United States so I spent
that lia. The American's only satis- Idlewild at 8.:25 a.m. but I am
would be easier all around if we representative of the Amateur morning in London,
first going faction must come from Dennis told that we are being dela.
were allowed to sit in end seats Rules Committee.
to Lily White's, a sporting goods Ralston's and Rafael
Osuna's by headwinds and will be
until they were claimed by I should mention also that I store for whom Angela
once winning the doubles champion- least
a half an hour late.

Johnson Seeks Gold Medal
DON' DUMPED AGAIN—Don presse. him in the third round
Jordan (right), former wel- o' their bout at Portland.
terweight champion, grimac- l'hil, brother of Denny Moyes as Portland's Phil Moyer er, pounded out a lopsided

unanimon; ten round decision
over Jordan, handing t h e
former champion his third
loss in a row.(UPI Telephoto)

Rafer To Beat
Russia's Best
In Olympic Games

Uncertainty
Surrounds
Archie Bout

Field Ranking Teams

Grambling Pace
Tops Southwest

TORONTO, Ont. — (UPI) —
A decision on whether a lightheavyweight title match would
By COLLIE J. NICHOLSON the quarter-final round of th
be held here Aug. 8 between
EUGENE, Ore. — (UPI) —1 "I got what I wanted when I Archie
Moore and Eric Schoep- GRAMBLING, La.—(Special) NAIA national tournament i,
A confident Rater Johnson, one made the U.S. Olympic team by pner
is "in a state of animated —Southwestern Conference riv- Kansas City.
of the most perfectly coordinat- running here," said the grin- auapensi
on," said Dave Rush, als admit openly that they are
All-American Charles Harded athletes who ever lived, pre- ning but dead tired Johnson. co-promoter
of the bout along devising strategy to prevent nett. and Rex Tippitt, received
dicted he would top Russia's "Now I'm concentrating on with Feature
Ovei 800 Chicago Council Boy camps are located
Sports Inc. of New Grambling College from becom- special post season recognition
18 miles eirm as nature, swimming, row- best in the decathlon competiwinning that gold medal in York.
ing the loop's reigning ruler in by being selected to participate
Scouts. the vanguard of an ex- north ot Muskegon.
ing. canoeing, life saving, cook- tion in the Olympic Games in Rome. I missed out in M e 1football,
baseball, and track.
in the Olympic basketball
Moore,
43 going on 47, alpeeted 1,000 over the summer, During the two weeks
bourne. But I don't think I'll ready has been
en- ing, camping hiking, archery, Rome this summer.
Grambling has been in t h e Trials.
granted
one
hese left Chicago on a special campment the Scouts
will pre- fishing and other outdoor skills. Johnson made the statement miss again. I've met Kuznetsov postponement and further un- SWAC only two years but in The baseball team compiled
train for Owasippe. Mich., and pare themselves for Boy
Scout The Scou!s will camp in their after he had demolished a before and beaten him. I'm certainty developed whea it this short time it seems only a a 20-6 mark and presidentnormal petrols of five to eight world record in the event held quite certain I can do it again." was disclosed the America matter of time before the tra- coach R. W. E. Jones has now
two weeks of camping at the aevancement by taking
n
part in
ane will rotate all the by a Russian by scoring an as- Accompanying Rater to Rome Broadcasting Co., decided
Owasippe Scout camps. The ourdoor Scout skill
to ditional seat of power will compiled a record of 279 vicactivities camp
duties of cooking, wash- tonishing 8,683. The old mark as part of the three • man U.S. drop its option on television move to the sprawling north tories in 327 games played durire dishes, gathering fuel, tak- was 8,357, set by vastly Kuz- decathlon team will be Phil rights tt, the fight.
Louisiana campus.
ing the post-war period.
ing care of tents and bedding netsov last year.
They already dominate t h e
Mulkey of the Memphis Track "The postponement
and the basketbel
and other duties. Some of the
l picture (28-5), having
Club and home-town favorite ABC decision has put
us in a won two straight league
OLOP ADO SPRINGS, Colo. a,.d Porte.nd Ore., for the
titles.
re- :'couts will eat some meals at paign is underway, for the first Dave Elstrom of the University bad position," Rush,
a
Toron--(UPI) — Kansas City, Mo., gional tourneys.
a centre dining facility.
time in History to raise $3,800,- of Oregon.
Applying its strength with
to
promoter
, said.
was recommended as the site The finals will be held
shrewd intent, Grambling made
March
This year's Scouts will have 000, for the improvement of the Mulkey finished third in the
for the 1960 NCAA basketball 24-25, a week after the regional
Moore and Schoeppner, 29, of such a big splash on the nationincreased acreage to hike on. Council's camps and other grueling two days of battle in
championship tourney.
Germany were scheduled to al sports scene during the 1959tourneys
The size of the Owasippe camps needs.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) the National A.A.U. meet with fight
The NCAA's university bask- H. C. (Dutch) Lonberg, athJuly le in Toronto's Var- 00 session that its "small colh .s grown to 10.000 acres as The Owasippe camps will
California Athletic C o mThe
7651
points.
Edstrom
fighting
,
a
be
etball committee, whose recom- letic director at Kansas University Stadium, but Moore asked lege" label failed to prove much
investigating former
the result of land acquisition to open for four two week periods leg injury, all the way came is
wission
mendaeon generally is followed sity. heads the basketball
for a postponement in order to of a positional disadvantage.
com- develop in nd improve facilities. as follows: first period,
wAterweight champion D o n
July 4 fourth with 7,530 points.
by the NCAA executive c o m- mittee The NCAA executive
make the weight.
No further evidence is need- Jordan's association with exThe previous land and build- to 16; gPcund period, July
18 Secondplace went to C. K. Teleprompter Inc. had bought
tnittee, selected Kansas City for committer meets in Cincinnat
than the combination foot- gambler Mickey Cohen a n d
ed
i ings are run down and in need to 30; eeird period,
Yang,
the
Republic
of China's
August 1
the finals, and Charlotte, N.C., in August to consider the recof major repairs to continue in to 13: fourth period, August great competitor. Defending the rights to the July 18 fight ball-basketball-basebell record postponed re-issuance of his
Louisville, Ky., Lawrence, Kan. ogemendatiOlIS.
se'-vice. A Camp Capital Cam- 15 to 2'7
state boxing license.
champion in this A.A.U. event, es' .. pledge to support the Ken- of 51 victories in 65 events.
Jordan insisted during an
Yang also broke the old world terest dwindled on their behalf Significantly, at least from
an' so they dropped the rights. athletic director Eddie Robin- appearance before the comrecord with 8,426 points.
"But I finished second," said It was thought that ABC would son's point of view, the school mission his friendship for
Yang later. "However, there carry the fight—thus compen- was singled out for special ac- Cohen hi no way interfered
was some consolation in know- siting the promoters, but they colades by United • Press Inter- with his boxing career. The
national basketball poll; the Na- commission spent 45 minutes
ing that I broke the old world too begged off.
'I'm still willing to go on tional Association of Intercol- with Jordan, going over his
record."
Although he is a student at with the fight." Rush said. "But legiate Athletics; U. S. Olympic acquaintance with Cohen and
UCLA. the 27-year-old Yang is Featur Sports has contributed Committee; National Collegiate deciding to take the case unAthletic Association; Greater der advisement pending a
not a U.S. citizen and is ineligi- nothing to the promotion."'
Rush's contract stated that he New Orleans' 100 percent further inquiry.
ble to represent this country in
Jordan lost his title to Benmust guarantee a gate of 6150.- Wrong Sports club; and the NaLOS ANGELES — (UPI) — to land the Fullmer-Robinson tonal rights."
Rome.
Football
tional
Foundati
on
Hall
eiational
Putt in Las Vegas in May
ny
000.
Boxing
If
this wasn't met at the
Johnson bad been working for
Association
The third Floyd Patterson•Inge- bout for Oct. 8 and was report- But it was
indicated the Olym- president
and dropped his third straight
Anthony Maceroni this moment for more than a live gate then he would have of Fame.
mar Johannson bout and a mid- ed prepared to object to the
Tiger athletes earned all- bout at Portland to Phil Mopdleweight title bout between Patterson-Johannson fight if pic would not object serious- said that Sugar Robinson year. A knee injury, then back to take money from his o w
American honors in football,
Injuries, suffered in an automo- pocket.
Gene Fullmer and Sugar Ray Feature Sports Inc., intends to ly to the Patterson • Johannson would not be
a suitable op- bile accident had kept
basketball and track.
him out "I've spent close to $20,000
Robinsonson may he brought to stage it within a few weeks of bout unless its scheduled date ponent for middlewe
ight cham- of decathlon competit
ion for now on promotion and Schoep- This fact was almost obscurLos Angeles in early Novem- his proposed show which would is too close to their contem- pion Fullmer.
two
nearly
years.
pner's expenses, yet Feature ed when Stone Johnson broke
held
be
in
plate
the
ber, the California Athletic
18,000-seat Sports
Fullmer-Robinson fight.
In 2 wire to Fullmer's manknew
"But
I was ready," be Sports hasn't contributed a the world's 200 meter record
I
Arena, scene of next week's In preparatior tor the
Commission indicated.
State ager. Maceroni said that Rob- said. "All
and made the U. S. Olympic
my
workouts with thing," Rush added.
Democrat
ic
National
conventi
on Athletic Commission hearing, inson should
YORK — (UPI), -at
NEW
Feature Sports Inc., which
team.
He covered the distance
be
eliminat
ed
UCLA
at
Yang
indicated
that, .1 will meet in New York
prornoted the second Patterson- and only across a roadway from Feature Sports Inc., filed a forWelterweight champion Benny
in 20.5.
from conside.nlion because of on an average, I would be just with Doc
mal application and posted bond
Johannson fight in New York the coliseum'
Reams, Archie And Charles Lewis, &high Kid Paret, who knocked out
his "woefully weak perform- a little bit better than before." Moore'a manager
, and Andy jumper with a striking record Sugar Hart in a non-title bout,
and then complained over lack In New York, Bill Fugazy, AS required by California regulaance
against"
Puni render.
Here's how Refer shattered Neiderietter,Schoepof police grotection, disclosed it majority stockholder in Feaure t o n s, commission secretary
of versatility, participated in will make his first defense of
Pender, holder of the Mas- the world record in the rugged prier's North American advisor,
had applied for a license tie Sports Incorporated, said "we Clayton Frye disclosed.
the Olympic trials as the only the 147-pound crown against
to straighten this thing out." SWAG representatives.
stage the "rubber" meeting be lean toward .Los Angeles as the In New York, Dan Driscoll, sachusetts-New York version of two days of battle:
Argentina Federico Thompice
.fi
the middleweight crown, deciAnd if we hold secretary of
tween the pair at the vast Los' site for
Rush said he will demand that The harrowing gridiron cam- at Madison
Square
Feature Sports conGarden
Friday
ran
he
On
there,
the
will
si d Robinson last month for
100-me- a decision be reached.
in early firmed that FSI president
Angeles Coliseum. A state Ath-i'N
paign
(4-8)
15.
Oct.
was
salvaged
someDenthe
second
time
in
a
e Lo
,, s Angeles neston L. Slater,
etch ter dash in 10.6 seconds; broad "I owe it to the people
letic Commission hearing on the Novemberr .at the
Cuban Benny, 23, knock
Roy Cohn and
of To- what by the running and passapplication is scheduled for Memorial Coliseum_
jumped 24 feet 9 1-4 inches; put ronto and the people from
Fugazy would attend the July of their earlier battle.
Preston Powell, widely out slender Hart of Philadelphia
of
ing
my
Fugazy was asked if it were
Maceroni said that the NBA the shot 52 feet; high jumped community to let them
July 16.
know proclaimed a future profession- at 2:36 of the sixth round
definite the bout would not be 16 meeting to request the li- felt Fullmer'
s next opponent 3 feet 10 inches; and ran the what is happening."
al Aar. He was honored to a their
At the same time the United held
non-title
bout at t
in New York. "no it's not cense
should be the winner of the Joey 400-meter race in 48 6 seconds.
first-team
Press International learned definite,
spot
on
Garden
with
a right to the chin
several
AllI
will
demand to know
Eli Boyer, western represen- Glardello
but—"
-Gustave Scholz fight, That earned him 4,760 points. whether or not we
that the Olympic Boxing Club,
It was such a hard right tha
can bold this American teams.
The Olympic Organization tative of FSI, said the organi- scheduled for
the end ef this Saturday he did the
Hobdy encouraged fnil 24-year-old Hart said: "Whe
Fred
local promoters, are dickering
fight
with
or
without
iation
was
previously had protested when
"strongly inclined"
110-meter
televiseffort from his remodeled bask- it hit me the lights went ou
month in Milwaukee. If the high hurdles in 145
for the Fullmer-Robinson bout Feature
seconds; ion," Rush said.
Sports Inc., had tried toward Los Angeles but no final
'then squad to earn "Coach-ofas the first television show of
match between Giardelte and threw the discus 170
Paret,
weighing
152-3
to shift next month's Archie selection lad been made for
feet 6 In a telephone conversation
the-Year' laurels for the sec- pounds to Hart's 153-1-4, wa
the fall 114.2‘011 to be staged
Moore- Eric Schoeppner 'ight the site of the third rematch. the German boxer doesnl come inches; pole vaulted 13 feet 1-4 with Rush Kearns said Moore is
ond straight time. Similar hosi- so impressed with his
by Madison Square Garden
off, Maceroni said, Ghirdello Inch; got off a javelin toss of in shape
heavyweight title bout here
The Coliseum seats 100,000 for should
ers went to Tom Williams in punching power at that •
for its new TV affiliation from
be
inches;
title
feet
3
233
a
a
next
it line fat
n d then
Toronto. They objected football and by using
In fait." Kearns told Rush, track,
the field go because of his fine showing gave everything
(ABC,.
be said be might camp
he had left to "Archie could make down to
on the grounds that as the lo- I could seat another
The basketball team ranked for the middleweight crews
30.000 per- against Fullmer in a son-title run the 1,500 meters
Promoter Cal Eaton is trying cal promoters they had
(metric the middleweight class a n d 10th
"tern- sons at ringside for a fight,
nationally in the final UPI after defending the 147-pound
fight in Montana.
mile) in S minutes 9.1 seconds. take Paul Fender's title sway."
poll and chopped its way into title against Thompson.

800 Boys At Mich. Scout Camp

Name NCAA Cage Site

California Still
Withholds Jordan
Fight License

West Coast Also Seeks
Robinson-Fullmer Bout

Kid Pare Set
For Thompson

V

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town I!

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent,
Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help
In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose 04, Or, Would You
Like To Advertise Your Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

o

Misc. For Sale

CASH TALES!
WILL PAY CASH for property or
rectal lot U priced right.
SR 3124$
EL I.rsti
I II GODWIN • COMPANY
1304 Moore*•

AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE

$7.95
$1.57 Dos.

Of $5.00

OR

H. & R. GARAGE

THE FIRST TIME!
no/erred, AND SICKNESS IN•
SURANCt roe PEOPLE WHO

RAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND CTHER
BMOCS iLLNEBEe.
POE MORE DETILS CALL
/MINS
INSURANCE
AGSMs.:T
GENERAL AGENT - DISABILITY 13IV - CONTINENTAL COL
IIALTT CO. 734 VANCE AVIV
ktIMPHIS, ISSN
PHONE - JA. 643111

REAUTICIAN
WANTED

I
Nancy's Beauty Salon

At
305

No. 12th

West

MORE.

RE.

Ark. Call

5-1111 or Come

by. Prefer girl in Memphis or
West Memphis.

3206

1111=_
,
JILINES1 3141k.IR IDe

REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

EIECTROWARMTH
iled
Warmer For
Pains - Aches.
BLOMBERG

I 1 j•

(."THE TRUTH IS THE L.IGIKT"
From Your Dear Friends

WRECKS
REBUILT

BR.
6100 DOWN

Automobile
Work

end

Bedy
Paintind

Dewey's Auto Service
475

Linden

Ave.

WEEK

MISCELLANEOUS FOR

SALE

roil SALE - 1 COCA COLA VENDING
Machine A-I Condition - Original Coat ,
6435 00 Trade or Cash $11000
J R Arnold - Telephone JA. 54061
SITUATION

SERVICE STATION
Miss. at Crump Blvd.

Day

&

"A

Night Service

Experienced Mechanics
JUNE SALE - BIG REDUCTION
ON AU. ROYAL MASTER TIRES
Fee a good tire sale ask for Elrod.

TELEPHONE JA. S-9432

World

of Values"
• AUTO SCHLP.);- rvRIA,
.DTIRTISING SPECIALlaCS
• PRINTiNG
MIMNOGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS
SEALS
• DiCALS
CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
'Hear Control Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

THESE

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
hewing Machines NO Service coarse
in city
All Work Guaranteed
Cal)
R&H Rome Service
1637 Lamar A‘enue
BR 4-8050

Tudor. Extra Sharp, Radio,
Heater,

White

fully

tires.

Crown

12 Instruction

Victoria,

equipped -Like

New.

ENROLL
NOW

1955 PLYMOUTH - Hard top,
radio,
heater, two-tone
paint, white tires.
1955 PONTIAC - Tudor, ready
to go anywhere. Must sell

COMPLETE

this week.

ELROD AND SON
1143

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.

1955 CHEVROLET - Be] air,

WANTED

NET lABLX WOMAN
DESIRES
ems
oars
week as maid to home, offtas.
beauty shop, eta. Call - Wit. 54151.

YO. 9-4462

_

1956 FORD IP YOU WANT TO Bt 81•1311/UL
FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130
as; Addle
Grant Mgr - GUNN
r, Operator.

cii Gabrielli

PER

$10
OF

000 000 BOOKS 10c Each! Free
Catalog* Mantras Box 124-T NYC-11
-

YORK

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Neat Va.
Be Wise, send pi cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

"AUramalliar.f.aailemraiiemair.mer.mmailima

SECRETARIAL

Prom Tour Dear Friend,
LON CUNNINGHAM MOTORS
438 Monroe at Lauderdale
Phone JA 7-0131
The worldng mans friend We have helped more people get their credit back
than anyone to the world flsakrupt Wage Earners - Repossessed - misfortune - We are OP= for propogitloos
of any kind
Good - Bad - or-oo - Credit!

TRAINING

Night & Day Classes

APPLIANCE

STOP SUFFERING! ! !

FREE

Poet el 00 NOW
Rept, envelope
POSITIVE PROOF, Health Center. brings
laid. Road. Dublin. Ireland e7 hours AleAir
•

Refrtgerators

•

Washing Machines

•

Freezers

•

Dryers

TROMILF, LOVE, MONEY PROBLEMS'
Solution available Don't give up Write
Dixie
P 0 Box 11156 Ocala. Florida

THE AstAzrve; "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

Typing &

Filing

SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph

VICTORY
Ave

Meade 41. al

IS YOUR CHANCE
TO coLtari UNUSUAL POSTCARDS,
IS
FOR $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW 5110011 CARD 23 CENTA
I
0.
BOX .t3. ANIMNIA STATION N T
N. T

We specialise ITt
ool used
$10 down will Put a Mano
borne FREE DELIVERY

,nny
out
.ut,
of
inst

son
.en

per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines ....
30c
3 lines
45c
4 lines -• • ......
60c
75e
3 lines
•• - •
$1,4 PT. SAME RATE as I line
ordinary type.
15c

DEADLINES

Omelet's's

12 Noon Monday

Tess any eats "cad or tells
te yeds
elinese!-Anv coin! Anytime.
Mosel
-A .tarthne statement. a no Airy
leas
sterilise performance
this easily mastered
technique hi • copyrighted mammal
awl
yet immediately fee 11
AFRO-FLIP
CRAFT, Beg 1146.0, Beidoeport I,
Conn.

10

to, $2.00
62.00

Series - 9 for

National

!Opt.

k
.hia

bin
tha
ou
-3

und

18 PT.

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAME RATE is I
rims ordioadr type
SAME RAT1 es 4
hiss rereinary herr

SAME RATE AS
hoes erdIsaire

ryes
LAME
LATE AS
1 boos
Deem,
hoe

Cancellations of want-acts can
be given until 12 noon Saturday Copy cancelled after 12
boon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

No guarantee can be given as

(Till

to

Forbid)

column

rate

without

KNOW
A

This is her
State

•

long time of

Refresher Course

Line

bark

Equipment

SHE

IS

GRIGGS

the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or

Business Practical
Art College

The Tri-State Defender boa
number - will be charged for
as part of the advisrtisement.

492

forwagd
wertisers

to

out

of town

mail received

Vance

Ave.- JA 7-4917

will
ad

11 Special Services

Automobile,

Furniture

Signature

Apia For Rent

There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to

"Oft RENT
153$ Sunset-Douglite
Sub-division
One
aide of Duplex 3 rms. is bath-hot-cold
rester Gas heater IS front room. Price:
$35 month
pit ins
44477

PA

Enda?
Nights Until 8:00 P M.

17
11P
3pernouThuridey and
Saturdays

15 Agent* Wanted

9:00 to 1 00

GUAR sN 173112D HOMIWORR
Mall out drombip catalog Keep $0 ogie
cern from Irders
Proven sellers
Details san3iie °MAI.* 41.00 Pallakus.
MID 5 33rd Loral& Oleo.

like t• say yes le row
loan
Ezeenified
and Supervised by the
Stile Department el l,.uranee and
*aniline
LocA none
tat 8. warn
IA 1-list
rity meditator,
IA s„wat
P

GYPSY

sew office at

MADAM

8E1,1

being sway

to stay na

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

the

la

and

Mississippi

back
et

after *

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

tam she te

22 Furnished Rooms

her new home

PIANOS

111

problems
will

read

Hie

to

you lust

Be she

would

read

as Opel

book

your job or *noises* la not a twee*. If irea bay.
tailed In the rest coin. see MADAM BEL! at once.
Locaten ea Highway SI South. htat ever Misalaalppl State
Line on the way to Hernando Her hem. Is I blocks, Wee
where she used to star Hest aside the DeSoto Motel

I

i

r

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
wHini fOlKS ire/

Free fransportation lo and From
Airport. Depot. 8114 station. Etc.
GOODFOOD
In Our M.rdern Restaurant
Harry Holmes. Owner
2401

Re tare

)ivteRrI('aiiad Halan/Sotkrieaanata rowne'llit /14111pd mboeht ath7
orest.lietsRa:laf
aloilititm
So
at io
.

Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

GIF

6

- Room for rent furnished Or unturnishr
Titilteheil 5 8215
342 Ludlam *treat
10 or before 110 A Id
-last-float Many Orme enterielle
Suitable
tAr Prof woman
.1. 'IL 14641 after 4 p.n.

Caleb

yellow

but marked

WhItebairen Slate

COME

TODAY FOS TOMORROW MAY
GUARANTEED
Hoare IP a de

OR

1415

Line

goo MADAM

BE

TOO

and

get

tti.1.1

LATE

NO CHARGE

p

to look

CONWAY'S
539

any for

'ails sr

u the right •fn

answer env .ttere
and the right name

Better

cago

Automobile
AMOCO

Fits . Ul

Service

SERVICE

Stop

At

STATION

Gasoline - Oil - U. S. Royal Tires - General Repairs

itpadirv.. nony ow.e en atindavt
I don't

Fee

Correspondence Club

LONELY? FIND Happiness,
send two 4c stamps for list of
members and details, HEZE•
K1AH CLUB, 1310 Fifth- Chi-

eu

off at Sta.. Use an( wall 2 blocks and
HAND itty,vt

PlIftEftteitt41
SERVICE

8100EST MAILS YOU ever got List roar
nam• 1 roar 2k World'a Mail Treat*
18 W 45th. Radio City 36. N T.
Dept 113

Cal olio,

TINED

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY l'UNF;li
Repairs Estimated Here
21 Years In tiano tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER ,
JAckson 6 ZA84

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

your husband. wife or gelre+thellrt2 Aye Tee
Are you discoursed! It any of these are Into
tome let MADeet BELI advise you at onee She

von Inst 'situ

In bad (tomtit'

SATISFACTION

ad

dressed to OUT address, but
the •ICeill lx)stage IS to be
charged to the advertiser

NEED
EXTRA
MONT/
Men or Women Age 21.70
Sell remit?
Orouo Hospital Insurance Make Use 01
Your 'ontaets
ar A oakum-District Mgt
Continental
Cosy:tit, Caravan/
IA 843te

-Quick Loans-

NOT

Tell you why

Tri-State Defender box num
hers - the words comprising

Defender

Na experience isecemary. erammar
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent lobe, no layoffs, short
hours Mtn pay, advancements. Send
name, adds's'', phone number Mid
time home Tri-State Defend, Pi 0.
Box 311.

NM TO $90 WEEKLY
Classtfled lobs in Cincinnati. Sort:ars
Ky
Mae or Female
cia•sittee
Itss
$110. Other large cities on request $3.111
WOMEN 5e5.00 WISELY AND UP
Must have telephone
Pleasant
voice.
Detail 10e full information $1.16
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
11115 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio

MA(English
DAM
BELL
Lady)

kW.
JA 6.47$6

College,

Day & Evening
Classes

aotice.

The Trs-State

Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

1576 Getwell

Are Yon DIseatinfled with marriage! Hay.

T. F

orders subject

in

change

HELP WANTED, Male. Female-

Horne owned
41'
Orne operated
iNH
"

• Office Machine

• Modern

Guaranteed
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
rower
board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-) Agency. 1004 Main St., Hempstead,
Load Island N. Y

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN 11 $
For Refir•d Women • Presenting Beauty
Counselor
A nationally known product
for care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell P. 0. Box 311, Hemphill
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

in

• Accounting

Miscellaneous

MAIDS TO $30 WEEK.

NEED CASH?

Are TO MAIM MONE'r NT HOME
*here to buy material and now to
manufacture cheaply Send 11.00 Manufacturing Specialties Ineklerville
'all

Accounting

WOhit.el
NM
EAST
READY-CIIT
Wrap-A-Round
Aprons
Rome. Nara
IS 18
Dorm -Spare
Time • Write ACCURATE MPOR'S
RITE:PORT. NEW YORK

PLATFORM S2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

fle LOANS & MORTGAGES

VALUES GALORE) Sales Boot MA iRie
fundable, with coupon
ALTON
WAYMAR1 61. PA

Sermon Supply
N
Dalrymple
Albion. Michigan

Feinioc Help Wanted

Bleaching

We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarlems. lumber
companies, garages. etc. All
you do is seed them to us .
for Air experienced collection
service We pay up to $1.25
a twee No delay Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6. Mo.

For Sale Misc.
TIER LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

• Secretarial

position in

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
T

FA 7-0741

WANTED WALE, PENAL,

SALES PERSONNEL - NEAT IN Av.
Delimiter, Over 18 years of lee. No
Experience needed tarn from $60 to $1011
WlEEKLN
Greet Opportunities for ed.
vaneernent
Cali for appointment.
JA. 4-3/43 - 5:30 a in. di 1 D. MI.

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

NM Prospect Ave.
Suite 101I
Cleveland. Ohio

. 00 -

Hair Styles 01
Una

12 Business Opportunities

SPIRITUAL HELP

1111.1.P

• ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED

Upholstering, Inc.

Booths For Real
A rood buslness in downtown tocolon
Susie Walker
JA 6-11007
Resident ... FA 44e414

Are yogi worried Over
moms
matters,
strange unnaiurat evil influences, Ar/soti
OHO IMOD Write Bishop Baker
Enclose
$1.10 .ove offering There is help tor
troub'ed soul You can he successful. your
Write
BISHOP BAKER

$1

to
All

FOR HEALING WORK and prayer.
for encouragement in lift
See Madam M. Sunless.
Weaklef
JA. 11-1124

Moorman's

Also

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212 Hernando
Tinting

YOU

to

N

Holliday Capri Piano Sales

ELECTRONIC
HYPNOTIZER 814 00 Transistor Radio $1550 Pocket ear Gas
Gun - $595 - Extra 39 caliber
shell'a
11.30 earn - Radio
Wattle - Talkie
$19.95 - Ann Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
Transworld Illestrcnica
Post Office Box
114 - India California

Easter

FACTORY METHOD
• FREE PICK UP
WATKIN'S FAN
REPAIR SHOP
2037 Lamar Ave.

FA 1-0795

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
• RESTYLED

pianos
It TOUT

11911
Linden - SR
6-0334
Nights • Sundays
BR 5-0356

309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-3133

for

FAN REPAIRS
•

"Amethyst pendants earrings bracelets,
$1 2$ each dom. postpaid V Brubaker,
W 1,.13. Lancaster, Calif."

TRAY.. MAGIC BATTIER,' POWER
AND MOTOR T'UNECTI

FOR BLESSED AMULET, HELP
MONET.
UNCROSSED
RUSH $2.00 DONATION
NOW" JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
LOVE SO MUCK. CHICAGO 63. ILL. Wt
.

Shorthand

Business

MISC. FOR SALE
Artc. WINDOW PANS AND BLAOut-board Motor, Drill Press and
hand drill. IA. 7-0716.

SPIRITUAL ADVISORS ....

HENDERSON

RATES

RIGINIVE I 11.5$ electric Wasiertlar still '
to factory trate *70 80 Ott_a_rastee
d.
Southside
1110x 14111 DT Hum.
Met= 3. West

JA 7-0016

sac Limas, NOW

104

530 Linden Ave.
_

UNION AVE - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE M. 1-51111

3111

WE NEED Barnes. win coy rou 2$e Ogre
acne for obtaining them for out mailing list Complete instructions sent for
$1.00 Harry M young. 917 Broad Street.,
Blister Tennessee.

ALL

%clueing eeceet fillester Cede, raiterefil•
Numbers and Days
Combinetion Codes,
Plait giaares
etc Pele• $1.00.

4

Processing

Data

IS BEDROOM ROUSE IN NICE NEIGHborhood Or will buy same. Call JAckson
6-8397

1 CLASSIFIED
• Want Ad

Make it yourself
We they
Save IR oer 'en t on each 11 00 70t1 hell
Complete
easy Instruction. 41 00 FAZE with
order
carload of other interesting offers tell•
Item Brown, Cross Country Publication
s
350 Must 3015 SR. New York Id It T

Anci An.
110111CWANDWIE
CATALOG.
Ruse discounts Low wholesale prima.
Big •••• oney saving catalog 25c
ifefUSS
.
able). 1 as .7 Co
Sox 434. Levittown IL
Pa.
- --ADULTS. INTERESTING Kam, as:ma"
Photoa. buoklete, catolate. al refunded
lee Gift with order
AM* - Boa
354-TAD. Hicksville. Long Island. N. T.

1ND

3

2726.4 Civde

SERVICE

ESTIMATES
ON

SPECIAL SERMONS

Key Punch

‘111111111111111Mr
TIRE SERVICE CO

BEER Sc A QUART

N. Y.

29.

JA. 6-8391

ve.

FORMS

CARS

7-0325

IA

AN!)

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 1. 11StIs St. - Box 17
NEW

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

RESULTS"

VOR SALE. JACKS. TOOLS AND
COM.
DIP', emutonsent to run • earage
Will
rent building te reliable person J A()Item
84205

Piano Warehouse Sale

5-9671

ANY

ON

94 8

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Briggs You I.Am
•
MOSFS
vAir
CHRIST
SINAI
ZION

Corner 270 East S.
AT
LINDEN
Fine Cars - Also Working
Folks Cars. We'll Listen To
Any
Proposition
GOOD,
SAD OR NO CREDIT.

"MISS

A/11 AZINO LISTED for life for
2$4. Wog
Paying out Mmes quarters dollars
for
one tim• listing Your name in
our files
should kiwis your box full of interesting
oTfers r're• samples, big mail etc
tor
lite
Detail, for self-addressed stamped
envelope Andy's Trading Post. Route
1-T,
BrreOn CHI N. C.
(411

Tate New RUNTORti And Coro, Lite A
tiletslrY Preparation RUIsfTORZX takes up
Where nature leave. off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only $400 tor e, 2-week supply Moneit-back It nor 2.atisterl after 3
bottle Sono CO D
Cheek
or
alone,
Order NOW

Veterans Approved
Rehabilitation Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students InvIt•d

GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS $75
81.80 down and Easy Terms
IX. 74700 Kites
Suaday a

Bill Walker and
Pop Shelton

CALL

wriarAri DIVORCE or marriage,
valid.
quick. easy Details
either
one
$2.
Bon KW
BC. Mexico

Instant stiri in any weather
Seep
batteries full, charged to 60 below zero
FREE Iry OURSTMN • ANSWERS To
You'll Plat Your radio all
pass
written
test
far
driver,
c
o:
ro
ller
with tear of battery failure More
license in
months
NEW YORK STATE Send 2$ gents
to Winter miles per gallop on
as Blaring
ewer cost m stalling end handling new power. pep BIG
PROFITS FOR
sue sett addressed & stamped enevelotes. AGENTS! Send 11 98
for
sample
erns deNET _ * PRObtiTS CO. ROX
And get riutit 30 des supply '
1.2)
INQUIRES visirratt RHEA FIR.E AND iNkiiss •
•
STATION. NEW YORK
HAU'h
U.
Potency
Tablets)
A Menburglar Cars sygtain. Ifficier.i and to. N.
tal and Pep Stimulant - the very best. '
expensive Pot horn. and business Shelton We will gigs Include free of trei•el•
Theo
5530
INC
Tftnon
Chicago
31 Ell
Distributing Co 1190 Lllideo ntfics No I04. Inclosed i.e... Helder wait every
order
Phone BR. 4-3491.
NO•tvell.
itsurroes -err- with extra pep formula
$100 kterinerloble 114 Rumba's Pleasant
HOW TO WIN! LOVR, 1401112•
1 KTO.
Send oirthd do and dime for information Date. heorssIA.
sealed. SIMS.
13104th
Ave.,
Chicago
Heights 14

Get Year Next car Here!!

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

Ave.

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

Dot est Engle' Claim

,
•

- AUTO LIABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE TO ALL
$64 and up 1-3 down with I
to pay - Telephone:
JA. 6-53M

Bank Terms

•I

1

WANT AD

HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO,
2639 West Petersen - TR2
Chicago 45, Illinois

Cheeks Please).

BUSINESS SERVICE

Court Reporting Courses

,BROWN'S PIANO CO.
13$1 So. Third St.
EX 7-0525

4...SPECIAL SERVICE

Choice.

feet

Civil Service, Real Estate and

LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
1354 Pert Avenue
APoointoseot
ea. 441411

ROOFING, roots
repaired
Stop
MIT
Cad:Near
leveled
leak
work, floors
riders cleaned,
ChimtillY4
repaired.
stucco concrete. platter do my own work
Free est Reasonable price
Spencer BE 4-6643 BR. 6-3930.
T

(No

Se. Clyde
Chiceee 49

Key Pooch, Personality Development,

Sinco

5495

BONDS.

7726T

Cershi syss towel
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE5-6161
4448 Washington
St.Louisil, Mo.

'enrols OTIARANTEEDI
LEOAL.
Any State Names Dates Omitted Used
as Ori.i.al• Duplicate copies or gifts.
ea each (threei $.5 Prompt Corifidendal
postpaid Service

&

Your

VICTORY SERVICE

Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque m ir
tune of titterers
amethyst ohsidturn.
effete other $3 91 pound
postpaid.
V.
Brubaker, 5311 W L-12, Lancaster. Calif.

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

State

Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Nome And Your favorite Met-hod

the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,

OPPORTUNMES

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

Etc.

Dinioctiyetly serving

DEAR JANE, DID TOD KNOW THAT
you can set a Summer dregs for $1 35.
chiltiren't dresses for 'Sc and Men's suits
to- 12 98 WHERE' At the Junior Leseue
Thrift Shop. 4 North Front. Hurry! Hurry! Bargains Galore!

P.O. Box 7072, Miarni 55, Fla.

12x20 clarage. $435

Any greet - CUBA. RACE

'elite,

1:02:03=1:Er
12=130131:111

1 Re NAME
ADDRESS LABELS Si 00
Pocket Rubber Stamp
$1,10
SRC took Company Box No 3233
Nashville 3 Tenn

NATIONAL

For

MUTUELS. STOCKS

TO PLACE YOUR

Prekellsea Toe carry in Vent Purs•
Startle and distract otoelers. you'dbe attackers with trae eleverlY Ce5tgflsd
Ball
Point
Gun PO,. Z.! callbet *Menke with ix?,• loud nroort.
be heard let bides
around. No permit
•
needed.
Aluncled e•srasif
completely assembled trim our fit.
toty in 'Swam. Send 54% ea.n.
111100rif order or check to:.

Will AMAZE You With Our Weekly NUMBER Cord. Deily Vibrations

Of Ploy

W. Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
11414 Stomps With Purchase

NEW AMAZING "BAR POINT GUN

me

kJ.... Of Nernerelogy. RESULTS

Lorain, Obbo

INSTRUCTIONS

J A MIRSON'er SAltaxit SHOP
2310 Park Avenue
PA 44148

Memphis Business
,Service Directory

Coat 33rd St

Bob's Juvenile
Shop

2-BUSINESS

Memphis,

NUMBER RATINGS Thread's

GEORGE PALINXUS
1627-TR1

Services

HENRY AKEU PROPRISsUlt
AutO Repairs - Brake Berries
Body and lender Work - Painting
641 Liston Ave. - Memphis. Tenn.
lima IA. 0-1111e - Sea. FA. 4-3007

"BY THE NUMBERS"

Embossed Bailees* Cords
at $3.99
01
I
color (Bleat Of Slue)
Bugloss* Cards • Apra Carts
Personal Cards
ET LIO value at in. new low price to
ils.se per 1 000
Write me for sample cards and style
chart BURINESS CARD SPECIALIST

THIS AD WORTH $I 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE

BUICK - 19
(
4
ROADILASTER-RIVIERA
Air Card-power multi New paint-big
luxury car for fraction of cost.
$M.%
IL a. [KITS-Pt MU 1-3107

NOW AVAILABLE FOR

23, 1960

SE R 1 ICES

1000

SPECIALS

LAYETTES
DIAPERS

"V & COINS SOUGHT"
Seed Coins Will Sind Meet Not Piekalt.
Return Check
Bought
COINS
Sold
Serious too lortnell
Approlsed
PAVATA'S COSH KtCRANCMg
4344 Uinta Si, rushing; 541.
N. E.
Ilogisber

I. U your Driving License ass
been revoked
3. If 'Our losurasee luta 1.•••sr
cancelled
3 U your application hi, been
reIetted
Call Adklna insurance AgoneYJA 64345 A Reeeeee!dative will
tall at your home with full details

July

MISCELLANEOUS
SHOP AT BOB'S
POI THE BEST IN INFANT'S
- CHILDREN'S WEAR

MISCELLAYISOIJS FOR SALII

Regardless To Past
Accident Record!

11-SPECIAL

Sot.,

PHONES JAckson 68397
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

.70

Real Estate

INSURANCE AGENCIES

1.5

DEFENDER

Linden

at

Lauderdale.

Memphis

Tenn.

Dr sure
Telephone

JA,

6-9729
`rol

4

16

DEFENDER

A Joke About Slick
Hair Costs A Life

Sat., July 23, 1960

StorkStoP

ts %eai-oid Southside labor• a round of taveins before tbe
er, who allegedly shot and kill. shooting. He said Andrews coned a 21-year-old Indianapolis, tinued to rib Mayfield theme*.
Ind. man because the man jok- out the eve. ing, finally teased about his processei nair is ibs Mayfield to ware:
being sought by Hyde Park po- "Don't play with me. I'll blow
lice in cennection with murder. your Lead oil'
Officers want Sam Mayfield Claybrook told officers that
of 4324 Lake Park in connection Mayfield thew a pistol from a
with tee slay.ng ot Zonal An- bolster struck the dead
to
drews early sunday morning at with it and then
fired a
4300 S Oakeuwald. Mayfield, inte his chest. Claybrook
said
accordmg to Darnell Claybrook, Mayfield fled alter the
shootbrother-in-law
of the dead man, fag.
Born at E. H. Crump Memorial Mrs. Lercy Bradford of 221 Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs
shot Andrews when the man
Hospital
Kenneth Dean of 306 Cynthia.
Reno.
gave him a ribbing about his DENSITY RATE
Daughter, Emma, to Mr. and
July 4
July
hair-style.
Rucker,
Daughter,
William
Marion.
of
769
Mrs.
and
to
Mr.
Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmington -Only nine states
Claybrook. in a statement to have population densities greatEddie Davis of 1320 Tayburn. Mrs. Theodore Medford of 124 Chestnut
Son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs.
police, told of the trio making er than that of Delaware.
Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and Dove ave.
Frank McLin, Sr., of 2031 War- RIGHTS CHAMP TOO-Heavy- crown by purchasing a $500 Archibald V. McLees, Mr. PatMs. Benjamin Franklin of 1778 July 5
weight boxing champion Floyd
Membership terson's priest who solicited
Life
NAACP
Daughter, Henrietta, to Mr. rep.
Keltny cl.
Association's the membership; and R. Ris- the Haunted
the
through
and Mrs. Henry Donnerson, of Daughter, Diantha, to Mr. and Patterson gets in a healthy
Husband." An ard Boone. Palladin is caught
Daughter. Ethel, to Mr. and
Brooklyn branch. From left ley Dent, president of the attractive girl recovering
3180 Ford rd.
Mrs. J. T. Head of 3004 Forest. lick for civil rights by celefrom in the middle of a
Ws. Jerry Norwood of 178 W.
deadly feud
brating
Patterson,
his
the
regaining
Father
Brooklyn unit.
of
are Mr.
Daughter, Elaine, to Mr. and
injuries received in an auto
July 6
Dison.
between
two
families.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Bennie Haynes of 2020 Hu- a••••••••••••••••••••••
crash is accused of homicide;
Daughter, Rosalind, to Mr. Mrs. Joseph Pullen of 6311
band Jeff as he takes up drink- ploited as the Ape Man.
/
2 bert.
despite overwhelming against 9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
and Mrs. Joe Walker of 1360 Stephens.
ing heavier than ever. Ellen
her, Perry Mason decides to starring James Arness and
Son, James Charlston, to Mr
SATURDAY, JULY 23
Gold.
Dennis Weavers Chester lives
Hughes. who gave up her baby 10:00 to 10:30 a.m.,
Daughter, to Mr. and M r s. and Mrs. Joseph Walker of 159
take
her case.
THE
July 2
in
fear of imminent death when
earlier, becomes more and more LONE RANGER, "Death
Frank H. Simmons of 1225 La- W. Frank
7:30
to
8:00, WANTED DEAD
Goes
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. a n d than', apt. 2.
recognizes
obsessed with the idea that to Press." When a newspaper OR ALIVE, starring Steve he
a
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Raystranger
Mrs. Jake Curtis of 1833 Blair July 7
mond Penn of 998 Peach.
every little boy may be her editor is slain and a crooked McQueen. Bounty hunter Josh in Dodge City as a man who
1
Hunt dr.
once threatened to kill him.
Daughter, Annetta, to Mr. and Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. •••••••••••••••••••••• son. Rosemary Prinz is featured lawyer takes possession
of the Randall and his partner unSon, Spencer, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Ulysses Campbell of 1646 Will Stewart of 602 Jessamine.
daytime
drama.
this
9:30 to 10:00, SHOT
in
knowingly
go
after
an
innocent
THURSDAY, JULY 21
newspaper in order to control
King Erby of 744 Neptune.
Claney.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Irby Pa- 8:15 to 9:00 a.m., CAPTAIN 4:00 to 5:30, TrIE EARLY the town, the Lone
man at the request of the real SLADE, starring Scott Bra
Ranger
Son, Myron ,to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Andrea, to Mr. and trick of 2743 Supreme.
"Sudden Death." Shotgun uses
KANGARCO, The captain and MOVIE with Evelyn Keyes. moves in to expose the crimi- murderer.
Howard L. Jones of 762 Chero- Mrs. Arthur Miller of 607 King
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, himself as table stakes when
July 13
Mystery and romance in Paris. nals.
treasure
Hollygoes
house
the
kee.
rd.
starring John Vivyan. The man- be searches for a hatchet killer
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and wood as everyone helps with 6:00 to 6:30, AMOS 'N ANDY, 10:30 to 11:00,
BOOTS AND ager of an
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and Born at John Gaston Hospital
exclusive country in a gambling den.
Mrs. Raymond Dyson of 737 Lip- the filming of a Western movie The Kingfish gets drafted.
SADDLES,
"Border
Mrs. Levy Watson of Rt. 1, July 9
Raiders." club seeks Mr.
Lucky's help in 10:00 to 12:00, THE MILLIONford.
script.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE star- 11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, unmasking
Box 5. Cordova.
Son, Johnny. to Mr. and Mrs. Sou. Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
the dealer of a cold AIRE
PLAYHOUSE, "Cry
DECEMBER
9:00
9:30,
to
starring
Fleming
Kirby
Eric
ring
with
July 3
Grant
Clint
and
Gloria
Willie Henderson of 2154 Ethlyn.
deck. Note: This episode was Danger" with Dick Powell and
Armstrong of 2403 War- BRIDE starring Spring Bying• Eastwood. "Incident
of the Winters. "One for the Money." scheduled
Daughter, Melva, to Mr. and Daughter, Autriniece, to Mr. John E.
July 9, but changed Rhonda Fleming. Ex-con reren.
and Mrs. Lawrence Fant of 1321 Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. ton. Rorey Calhoun is featured Thirteenth Man." When Rowdy A suitcase full of dollar bills at the last moment.
turns to avenge himself and to
episode.
today's
Yates
in
and
falls
the
cool- go to town
into the hands of Penny 8:30 to 9:00
Ridgeway.
p.m., HAVE GUN seek money for which he falseGeorge H. Crawford of 399
to
see
a
dentist,
they
are
singled
and
leads
Sky
King
and
his
10:30
CLEAR
THE
1:00,
to
Son, Clifton, to Mr. and Mrs. Vance.
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich. ly imprioned.
out fog jury duty in a trial niece to a ring of counterfeiters.
Reese Parker of 583 Linden.
Son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs. HORIZON, This story of a man that hal been fixed.
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